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ABSTRACT
Recent trends within the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction Industry have
increased interest in building information models and their impact on the integrated delivery of
projects. While the value of these tools and methods is growing, the impact of the workspace and
physical interaction of the team is often left as an afterthought. The value of the workspace,
human interaction, and sense of team is not unknown; face-to-face interactions are commonly
emphasized in collaborative charrettes for activities such as sustainable project planning. And
there have been a variety of developments in improved media interface, ranging from interactive
whiteboards and tablet PC’s, to augmented reality and virtual reality display systems. This study
focuses on bringing the physical, virtual, human, and task elements together using the INVOLVE
framework for planning Interactive Workspaces for more effective team communication, made up
of seven elements: Interaction, Network concerns, Virtual prototypes, Organization, Layout,
Visualization and Display, and Existential Collaboration.
The focus of this study was the development of the INVOLVE framework for effective
planning and use of Interactive Workspaces. Interactive Workspaces are spaces allowing
ubiquitous and intuitive interactions with virtual environments. The framework demonstrates
how the virtual and physical technologies relate to team interaction and communication. The
study will be presented first from the background and development of this framework with a
focus on face-to-face application in Interactive Workspaces (IW). This is introduced first with a
study of the relevant literature and the existing facilities being employed for different virtual
prototyping tasks and collaborative purposes. After studying these facilities, a preliminary
concept for the framework was created, and then validated through interviews on the use of
Interactive Workspaces employed within the AEC Industry. With these elements validated, a
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method was created to plan the uses and considerations for Interactive Workspaces to fulfill the
needs identified on construction projects.
In order to evaluate the framework for planning the Interactive Workspace components,
observational quasi-experiments were used to demonstrate the application of the framework for
two specific tasks and to validate those applications. The first quasi-experiment employed a
series of 24 undergraduate student teams in the architectural engineering program at Penn State.
The first round of the study identifies the aspects of the IW framework which influence the team
interaction based on a conceptual design task, and tracked interactions among individuals and
with the media interface to compare differences in use and outcomes between media modalities.
In the second round of quasi-experiments, ad hoc teams were created from a pool of volunteers to
perform 4D schedule reviews. Outcomes from both quasi-experiments indicated measurable
differences in the individual contributions to the discussion and through the interface based on the
Interactive Workspace configurations utilized, validating the application for these specific tasks
and implying validity for the theoretical basis of the relationships for the tasks, the processes, and
the communication needs for the application of the INVOLVE Framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
The use of information and communication technology is growing in the Architecture,
Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Industry (Khemlani, 2007). With increased use of
remotely located teams, shorter delivery periods, and more complex building designs and
standards, the need for more effective collaboration on projects is both growing and becoming
more difficult (Magent, 2005). Based on these challenges, the AEC Industry has become
interested in technology for improving the collaborative process, most notably the use of building
information models (BIM). Despite the perceived value of this technology, there is little
documented collaboration being performed with companies sharing their BIM designs with other
firms, but more often relying on traditional documentation for sharing information (Fox and
Hietanen, 2007). And while noticeable changes can be seen in the media infrastructure in firms
utilizing BIM, one of the reasons for the challenges with collaborative uses may be that these
infrastructure changes have not been extended to collaborative media environments. Virtual
environments, namely Interactive Workspaces (IW), have been found to improve collaboration
and enhance decision making (Rankin et al., 2006). By using IW’s there are added resources and
abilities for information management when using modeling software in the design and
construction process. To expand the use of virtual prototypes and BIM, this research project
developed the INVOLVE framework as a means to comprehensively and efficiently implement
Interactive Workspaces to enable collaborative tasks on AEC projects.
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Within the AEC Industry the fragmentation and specialization which has occurred over
the past 100 years have made effective collaboration and teamwork an ongoing challenge
(Magent, 2005). More recent changes in the technical systems used, widening global networks,
and advances in technology have only made this challenge more complex. The widening
availability of information and communication technology (ICT) tools creates greater resource
availability and faster communication; however, constantly changing technology adds another
level of concern when planning how to work as a team to share information and solve problems.
Recent focus on BIM and integrated delivery of projects has emphasized this interest and need for
better collaboration. With the inter-organizational teams, changing dynamics, and challenging
projects, collaboration and communication is essential to successful projects. To these ends, the
INVOLVE framework was developed to demonstrate the links between collaborative tasks which
take place on facilities projects, and the physical and virtual tools available through IW’s. This
framework creates a means for comprehensive and systematic planning of these tools. The
following work presents the research from the development and validation of this framework and
the links it identifies among AEC projects, social psychology, and the communication process,
are brought together through the tools available in collaborative Interactive Workspaces.

1.2 Problem Statement
An increasing number of communication media are becoming available for use within the
Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) Industry. In addition to established contract
documents and paper drawings, newer media are being introduced. These include new
technologies along the lines of augmented reality headsets (Salles et al., 2003) and stereoscopic
projection displays (Yerrapathruni et al., 2003). The introduction of new and more versatile
technology has many implications for the means of communication in AEC settings.
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Research outside of AEC shows a given form of media communication falls within a
certain range of capabilities; but while this can enable some tasks, it can constrain others (Dennis
and Reinicke, 2004). In particular, some media enable participants to communicate at the same
time such as face-to-face discussion or video conference. Other media is better used with
participants working independently, like a fax or a voice mail. And other communication media
have the potential to be used either simultaneously or stretched out over time, such as email.
Accordingly, a variety of communication media are needed to perform the range of different
communication tasks that AEC organizations need to carry out (Chidambaram and Jones, 1993;
Rubens, 2003). The reason for studying the use of media within AEC is to identify a means for
planning the use of media effectively, considering the diverse and growing options available.
With recent trends in the building industry moving toward larger and more complex
projects, the planning of communication for collaborative purposes is particularly important to
the effective use of BIM (Leicht et al., 2007). BIM models are computer-interpretable
information models that have the potential to enable improvements in the design, analysis,
simulation, planning, and/or operation of buildings (Eastman et al., 2008). In order for the full
range of potential improvements from BIM to be realized, the information needs to be
communicated among a wide range of participants within an AEC project team and their clients.
Also, information needs to be communicated in diverse locations, ranging from sophisticated
design offices, to dusty building sites and project trailers.
While the planning of the needed information and dispersal of information is both
important and challenging, and some research has shown that it is quite possible, most firms to
date have focused on internal use of intelligent models (Fox and Hietanen, 2007). The true
challenge indicated when studied further was the changing nature of interdisciplinary and interorganizational use of models in a collaborative fashion (Leicht et al., 2007). Finding a means of
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planning the collaborative use of models and developing both the infrastructure and team setting
to utilize such tools in an integrated fashion is where the true value of BIM can be realized.

1.3 Research Objectives
The goal of this research is to develop a framework for planning the Interactive
Workspace and collaborative team needs for effective communication when using BIM for
integrated team design and construction planning. To achieve this goal, the following objectives
were accomplished:
1. Define a taxonomy of Interactive Workspace elements;
2. Define a set of collaborative design and construction tasks for which an Interactive
Workspace would be beneficial when using a virtual model;
3. Develop a method for planning the characteristics of an Interactive Workspace based
on the needed collaborative tasks;
4. Develop the means of validating the use of Interactive Workspace components by
teams to allow for comparison and analysis of their value in different contexts;
5. Validate the application of the framework for specific tasks.
The research questions to be answered in regard to the use of Interactive Workspaces are:
1. Can the INVOLVE framework be used to demonstrate how different forms of
interaction with a computer in collaborative settings can influence the effectiveness
of the team?
2. Can the use of the INVOLVE Framework identify and predict differences in team
dynamics and interaction based on availability of different Interactive Workspace
traits and configurations?
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1.4 Research Methodology
This research uses process modeling concepts from the AEC Industry, combined with
supported theories from communications and social psychology, to develop the framework for
using Interactive Workspaces in a collaborative context. The process then analyzes and compiles
these with observations and interviews from experienced industry members in BIM and
visualization usage through the following steps:
1. Perform a literature review to clearly identify the scope of the INVOLVE framework
development within the existing fields of computer modeling and virtual
environments for the AEC Industry;
2. Perform a focused review of existing Interactive Workspaces and similar facilities to
identify their use and infrastructure utilized, use these to define a taxonomy of
infrastructure and considerations;
3. Validate the taxonomy and applicability to industry of the INVOLVE framework
through industry interviews;
4. Develop a method for planning and applying the framework for designing Interactive
Workspaces to match the task and use for collaborative purposes;
5. Develop a means of quantifying the use of Interactive Workspaces and compare the
value and use for different tasks; and,
6. Assess the framework and method for two different tasks which comprise different
infrastructure needs and different forms of collaboration.
A detailed description of the research methods and techniques is presented in Chapter 2.

1.5 Scope
The use of virtual environments in conjunction with virtual prototypes and software offer
the potential for improved teamwork and decision making (Gopinath, 2004). A virtual
environment is a partially or totally computer based sensory input environment (Air Force, 1994).
While the term virtual environment has been used commonly, the term creates ambiguity in the
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bringing together, and often the blurring of the lines, of the physical and virtual environments
(Leicht et al., 2007). An Interactive Workspace is a specific subset of virtual environment which
is a technologically augmented team-project room that represent a specific sub-domain of
ubiquitous computing (Johansen and Fox, 2004). The physical environment, or workspace,
employs computing technology to enable the visualization and interaction with the virtual
content.
The focus of this work was the use of an Interactive Workspace to support
interdisciplinary collaboration when utilizing the virtual prototype of a facility within the AEC
Industry. Much research has been conducted recently and is ongoing into remote collaboration.
With this framework, remote collaboration and the infrastructure needs are considered, however
the focus of the application and validation is on face-to-face collaboration with the IW used to
augment and focus communication rather than mediate it.
With the use of IW’s relatively new, there are limited opportunities to study, observe, and
collect data on their use in the AEC Industry. Data was collected to the extent possible, when
practical, through the interviews and visits to observe companies’ systems. However, much of
the information utilized was taken from published research and from the use of an IW in
academic and research settings.

1.6 Relevance
Many firms within the AEC Industry are shifting to the use of building information
models for design and construction planning (Khemlani, 2007). The use of this framework can
present valuable concepts to many industry stakeholders who regularly interact in
interdisciplinary settings for projects, who are interested in moving into more BIM oriented
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processes, or who are interested in strategic advantages such tools may offer to differentiate
themselves within the market.
Also, as greater interest in Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) and similar styles of project
acquisition occur, the infrastructure needs for supporting fuller integration and transparency of
team communication will grow in importance (Klotz, 2008). With little precedent for planning
such facilities, this framework should serve as a much needed starting point for developing this
infrastructure.

1.7 Reader’s Guide
Chapter 1 of this thesis has provided an introduction and overview of the research
presented. Chapter 2 presents the research process utilized, along with the details of the methods
and techniques used. Chapter 3 presents the background from literature in the fields of building
information modeling and virtual prototypes; virtual environments and Interactive Workspaces;
IT infrastructure planning; and communication theory. Chapter 4 develops a taxonomy of
elements for the INVOLVE Framework through the review of existing research facilities and
validates them through a series of industry interviews. Chapter 5 demonstrates a method of
planning the infrastructure based on the expected use and type of collaboration anticipated.
Chapter 6 introduces the means of validating the application of the framework through the
piloting of a method for observational studies. Chapter 7 assesses the framework application
using two observational quasi-experiments to demonstrate the importance of different tools for
different AEC tasks. Chapter 8 then concludes the research with the major findings and
contributions, as well as suggesting areas for further research. The appendices at the end include
a glossary of the terms used, along with the data and tools utilized to support this research
process.

Chapter 2

Research Methodology
This chapter presents the process and techniques selected to achieve the identified
research goal and objectives. The methods are first generally introduced (2.1), then the process
for carrying out the research is defined (2.2), and finally the techniques used are detailed (2.3).

2.1 Research Introduction
The nature of the research goal of developing a framework requires aspects of both a
qualitative and quantitative nature. Qualitative research seeks to gain insights and understand
how people act and comprehend situations, in this case the collaborative process within
Interactive Workspaces. Quantitative research focuses on determining relationships through
factual data (Fellows and Liu, 2003). The quantitative research will be through the assessment of
the applications. Qualitative research usually, as in this case, precedes quantitative research.
There are multiple typologies for defining the manner of research, for example, He
(1992) separates the types into: archival, opinion, and analytical, while Hughes (2003) simplifies
them into theory building and theory testing. Three categories of research, exploratory,
hypothesis testing, and problem solving, have been defined by Phillips and Pugh (2000).
Regardless of the subscribed categorization of research methods, every type of study fulfills
specific functions and should be utilized to meet the specific objectives of the research question,
the extent of current knowledge, current resources and time, and the availability of staff (Hakin,
2000).
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This research combines qualitative research in the nature of archival analysis and
interviews to define and validate conceptual relationships. The process for applying those
relationships is then evaluated through hypothesis testing in the form of observational quasiexperiments. The analysis of the quasi-experiments provides factual, quantitative means for
validating the framework.

2.2 Research Process
Based on the review of relevant research methods and the specific applications utilized in
construction management applications, the following research process was developed as
illustrated in Figure 1. The process is defined in more detail in the subsequent sections.
In the preparation of the specific research problem to be addressed, a preliminary
exploratory study was performed. The purpose of the exploratory study was to gain background
data about the use of media display choices, their relationship to BIM, and the impacts they have
on team interaction. The strategy for the exploratory study was a hybrid study method, which is
often effective at the exploratory stage (Bowen, 1995). By exploring these issues, a more specific
research problem was determined and a more thorough and rigorous research process has been
performed. This specific study sought to determine if the relationships between the uses of BIM
and media display choices influence team interaction and if so, can these influences be planned to
improve these interactions.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the utilized research process.
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2.2.1 Exploratory Study
The literature review included an in depth look into the use of building information
modeling (BIM) and the applications of display media within the AEC Industry, ranging from
virtual facility prototyping to augmented reality. In addition, literature was reviewed from
outside fields, such as Communications Theory and Human-Computer Interaction to help identify
media traits which could play a role in team interaction. Previous studies of team interaction and
collaboration within AEC were reviewed to ensure the value of the display media study is
properly fit the study of media needs for collaboration to the current needs of industry.
The field study was divided into four parts. The field study research was started using
observational quasi-experiments to note differences in team interaction and performance while
using different media to perform a design problem solving task. A post test only design was used
to garner feedback about the perceptions on the value of the media employed (Campbell and
Stanley, 1966). Following the quasi-experiments, a series of interviews were performed utilizing
a population of early BIM adopters. The use of semi-structured interviews was chosen to utilize
consistent questions and flows of information but still allowed for insights and new directions of
conversation based on respondent comments (Zorn, 2005).
Following the interviews a focus group was held to look more specifically at underlying
factors associated with media choice. Focus groups have been found to elicit insights and deeper
understanding from a group of individuals through facilitated discussion (Kreuger, 1988). The
last step of the research was the use of a questionnaire to get a more representative sample of the
AEC population for evaluating the issues raised in the interviews. The questionnaires offer a
more quantitative manner for evaluating responses by offering specific ranges for response
(Oppenheim, 1966). The outcome of this exploratory work demonstrated the need for more
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comprehensive and rigorous information and communication technology (ICT) Planning, leading
to the research objectives.

2.2.2 Framework Development
Following the exploratory study, the next stage of the process was the development of the
framework for the planning of Interactive Workspaces. The first step was to review the
documented research uses of virtual environments (VE) and Interactive Workspaces (IW) and the
infrastructure they employ. The second step was then to define the infrastructure and
considerations associated with an Interactive Workspace to clearly identify the elements and how
the elements relate to the communication of the team. The outcome of this step is a preliminary
taxonomy of the framework components. In parallel with this analysis, interviews with industry
users of BIM and their facilities were carried out to look at these same considerations. Once both
were complete, the framework was validated by verifying that the components and considerations
identified from the facilities were implied, represented, or represent a clear gap, in the uses from
industry.

2.2.2.1 Defining the Taxonomy of Interactive Workspace Use
The framework was developed in terms of the stages of building design and construction
stages as they relate to the relevant media characteristics. For the development, a variable
centered approach was used, rather than a box centered approach. In a variable centered
approach, the findings of the research can be generalized to other technologies (Nass and Mason,
1990). Using archival analysis both the consistent and unique features of an array of Interactive
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Workspaces and virtual environments were identified. These features were mapped to identify
the constituent elements of an Interactive Workspace for collaboration.
An array of virtual environment spaces was identified with focus on the AEC industry.
Literature on these facilities was analyzed to identify the physical traits of the workspaces. To
develop the basis for this analysis, the work of Terrence Fernando was used based on his
predictions of future workspaces (2003). This work created the projection of how Interactive
Workspaces would be used in the future, and thus the criteria of components which could be
identified. The literature on the facilities was reviewed to the task specific features within the
facilities, for example – writing or sketching on a tablet PC. From these tasks uses, the physical
components were identified, from the example it would be the pen-based interface as the
interactive media. These traits were then compared with the others to develop the list of traits.

2.2.2.2 Validating the Framework Factors
The second stage of development commenced through the use of semi-structured industry
interviews. The approach for defining the relationships was to rely on experts with exposure to
industry applications using different workspace arrangements and characteristics, and for
different tasks. The pool of experts focused upon industry practitioners with multiple project
experiences facilitating and/or utilizing building information models in collaborative settings.
The focus of these interviews was to evaluate the relationships between the defined media
characteristics, the task, and the use of the BIM by the team throughout the process. The
interview subjects were diverse to ensure a representative sample of the range of process stages
and the array of workspace variables incorporated all of the aspects and stages of the design and
construction process. The interviews also ensure that the characteristics and the stages used are
both comprehensive and clear in scope, but flexible enough to still be applicable for future
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developments, different process stages, or different media displays. The content of the interviews
was recorded and content analysis was performed for the determination of the relationships. The
taxonomy of elements defined was then compared to identify if all of the traits were either
identifiable in the elements represented from the interviews, or were noticeably absent.

2.2.3 Validating the Framework for Specific Applications
After the framework was developed, the assessment of the framework was performed.
The validation took place through observational studies. An undergraduate class within
Architectural Engineering at Penn State, (Introduction to the Construction Industry), was studied
as student teams performed two different tasks in the Immersive Construction Lab. The two
studied tasks were developed as observational quasi-experiments to assess:
1. How INVOLVE develops Interactive Workspace elements based on task type, and
2. The influence differing media arrangements have on a given task.
Observational quasi-experiments were arranged to determine the impacts of specific
media traits. Using the same environment and task with a large sample of teams helped verify
that the display traits were the key variable, and not specific to a single team. The observations
were video-taped and analyzed to measure if the changes which occurred in terms of interaction
or performance correlate with the available media and interactive capabilities. To provide
additional rigor, two sets of quasi-experiments were used to test the framework for differing tasks
and different needs for fundamental communication factors.
The use of observational methods within these contexts is divided into two main
categorizations, usually identified as structured and unstructured observation (Yin, 2003).
Structured observations rely on frameworks of pre-defined actions, discussion content, or even
body language to fit the activity within the variables and scope of the research question. By using
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an existing framework or developing a specific framework to track observed activities, the
researcher has chosen the architecture within which they are studying the hypothesis and then
utilize the data from the observations to create the correlations between the different observed
behaviors and interactions.

2.2.4 Data Analysis and Documentation
The data collection included both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data
collected includes post-test questionnaire responses and observations documented during the
quasi-experiments. The quantitative data includes the observational study coding and content
analyses. All data was documented and correlated for relevant aspects to the outcome of the
research.

2.3 Research Techniques
The specific techniques, previously suggested in the research process, are examined in
more detail in this section.

2.3.1 Interviews
The use of semi-structured interviews allows interviewees to offer their ideas and
opinions on a given topic (Zorn, 2005). At the early stages, while identifying framework
dynamics and determining the relationships, the responses of the interviewees provides useful
insights and valuable direction for developing the research through their provided insights (Yin,
2003).
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2.3.1.1 Interview Protocol
In an interview, the researcher asked questions of the interviewee either remotely, i.e.
over the phone, or in person (Yin, 2003). There are three main types: Open-ended, Focused or
Semi-Structured, and Structured. In focused or semi-structured interviews, which were selected,
the respondent is given open ended questions, but from a predetermined and structured set of
questions to ensure a consistent flow of ideas. Semi-structured interviews were selected for the
study of industry uses of Interactive Workspaces due to the early stage of the development and
need to rely on the interview respondents for development and validation of central information.

2.3.1.2 Interview Candidates
The selection of candidates for interviews was a central issue in gathering valuable data.
First, the candidates needed to have experience working closely with Interactive Workspaces or
virtual environments. Second, the subjects had to have experience observing the space being
utilized for different purposes related to AEC.

2.3.1.3 Interview Data Collection
The interviews conducted were performed in a confidential manner. Confidential
interviews encourage the subject to participate in an unbiased manner with open conversation
between the interviewee and the researcher. The conversations were recorded and transcribed for
accurate analysis (Mathers et al., 2002). The conversations were evaluated using content analysis
based on the applicability to the taxonomy of Interactive Workspace traits. The schedule of
interview questions and probes can be found in Appendix D and the consent form can be found in
Appendix E.
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2.3.1.4 Data Collection Procedure
The interview tasks were performed in the following manner to ensure accuracy and
comprehensive design:
1. Questions were designed to get an overall perspective of the participant’s reaction,
whether positive or negative;
2. The piloting of the interview schedule was used in an attempt to eliminate bias in the
forms of words, terms, or opinions which could affect the results; and
3. The interviews were recorded for an accurate record and a complete content analysis was
performed for each.

2.3.1.5 Interviewer Bias
Bias, the tendency for observations to differ from true observations in a consistent
manner, is an inherent challenge in interviews (Simon and Burstein, 1985). Three steps were
used to avoid and limit bias during the interview process:
1. Questions were designed to get an overall perspective from respondents;
2. Words or terms which may naturally opinionate the participants were avoided; and
3. The interviews were recorded for accurate review and content analysis of all
communication.

2.3.2 Observational Quasi-Experiments
Direct observation is a method of gathering data about how users interact with a product
(Yin, 2003). There are two types: structured and unstructured. In structured observation the
behaviors are determined before the observation starts. In unstructured observation the researcher
simply records the activities which occur and analyses the information after the interview is
complete. One of the primary reasons mixed-methods have not been embraced by all researchers
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is the types of bias and subjectivity sometimes associated with qualitative approaches. Many
have argued that a researcher’s personal bias plays too great of a role in gathering, synthesizing,
and analyzing of qualitative data (Hammersly and Gromm, 1997). This may be true, but studies
can be improved to the extent that bias is reduced and some degree of rigor is employed. The
reduction of bias is related to two critical components of research: reliability and validity. What
follows is a discussion on how to maximize both and, in turn, minimize investigator bias.

2.3.2.1 Structured Observation
Structured observation was used to track the characteristics of the team interactions as
they related to the task being performed. The observational tasks were video-taped and the video
tapes were analyzed for their content. The tasks which took place were reviewed for specific
content, based on the coding scheme developed by Leicht et al. (2008).

2.3.2.2 Observer Bias
Observer bias is inherent bias created by the observer seeing what is expected during the
observation, selectively remembering, or identifying only that data which supports their claims
(Yin, 2003). Using taped sessions allows for verification of the coding (Poole and Desanctis,
1992). The coding was verified by additional researchers without reliance on the outcomes of the
research to remove bias.
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2.3.2.3 Observational Quasi-experiment Design
The observational quasi-experiments were structured observations where the participants
performed specified tasks and were video-taped for detailed review of specific indicators. The
groups were given a specific task and the environment controlled to the specific media variables
under study. The traits were changed to identify how the variables affect group interaction and
performance.
The observational quasi-experiments were drawn from the AE 372 class offered at Penn
State. The studies were performed in two steps. First, an observation of the groups performing a
site utilization planning activity was performed using teams working together as a deliverable for
a class project. The second step utilized ad hoc teams performing 4D schedule reviews. In each
of the two quasi-experiments a central variable can be identified based on the relationships in the
framework associated with those activities and two test groups were randomly assigned to
determine the relative impact of the changed media trait.
The experiments employed a post-test only design with non-equivalent groups (Campbell
and Stanley, 1966). The studies included post-test questionnaires to gain additional insight about
the groups perceptions of their interaction and the impact of the workspace on the interaction.
The groups were given a specific task, based on the AEC process tasks, with each group being
constrained to specific workspace and media options. The tasks, experiment scripts, and post-test
questionnaires are included in Appendix F.

2.3.3 Content Analysis
In gathering the data from the interviews and from the observational studies, the content
of the communication played an important role in the analysis of the information. Content
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analysis, as defined by Holsti (1969), is a method where the communication content serves as the
basis of inference. Five characteristics of the method are presented by Guba and Lincoln (1981),
adopted from Holsti:
1. Objectivity – explicitly formulated rules and procedures;
2. Systematic process – inclusion or exclusion of content is performed according to
consistently applied rules;
3. Generality – findings from this process should have theoretical relevance;
4. Manifest content – focus on specified words and themes of the document; and
5. Quantitative technique – allows high degree of precision and confidence for
generalization of the results.

2.3.3.1 Video Content Analysis
A content analysis was performed for each of the observational studies. The content was
analyzed using a video analysis application to document the frequency and time for
communication content based on a predefined coding scheme. Following the coding, quantitative
scales were used to compare the outcomes from the different variables utilized.
Reliability and its assessment come in many forms. One of the simplest is test-retest
reliability where scales are given at multiple times and assessed for consistency between time
points. Others include internal consistency and split-half reliability where scale items are
compared to one another with the goal of determining consistency among items purported to
measure the same construct. The type of reliability most applicable to observational research is
inter-rater reliability. That is, assessing the extent to which judges make the same assessment for
a given phenomenon or event. For example, if we ask three judges to rate the quality of a given
product we would hope to find consistency among their rating and if we did, this would suggest
adequate inter-rater reliability. Further, by finding adequate reliability, there can be greater
confidence that the ratings minimize the potential for error. On the other hand, if the judges’
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ratings were largely divergent, it would be unclear as to what is being measured. In short, there is
less confidence in the data and, ultimately, the results.

2.3.3.2 Validity.
If reliability is consistency of a given phenomenon, validity occurs when a phenomenon
operates, in actuality, as proposed. It is important to note that validity is not an all or nothing
distinction – rather, it is a matter of degree (Messick, 1995). Validity has been conceptualized in
a variety of ways, although it is useful to break it into two forms: test validity and design validity
(Cook and Cambell, 1979). Test validity refers to scales used in measuring phenomena. For
example, a measure of intelligence is said to be, at least partially, valid if it is related to other
established tests of intelligence. More central to the present discussion, observational research is
valid if it is free from invalid design assumptions or biases introduced by the researchers – that is,
it may be viewed as having a valid design. Referred to as internal validity, Cambell and Stanley
(1963) note at least eight threats to internal validity – a list later expanded by Cook and Campbell
(1979). Of these threats, the most impactful is confounding or systematic variation among events
that prevents interpretation of cause on the part of the researcher. Thus it is essential that
observations are conducted in such a way as to not systematically covary with events they are
observing.
In addition to internal validity it is also important to also consider external validity (Cook
and Cambell, 1979) as it applies directly to the use of observational methods. Observational
research has been criticized for lacking external validity, sometimes termed generalizability,
which is the capacity to extend findings beyond those events and participants observed in the
study. Although this may be true for isolated case studies, by applying a mixed-method approach
to observational research a greater degree of external validity may be obtained. For
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generalizability to be maximized, it is important to choose participants that are representative of
the population. In doing so, the researcher can be more confident that the findings are applicable
to the broader population and not just the selected sample.

2.3.3.3 Computer Software for the Analysis of Audio-Video Recordings
The use of audio-visual recording devices allows for the capture of an activity under
study. By utilizing computer software, greater rigor in the content analysis can be achieved. The
use of recording allows a coder to review periods of activity multiple times. Observers in live
settings typically identify activities at set intervals during direct observation. Gopinath (2004)
used this method in her study of job project meetings to study and demonstrate common
inefficiencies in the communication process. This method may be necessary at times due to
limitations in recording availability.
The use of video coding offers several advantages over the traditional methods of
observational studies. Video recordings provide opportunity for exploration, testing, and
refinement of the coding framework for the same observed behaviors. They also allow for a
standard program when training coders for future observations. Using recordings allows for
precise timing of each occurrence to be tracked, and for the review and refinement when
discrepancies occur. This feature allows for greater rigor through the removal of errors, clearer
communication by using challenging examples to train coders, and the ability to revise the coding
framework in cases of ambiguity.
The introduction of specialized computer software has allowed for further improvement
on the use of observational studies using video. The software simplifies the process of coding the
video through simple interface designs, allowing for custom framework creation and labeling of
functions. These user friendly or custom interfaces create efficiencies in coding the content
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(Gyorke, 2006). Some software also has functions for organizing the resulting data, searching the
results, statistical analysis, and compiling and exporting video samples. An example interface is
shown in Figure 2. The use of recorded sessions allows for verification of the coding (Poole and
Desanctis, 1992) and the newer software applications improve the efficiencies and exactness of
this process, resulting in minimized bias through a more thorough and rigorous process.

Figure 2: Image of the Studiocode™ software interface.

2.4 Research Methods Summary
The process and methodology presented allowed for the development and validation of
the framework taxonomy as well as the assessment of the framework’s application for Interactive
Workspace planning. The techniques appropriate to the methods employed were evaluated and
planned to ensure the validity of the theoretical aspects of the framework development and the
verification and generalizability of the quasi-experiment design.

Chapter 3

Literature Review
The review of literature to follow includes topics which demonstrate how the drive for
better collaboration and the development of information communication technology (ICT) have
created the potential and the need for the planning of Interactive Workspaces. First, the concepts
and different manners of collaboration seen in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
(AEC) Industry are introduced. Then, ICT tools which have created new means for sharing
information, focusing on the area of building information models (BIM), and more generically
virtual prototypes will be presented. Following these, some of the central developments of virtual
environments and Interactive Workspaces are introduced as they related to the use of the virtual
prototype tools and within the AEC industry. After presenting these facilities and their different
applications, the theoretical background of the Interactive Workspace research in the fields of
communication theory is introduced to demonstrate the applicable theory for relating the traits of
these facilities and models from ICT to the tasks in the AEC industry.

3.1 Effective Collaboration
There have been many developments in the AEC Industry which have suggested the need
and value of more effective collaboration by project teams. The driver behind is, in many cases,
the needs within the AEC Industry to deliver faster, better, and cheaper buildings, but with less
time to provide a more integrated, higher quality product (Lewis, 2008). To make this work, an
integrated design and construction process is needed, and with the tight timelines there is a
substantial need for more effective collaboration. In the consideration of the role of
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collaboration, first a background on collaboration is presented, then the necessary pieces for
successful collaboration, followed by the tasks associated with collaborative problem solving as
they relate to the AEC Industry.

3.1.1 Defining Collaboration
Collaboration is a central theme in teamwork and group productivity; however it is
important to identify exactly what is meant by collaboration. The term collaborate derives from
the Latin words com and laborare, which combined mean “to labor together” (de Vreede and
Briggs, 2005). In more modern terms, there are three elements which define collaboration
(Collaboration, 2007):
1. Collaboration is a process;
2. Collaboration involves the interaction of two or more people; and
3. The people should be working toward a common goal or outcome.
The uses of processes focused on improving collaboration in design with the intent of
shortening design time and improving quality have been growing. Concurrent engineering was
introduced as a means of shortening product development (Barkan, 1988; Evans, 1988).
Concurrent engineering requires various design activities take place in parallel and as integrated
steps, rather than in a sequential order (Prasad, 1996). “Integrated design,” a similar concept as
described by Reed and Gorden (2000) is an inclusive and collaborative effort among various
disciplines.
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3.1.2 Challenges of Successful Collaboration
The design process, even utilizing some of the more modern procedures, still tends to
carry waste. The waste falls into one of three categories (Magent, 2005):
1) Lack of appropriate judgment;
2) Poor timing of decisions; and
3) Lack of appropriate information for decisions.

3.1.2.1 Judgment and Competencies
Involving all of the team members in a decision making process is a mark of “high
performance teams” (Kratzenbach and Smith, 2003). While increasing team member
involvement is beneficial, it is important to ensure the necessary competencies are in place for the
team to make the appropriate decisions and judgments. Competencies include skills, knowledge,
behaviors, and abilities needed for people to succeed (Naughton, 2004). Lombardo and Eichinger
(1996) have compiled a comprehensive set of competencies in their book For Your Improvement.
It is suggested by Riley et al. (2004) that the more competencies a team may possess, the
increased likelihood they will succeed.
As the AEC Industry moves to more high-performance and green buildings, it is
important for stakeholders to better understand what makes a successful team beyond technical
skills (Lewis, 2008). Goleman states that the success of a person is not directly connected only to
their technical competencies, but is strongly related to their emotional intelligence quotient
(1998). Goleman defines emotional intelligence (EI) as the capacity to recognize our own
feelings and those of others, capacity to motivate ourselves, and the capability to manage our
emotions and emotions in relationships. Goleman breaks EI into five categories: self-awareness,
managing emotions, motivation, recognizing emotions in others, and handling relationships. It is
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important to highlight that while the skill set related to EI is based on inherited traits; the skills
can be learned and improved (Goleman, 1999).
EI is an area strongly related to the challenges seen in the construction industry. Based
on extensive work and experience, Darnell demonstrates that most individuals involved in the
management of construction projects, while having high levels of technical knowledge, score low
on EI and in particular, lower for interpersonal skills (2004). The personality types and EI
profiles of personnel in the construction industry are suggested to be a leading cause of
communication difficulties. Magent (2005) identified a set of both technical and non-technical
competencies needed for successful high performance design teams. Finding means to plan and
improve the communication involving all project stakeholders is need to deliver high performing
and challenging projects.

3.1.2.2 Decision Timing
Along with having the necessary team members and competencies involved to make the
correct decision, the timing of the decision is also very important. The optimum time for making
a decision is when the marginal benefit of making the decision is equal to the marginal cost of
waiting (Neufville, 2001). Decision-based design defines a decision as a choice from among a set
of options and an irrevocable allocation of resources (Hazelrigg, 1998). Making the decision too
early may inappropriately deliver resources which cannot be recalled, while delaying a decision
will slow the allocation of resources and delay later milestones in the design completion. Making
these decisions requires open communication and transparency among the parties involved.
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3.1.2.3 Necessary Information
Once the right team members are together at the appropriate time to make a decision, the
right decision cannot be made without the necessary information. The isolation of disciplines
combined with fragmented design and construction information typically leads to costly changes,
design redundancies, and duplicated efforts (Kashyap et al., 2003). The lack of guidance and
information leads to sub-optimal decisions, which result in projects operating far below optimum
(ACEC, 2003).

3.1.3 Modes of collaboration
Ivan Steiner, a social psychologist, compiled one of the defining works on team
collaboration. In his book Group Process and Productivity Steiner (1972) demonstrates the two
fundamental means of combining individual efforts, with two types of outcomes for those efforts.
In Figure 1 the matrix shows the four means of matching team efforts and outcomes by breaking
the concepts down into four options. The two options for combining efforts are unitary efforts
and divisible efforts. Divisible efforts are tasks which can be broken into smaller tasks and team
members can make individual contributions which can be brought back together to make the
overall team’s contribution. For example, if a group of people were to work on a set of math
problems, each member could answer certain problems with the combined answers meeting the
objective of solving all of the problems. On the other hand, a unitary effort is one where
individual efforts cannot be divided. If, for example, the same team were to solve a riddle, they
could not subdivide the riddle into pieces and have members solve each piece. The riddle would
need to be solved as a whole, with the team contributing ideas to find a solution.
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The matrix in Figure 3 is also divided by the outcomes. The two terms, maximizing and
optimizing, describe how the team’s efforts are combined rather than the process of solving a
problem. An optimized outcome is referring to how efficiently and effectively the team spends
their time and energy in solving the problem. The term is intended to mean the team combines
their efforts efficiently to meet a preset standard, rather than coming up with the optimal answer.
In comparison, the maximizing outcome is used when a team explores the full extent or potential
output of their efforts rather than trying to meet a set goal. Referring to a building energy
example, the effort would be optimizing if the team were trying to get the building to a set energy
level, but maximizing if they were trying to obtain the most efficient energy usage. By looking at
processes and outcomes Steiner sets his work apart from others by demonstrating that a given
collaborative task needs to consider the approach teams will take as well as the type of outcome
which is expected.

Figure 3: Matrix showing range of collaborative process and outcomes.

3.2 Virtual Prototypes and Building Information Models
The opportunities for improving collaboration within AEC have been growing with a
number of advancements in information technology (IT). The cost pressures, project complexity
and increase in trade specialization create a demand for a more integrated approach to
information communication technology (Brown et al., 1996). The shift to building information
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models (BIM) in the industry introduced new interdependencies and collaboration requirements
not previously seen when collaborating with traditional CAD software (Taylor, 2005). Despite
the value and capabilities achievable through these new opportunities and technology, slow
adoption and investment is still causing repetition of tasks between companies (NIST, 2004).
A BIM is an intelligent building model, which is a subset of virtual prototypes. Virtual
prototyping is the design or construction of a computer model for demonstrating realistic
capabilities and simulation (Pratt, 1994). VP’s provide the ability to analyze form, fit, logistics,
human factors, and feasibility (Schaaf, 1997). A VP typically carries both the geometrical
properties of an object and the ability to respond like a real product (Gopinath, 2004). Since BIM
was introduced as one of the central reasons for the need for better Interactive Workspace
planning, the development of BIM and differentiation of it from CAD and other forms of Virtual
Prototypes is necessary to understand the reason for this change in the industry and how their use
relates to Interactive Workspaces.

3.2.1 Building Information Models
Within the AEC Industry, the recent focus of work in information rich VP’s has been
labelled as its own subset using the term building information modeling. The development of
building information modeling (BIM) and Computer Aided Design (CAD) software are important
to understanding the current state of technology in the industry. CAD has been widely accepted
and is commonly used in the design and as-built documentation of AEC projects (Tse et al.,
2005). While the idea behind CAD has been around for many years and is known and accepted,
the concept of BIM is still relatively new to the industry. One of the first steps necessary to allow
acceptance of BIM is differentiating BIM authoring software from traditional CAD software.
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3.2.2 Development of BIM
The concepts behind BIM have been around for more than twenty five years. The first
parametric modeling tool for building design, Allplan, was offered in 1981 by Nemetschek (Tse
et al., 2005). However, the computer systems available at that time were not yet practical for
large files with complex geometry (Ibrahim and Krawczyk , 2003). More popular computer
software developed around simpler concepts focused on traditional drawing methods, using lines
and symbols. The manner in which the drawings were developed in the software was the same as
when the drawings were done by hand. The computer merely facilitated modification and
replication of documents. Drawing buildings using parametric software started to become more
popular in the early 1990’s with improvements in computer capabilities (Tse et al., 2005). Since
that time, the software capabilities related to 3D representation have been steadily improving. In
the 1990’s, several new parametric modeling software packages were developed and offered (Tse
et al., 2005). As interest in 3D software grew, and computer capabilities expanded, software
companies were able to expand software development for 3D software packages, including
parametric software.

3.2.3 Parametric Modeling
In parametric models, the designer uses building components, such as a beam or a wall,
to enter design information. The designer then models using the tool for that element in a two
dimensional view. While the two dimensional view is similar to simple CAD software, the object
is not modeled only in the two dimensional view shown. In parametric models, the object is
drawn in two dimensions (2D) but the information is stored in a central database. From the
central database, the object can be represented in different views (Bazjanac, 2005). For example,
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once an exterior wall is modeled in the floor plan the object would be parametrically modeled in
all relevant viewpoints, see Figure 4. The wall would be viewable from the relevant elevation,
from a section that cuts through that wall, as well as from a three-dimensional (3D) perspective.

Figure 4: Section, 3D, and family property representations from a BIM.

3.2.4 Shift from Parametric to BIM
In addition to showing the object from various views, the model is also capable of
containing data about the object. The object data can range from the construction components to
structural information, the thermal rating, or material choices (Ibrahim and Krawczyk, 2003).
The parametric modeling of the objects and the central database of information are two key
aspects which set object based software apart from traditional CAD software packages.
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3.2.5 Definition of BIM
The most thorough and complete definition of BIM is offered by National Institute of
Building Sciences (NIBS) Facilities Information Council (FIC) as needed for the National BIM
Standards (NBIMS, 2007):
BIM overall scope is broad and can be described within the relationships of three
categorizations of BIM.
1. BIM as a product or intelligent digital representation of data about a capital facility.
BIM authoring tools are used to create and aggregate information which had, before BIM, been
developed as separate tasks with non-machine interpretable information in a paper-centric
process.
2. BIM as a collaborative process which covers business drivers, automated process
capabilities, and open information standards use for information sustainability and fidelity.
3. BIM as a facility of well understood information exchanges, workflows, and
procedures which teams use as a repeatable, verifiable, transparent, and sustainable information
based environment used throughout the building lifecycle.
The definition demonstrates the far reaching implications of BIM for information sharing
and improved collaboration within AEC.

3.2.6 BIM and Collaboration
The momentum of Building Information Modelling (BIM) usage has made substantial
gains since 2003 (Khemlani, 2007). The use of BIM is believed to offer substantial
improvements for collaboration within AEC (McDuffie, 2006). Despite the value demonstrated
for using BIM, there are still major barriers to implementing BIM on a large scale, notably the
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shortcomings of sharing information between disciplines (Kiviniemi et al., 2005). And even with
the significant growth in BIM adoption seen in the past few years, the sharing of models between
organizations and disciplines has been minimal (Fox and Hietanen, 2007).
In a series of exploratory interviews with early BIM adopters, Leicht et al. (2007) found
that the use of BIM software has grown and sustained itself, and all of the industry members
interviewed expected that growth to continue in the future. While the use has grown for all of the
disciplines, and for a wide array of analytical purposes, sharing of the model files has still been
limited to traditional 2D documentation in most cases. Some of the challenges cited include lack
of knowledge from owners or clients related to BIM. Also, many respondents indicated an
expectation of increasing responsibility related to the development of systems outside of their
discipline. For example, the building mechanical systems designer may need to develop an
architectural model to determine the volumes of the spaces for developing the base calculations
for their design to begin. This could be an outgrowth of the limited sharing of files between firms,
or expectations of an increased level of collaboration and understanding required between
disciplines. Overall, when the industry is better able to leverage BIM for collaborative purposes,
it is expected to offer the potential to shorten the design process, improve the overall design
quality, and increase the overlap between the various project disciplines.

3.3 Visualization and Virtual Environments
Along with the growth and implementation of BIM, there has also been significant
growth in the use of improved visualization and display systems (Leicht et al., 2007). Within
AEC literature the use of virtual environments (VE) and Interactive Workspaces (IW) have been
applied in a variety of settings. There has been extensive research into the growing range of
media options available (Madrazo and Weder, 2000) and how different media can be used in the
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industry ranging from the use of immersive displays (Gopinath and Messner, 2004) to mobile
computing devices to improve site communications (Löfgren, 2007). There was a range of media
display tools identified, with a few representative samples shown in Figure 5. The research into
virtual environments generally falls into two categories, studying the tasks which can be
performed in virtual environments, and studying the impacts of the specific media traits.

Figure 5: Examples of different media for AEC applications.

3.3.1 Impact of Model Content for Individual Visualization
In AEC visualization, spatial skills focus mainly on the ability to represent 3D objects,
understand relationships between objects, and to interpret images (Osberg, 1994). The ability to
visualize space improves spatial understanding by linking real experience with representations
(Trindade et al., 2002). The use of scale models, 2D drawings, and other traditional
representations causes difficulty in the understanding of 3D objects due to the limited manner the
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third dimension is used (Henry, 1992). Primarily scale is one of the dominant reasons for the
misinterpretations (Dorta and Lalande, 1998). Also, traditional documentation and models are
not dynamic in nature, limiting movement through space and time (Kalisperis et al., 2002).
Nikolic (2006) identified detail and realism in model content as variables important in the
evaluation of depth and immersion when utilizing virtual reality for understanding building
designs.

3.3.2 Impact of the Display for Individual Visualization
When the shift to the development of electronic models as a means of adding depth, it
was found that though they created the illusion of depth, the issue of scale was not resolved
(Henry, 1992). Markham (1998) identified three factors contributing to visualization in a virtual
environment: 1) immersion, 2) interaction, and 3) engagement. In her review of the
implementation of these three factors, Zikic (2007) studied stereoscopy, screen size, and field of
view as three variables showing strong relationship to participants perceived level of immersion.

3.3.3 Impact of Media Modalities
Along with the type of media being used for communication, the mode of interaction for
the persons involved plays a significant role in perception and memory. Traits as simple as
screen size have been shown to affect the engagement and attention in display viewers.
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3.3.3.1 Screen Size
Part of the reason for this engagement may be the potential for novelty of content
available, yet at the same time studies have found increased memory for information presented on
large media displays (Detenber and Reeves, 1996). Besides the aspect of the novelty of images
displayed at a larger scale, there are several biological explanations of why people are more
attentive to larger scales displays, the looming aspect of a large display causes the viewer to
interpret the image as being closer, and through evolutionary response, people are more attentive
to objects closer to them. Also, as display systems increase in scale, people pay more attention
because the larger images can require more time to search so the person can produce their own
mental image (Reeves et al., 1999). As display size increases in terms of width, people are
required to rely more on their peripheral vision, which has been shown to respond more to
novelty or motion than foveal vision (Livingstone and Hubel, 1988). All of these traits combined
make the experience of viewing material on a larger display more exciting and engaging.

3.3.3.2 Preconceptions by Display
Size alone may not determine the importance of the information being viewed. As more
displays become available people have been found to alter their evaluations of information based
on when and where they view the information. In a study looking at the importance of news
content, people were found to change their evaluation of the content based on the channel airing
the story, so news content on CNN was given greater importance than the same story on NBC for
example (Leshner et al., 1998). Under similar circumstances, people have associated the same
credibility purely based on the monitor on which they viewed the story. In a study of similar
conditions, Nass et al. (1996) studied peoples’ evaluations of news content when shown the same
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stories on one of two identical TV monitors. When the participants were told the monitor was
used exclusively for news, the stories were rated as being more news worthy than if the same
content was on a monitor they were told was used solely for entertainment content.

3.3.3.3 Cognitive Style
Cognitive style has been found to be important in how different people view multimedia
content. Cognitive style influences the manner in which people interpret information. People
with different cognitive styles have been shown to respond and benefit differently to different
modes of presentation, particularly in educational settings (Ghinea et al., 2005). There have been
various studies to determine some of the variables which come into play; Gross (1994) studied
the manner in which people process and retain information, the number of sources of information
has been found to affect retention of information (Hapeshi and Jones, 1992; Lewalter, 2003), the
symbols and construct of the presentation have been shown to have an impact on both perception
(Bradac et al., 1988) as well as inducing people to think in defined ways (Xia and Lee, 2000), and
several studies have found individual contributions to learning for different media effects (Lowe,
2003; DeWestelinck et al., 2005). However, when given flexibility and options in choosing
variables of media quality and modality, the effects of the available choices were found to be
almost negligible, based on perceived benefits (Ghinea et al., 2005). Based on these results and
other studies, it has been found that people have preferred modalities for communication that may
not correlate with the best mode for a given task (Oviatt et al., 2004).
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3.3.3.4 Cognitive Load and Working Memory
Both the cognitive resource theory (Wickens et al., 1983) and the theory of working
memory (Baddelay, 1992) suggest that a person’s working memory or available memory for a
given task is affected by the modality of the task. These theories suggest that while there is an
overarching management of memory in a collective sense, in the lower level activity the memory
designated for certain modes function independently. Particularly when considering humancomputer interaction, people have actually shown a preference for multimodal interaction (Oviatt
et al., 2000). In a study focused on identifying trends in modes of interaction, it was found that as
the difficulty of the tasks increased the subjects spontaneously shifted to multimodal interaction
in effort to manage their available cognitive load. Along with the difficulty of the task increasing,
some other factors found to influence modality choices included whether the task established a
new dialogue context. So if the task required the participant to refer to specific information not
previously referenced, the cognitive load was higher and multimodal interaction was more likely.
Also, when interacting multimodally the participants could be clearly classified into sequential or
simultaneous integrators of the available modalities with clear preference being shown by all
participants (Oviatt et al., 2004). Modality of interaction is directly linked to a person’s
management of their own cognitive load and offers significant implications for considering the
appropriate modes of interaction for different tasks.

3.3.3.5 Application to Individuals in AEC
The demonstrated value of this research is the clear link to the findings within AEC
where the improvements in content and displays improve the engagement of students or industry
members. The theories relating cognitive load provide a means for potential evaluation of how to
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implement display systems to focus a team members attention and working memory on the
problem solving task, and not on the conceptualization of information which can be
communicated using IT.

3.4 Interactive Workspaces
The use of virtual environments provides a variety of benefits for improved
communication (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993) particularly for visualization (Tan, 2005). Along with
the study of individual visualization within AEC, some studies have been performed utilizing
virtual environments (VE’s) and Interactive Workspaces (IW’s) such as those shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Examples of Interactive Workspaces.

3.4.1 Impact of Display on AEC Meetings
There have been several studies on how virtual environments impact communication
within AEC settings. Maldovan et al. (2006) used an immersive virtual environment and 4D
simulation to study their impact on a construction schedule review meeting; however, the specific
display variables were not evaluated. In a shift toward tracking the impact of VEs in
collaborative settings, Andrews et al. (2006) developed a system for measuring the use and the
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manner in which a VE is used during problem solving. They consider the team at different stages
and using VE resources. Rankin and colleagues (2006) continued with this system, employing it
in a problem solving context, but in the study the VE tools use was not specifically tracked and
could not be directly correlated to their value to the meeting. In a comparison study of physical
and virtual mock-ups, Leicht and Messner (2009) found that immersive virtual environments
could be used to identify most of the challenges for end-user review of mock-ups as physical
mock-ups and had the ability to be incorporated much earlier into the design and construction
process.

3.4.2 Impact of Display to Content Development
Along with their use for visualization during discussion, other work has explored how
VE’s can be used for design or problem solving tasks. Wang et al. (2007) performed a
comparative observational study to discern the role that software played when using a virtual
environment for team problem solving for a construction scheduling task. The study results
demonstrated implications about improving software for detailed sequence planning, but the
virtual environment employed was the same in both subsets of data, and the interaction was not
specifically tracked in the framework. Utilizing a similar methodology, but different focus of
work, Fard (2006) considered the type of the information exchanged in meetings and the form it
takes. This was a unique approach, yet the information was not correlated to the project
discussions to demonstrate the specific value of the information.
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3.4.3 Engagement and Virtual Teaming
In a unique study of the value of Interactive Workspaces for student engagement and
virtual teaming, Fruchter (2005) studied their use for a class project utilizing virtual teams. In the
study, a group of industry members were given a team’s project at a set point to discuss and
generate ideas for future directions and challenges while the students observed and asked
questions, in both a collocated and virtual capacity. In the findings, Fruchter identified the unique
aspect that the virtual attendees were more engaged in the content due to their closer proximity to
the developed material than the physical attendees.

3.4.4 Impacts of Interactive Workspaces
In more specific studies of IW’s, Leicht et al. (2008) found the stages of problem solving
which industry members considered the most important for collaboration were the same stages
found to be the most valuable for interacting with display or physical media as identified by
separate teams in a related quasi-experiment. Similarly, Issa et al. (2007) identified greater
perceived efficiency by students when utilizing an Interactive Workspace for a capstone design
project. Khanzode et al. (2008) identified added value of the Obaya, or big room, in which the
3D MEP coordination took place at the Camino Medical Center. The coordinators developed
their shop drawings as a collaborative effort, working as an interdisciplinary team in the Obaya
for the duration of the coordination efforts.
In his work projecting how IW’s will be used in the future; Fernando identified
characteristics of envisioned future workspaces for construction (2003). Fernando suggests that
these workspaces will support both co-located and distributed teams. They will allow for
seamless integration of documents, virtual prototypes, and collaboration with distant colleagues
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as if they are in the same room. The expected reduced cost of technology will allow for
interactive physical spaces, large embedded screens, wireless devices and tracking, and remote
access to supercomputers. The spaces will need to consider human factors and include multimodal interaction. The work within AEC and related fields into virtual environments clearly
demonstrates the two directions of research for collaborative ICT use. The need then, is to
identify the relationship between these two paths of research to be able to clearly link the
appropriate tasks with the necessary media traits.

3.5 Communication Theory Literature
Research in the field of communication has revealed fundamental capabilities of media
and how communication media are perceived by their users (Barry and Fulmer, 2004). This is
important because mismatches between communication tasks, capabilities, and perceptions can
result in poor communication processes and actions. The review of literature in communications
was started with a review of factors related to communication within AEC. Following this, a
review of communication literature was undertaken to identify a theory with factors that could be
used for planning, with this theory then explored in more depth.

3.5.1 Fundamental Factors in AEC Literature
The review of AEC literature for communication capabilities revealed that fundamental
factors, their use, and the consistency of their use are not widespread in the literature. Some of
the industry recognizes the evolution of media forms which are becoming available (Sarshar and
Isikdag, 2004). There is also evidence of the ability to combine different forms of media (Breen
et al., 2003). Most notably, it was found that different types of media can be included during
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design processes (Whtye et al., 2007), reviews (Hartmann and Fischer, 2007), and planning
(Waly and Thabet, 2002). While there are instances of recognition of the value of the physical
media on communication, there is little to show a process for the effective planning and use of
physical media for the benefit of more effective communication.
Despite the numerous applications and changes noted with the introduction of new media
into the AEC Industry, factors which affect communication were not explicitly considered, and
the process for planning the use of the media did not show a consistent approach. AEC research
in the area of physical media for communication has been largely concerned with mediumspecific issues such as standards and training rather than factors influencing their effective use
and the inter-relationships between them (Underwood and Watson, 2003). Overall, however, the
review of AEC literature revealed little relating to media for consistent planning and use of
media. This is the link identified as the central need from the use of ICT in AEC research.

3.5.2 Identifying the Applicable Theory from Communications
Fundamental factors are those factors which can be used to classify or describe all forms
of media. Communication literature revealed that fundamental factors have been a major area of
research for some time, with the ability of different media to carry information as a major focus
of research (Rice, 1993). Within media richness theory (Daft and Engel, 1986), media can be
arranged along a continuum from lean to rich depending on its information-carrying capacity.
Media richness theory demonstrates an initial insight into the capabilities of media but extensive
studies of media use do not support it (e.g. Carnevale et al., 1981; Dennis and Kinney, 1998;
Kinney and Watson, 1992).
There has been considerable debate concerning the relative richness of different media.
For example, the richness of media, notably computer related forms, may in part be socially
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defined (Schmitz and Fulk, 1991). This means experiences, culture, and knowledge of the author
can alter perceptions of media richness (Sproull and Kiesler, 1986). The result is that media
which are lean to one group may be rich to another, and these perceptions can change over time
(McGrath, 1993; Jaffe, 2000). Perceptions can be influenced by considerations such as
personality type (Peter and Valkenburg, 2006) or gender (Gefen and Straub, 1997). It is possible
for one medium to possess different communication capability levels based on how it is
configured and used. For example, one email system may have text only while another has a
much wider symbol variety with text, graphics and video. The term symbol variety refers to the
number of ways in which information can be communicated. However, greater symbol variety
does not necessarily translate into better symbol variety (Dickey, 1991). It has also been
suggested that no one medium can be labeled as "richest" (Dennis et al., 1998). For example,
mail sometimes enables the use of visuals and pictures. By contrast, it may not be possible to
include tables and/or graphics in some face-to-face interactions, but face-to-face discussion can
convey mood and body language which is more effective for the understanding of some messages
and context. So, ranking media in absolute terms is not practical.

3.5.3 Media Synchronicity Theory
Media possess fundamental capabilities, each of which may be more or less important for
a particular task (Brennan and Lockridge, 2006). Dennis and Valacich (1999) have defined
fundamental media capabilities as:
•

Immediacy of feedback - the extent to which a medium supports rapid bi-directional
communication;

•

Symbol variety - the number of ways in which information can be communicated;

•

Parallelism - the number of simultaneous conversations that can exist effectively;
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•

Rehearsability - the extent to which a medium enables the sender to rehearse or fine tune
a message before sending; and

•

Reprocessability - the extent to which a message can be re-examined or processed again.

Choosing one single medium for any task may prove less effective than choosing a variety of
media which a team uses at different times to perform different tasks (Chidambaram and Jones,
1993; Rubens, 2003). For example, as shown in Figure 1, the traditional telephone offers
different media capabilities than email.

Figure 7: Comparison of traditional phone and electronic mail, adapted from Dennis and Valacich
(1999).
Media capabilities can be matched to the characteristics of different tasks. The
underlying intent of these tasks has been defined as either conveyance or convergence.
Conveyance is the exchange of information, followed by the deliberation of its meaning.
Conveyance can be divergent, in that not all of the parties need to focus on the same information
at the same time, nor must they agree on its meaning. Convergence is the development of shared
meaning for information. Participants working on convergence strive to agree on the meaning of
information and verify that they have agreed. This means that participants understand each
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other's view (DeLuca and Valacich, 2006). By matching media capabilities to task requirements,
it has been suggested that media, such as email and bulletin boards, were appropriate for
conveyance of information, while media such as face-to-face and telephone were more suitable
for convergence tasks.
Different people in the same team involved in a task can have different perceptions for
the appropriate levels of feedback, symbol variety, parallelism, rehearsability and
reprocessability. Perceptions can be influenced by social concerns, culture, gender, and/or
personality type. For example, perception of time may be culture-specific. Thus what may be
considered appropriate timing of feedback by somebody from one culture may be considered
inappropriate by somebody else in the same team (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). This is one
example of how perceptions of media use within a team can have impacts on a medium's
usefulness and ease of use, and further the dynamics and environment of the team.
Media Synchronicity Theory (Dennis et al., 2008) encompasses three types of
fundamental factors:
•

Communication tasks,

•

Communication media capabilities, and,

•

Perceptions of communication media among the users.

Media Synchronicity Theory (MST) also encompasses inter-relationships between these three.
Since its introduction in 1999 (Dennis and Valacich), MST has been developed by its originators
through their on-going research (Dennis and Kinney, 1998; Valacich et al., 2006).
Media Synchronicity Theory is notable in that it does not propose any one
communication medium is inherently better than another. It, instead, recognizes that
communication media are flexible. MST indicates that work activities involve a series of
communication tasks that need different communication media capabilities; and it is often
valuable to use more than one communication media simultaneously, such as face-to-face
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communication supported by written documents; or in succession such as an e-mail followed by a
telephone conversation. MST also provides many insights into which communication media can
enable collaborative communication and which media can enable more independent
communication. The use of MST will be used later as the foundation of the media trait planning
for Interactive Workspaces. This theory provides the basis for being able to link the AEC tasks
with the specific media needs to facilitate better communication, and thereby more effective
collaboration.

3.6 Summary of Reviewed Literature
The literature reviewed presented the need and factors related to collaboration driving the
research for the use of ICT to improve collaboration with BIM playing a unique role in moving
those efforts forward. Research within AEC was presented to demonstrate the lack of research
linking the planning of tasks with the media traits needed to facilitate the communication for
those tasks. Relevant research in Communications was introduced, showing the potential to
relate tasks and media traits based on fundamental media factors.
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Chapter 4

INVOLVE: Defining an Infrastructure for Interactive Workspaces
The exploratory study, detailed in Appendix B, was a field study carried out to identify
the changes in media implemented by early BIM adopters in Finland. The interview findings
showed that while many firms were using BIM in a variety of forms, the sharing and
collaboration with models was still mainly performed using 2D documents. In the second part of
the field study, a quasi-experiment carried out using a series of different media from the same
building design to perform a brainstorming task demonstrated the ability of media to influence the
interaction of team members.
From this conclusion, the next step was to identify the media and other elements which
need to be planned to design an Interactive Workspace for effective communication during
collaborative efforts. The first step was to study existing virtual environments, and where
possible Interactive Workspace facilities, in the research sector (4.1). Through these facilities the
current extents and possibilities for the use of Interactive Workspace infrastructure was
determined. Using these facilities, the components utilized were mapped and considered in the
context of their uses and benefits. Once this set of components was identified, an initial
taxonomy of elements for the framework was created and defined (4.2). To validate the makeup
of the framework and verify the applicability, the elements were compared with outcomes from a
series of AEC Industry interviews with active BIM users (4.3).

4.1 Identifying Elements of Interactive Workspace facilities
To develop a solid foundation for the direction of the analysis of the virtual environments
studied, an identification of what Interactive Workspaces will eventually become was first sought.
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Since Interactive Workspaces are a subset of virtual environments, and the focus was on the
collaborative capabilities, direction was taken from work developed by Terrence Fernando.
Fernando (2003) described the future of collaborative workspaces for the construction industry.
In his work, Fernando identified three general areas regarding the characteristics of these future
workspaces:
•

The integration of the spaces and displays with the models or information;

•

The ability to intuitively and seamlessly interact with the information; and

•

The integration of the team collaboration and process with the space.

These three characteristics, illustrated in Figure 8, helped to focus the study of the existing
research facilities for visualizing and interacting with virtual prototypes by focusing the set of
traits to those which met one of these characteristics.

Figure 8: Map of Interactive Workspace concepts, adapted from Fernando (2003).
Fernando further suggests that these workspaces will support both co-located and
distributed teams. They will allow for seamless integration of documents, virtual prototypes, and
collaboration with distant colleagues as if they are in the same room. The expected reduced cost
of technology will allow for interactive physical spaces, large embedded screens, wireless devices
and tracking, and remote access to supercomputers. The spaces will need to consider human
factors and include multi-modal interaction. The following sections present a range of traits from
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research facilities related to virtual environments for the AEC Industry, reviewed within the
context of these three characteristics.

4.1.1 The Integration of the Spaces and Display with the Information
The integration of the workspace with the digital information being utilized is generally
referred to as Virtual Prototyping. Within the context of the AEC Industry and facilities, the
integration of the workspace with the focus on a building model has been termed immersive
virtual facility prototypes. Gopinath (2004) defined immersive virtual facility prototyping as a
combined product and process model in the form of a virtual prototype displayed in an immersive
virtual environment. Gopinath studied the use of the Immersive Environments Lab (IEL) at Penn
State mainly for simulating construction schedules using 4D models, which are 3D models
simulating the element of time (Koo and Fischer, 2002). Gopinath compiled these three elements
which come together to create an immersive virtual environment:
1. Three dimensional immersion – the sense of presence or embeddedness enabling
the user to be one with the environment (Salzman et al.,1999);
2. Frames of reference – the spatial learning, navigation and visualization
perspectives which enable the psychological immersion of the user (Darken and
Sibert, 1995); and,
3. Multisensory cues – the display system and interface which allow the user to
interpret visual, auditory and haptic cues to gather information while interacting
with the virtual environment (Sherman and Craig, 2003).
From these elements and the concepts of display and space integration, the investigation of
research facilities will explore how different facilities meet these three criteria, shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Map of the forms of display integration and their applications in research facilities.

4.1.1.1 Visual Integration with Display and Space

The first form of display integration reviewed is the use of the display to help users
visualize the virtual prototypes being studied. The Immersive Environments Lab (IEL) at
Penn State, shown in Figure 10, uses stereoscopic vision and large display visualization to
meet these requirements. The human eye uses stereopsis to register two different images
using both eyes to measure depth (Julesz, 1971). Stereoscopic visualization, then, is the use
of display systems to portray the dual images needed to provide the sense of depth in the
visualized model. The use of the large display system in the IEL improves the scale of the
visualization to enable a 1:1 ratio, or similar scale, and allows a wide field of view. The
immersion at this scale is suggested to improve communication and enable a more efficient
decision making process (Gopinath, 2004). The key features of this particular display design
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are the immersive stereo features, the three screen wide field of view at the angled layout, the
rear projected images, and the large scale of the visualized content.

Figure 10: User viewing a model within the Immersive Environments Lab at Penn State.

In another facility at Penn State, a surround screen virtual reality (SSVR) system was
utilized to perform virtual mock-ups of the AP1000 nuclear power plant (Whisker et al.,
2003). The SSVR system, as shown in Figure 11, has four walls and a floor display which
allow for the user to be completely surrounded by the displayed images. Also, the user’s
head is tracked to allow the computer to adjust the displayed images to the viewer’s relative
eye location. The unique features of this displays system extend beyond the IEL’s immersive
display and wide field of view to physically surrounding the user with the four walls and
floor of the display, the screens are again rear projected, and the view of the virtual prototype
are modified in real time to match the user’s movements using head tracking.
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Figure 11: User inside the SSVR facility at the Applied Research Lab at Penn State.
The Powerwall system offers another technology which enables unique abilities for
displays and provides feedback from the content of the virtual prototypes (Santos et al., 2007).
The display system characteristics identified for inclusion in the IMPROVE system were:
•

Large area multi-user tracking,

•

Augmented reality rendering for remote users using head mounted displays,

•

Interaction spanning display walls, and

•

Image calibration

The Powerwall display includes a tiled display system with 24 tiles, each tile able to display two
images for stereoscopic visualization at a resolution of 6144 x 3072. To support these tiles 48
computers are clustered with each connected to one of the 48 projectors, with an additional
computer to organize the information. This display system, which can be seen in Figure 12,
allows for improved visualization through higher quality, faster rendering and higher resolution
display using the smaller images which make up the overall system. The IMPROVE system
customizes the images seen from each of the tiles so the perspective of the outside edges of the
screens is manipulated to give added perspective to the immersive views. The unique features of
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this tiled display is the improved speed and quality of the rendered images to enable more
realistic views of the content, but at a support cost of the clustered computing needed to render
and display the images. The use of multiple screens also allows for multiple images to be
displays concurrently, and with the single wall and capability for multi-user tracking, the display
can be viewed from several locations and still provide high quality images.

Figure 12: The Powerwall display system for the IMPROVE project from Santos and Colleagues
(2007).
These three systems serve as samples of different approaches, but refer back to the three
characteristics first identified – the integration of the visual information with the display and
space can be seen from the number of screens or tiles, and their arrangements. The IEL has three
large rear-projected screens, but arranged with an angled view to provide a wide, yet central, field
of view than a single wall, but not completely surrounded. The SSVR system completely
surrounds the users, including a project floor system, to provide a much greater level of presence
and more visual cues. The Powerwall presents the single wall perspective, which is less
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immersive from the layout of the display, but provides a much higher quality and resolution
image which creates a more realistic feel to the images. The different layouts also influence the
use of the space with the SSVR facility creating a small space for a small group of users and only
one receiving the customized view of the virtual prototype. The IEL layout allows for a larger
viewing area with a centralized space for optimal viewing of the virtual prototype, and the
Powerwall is a straight line layout along a wall, with multi-user tracking abilities to allow for
several viewers to receive customized views.

4.1.1.2 Auditory Integration
The use of visual information to provide 3D immersion is the leading means of providing
cues for users; however there are other senses and frames of reference which can be used to
further immerse a user or to immerse them in a different manner. The virtual room at Helsinki
University of Technology, as shown in Figure 13, integrates a sound system with the visual
immersive display, capable of positioning sound sources anywhere in the 3D space with a sound
rendering modeling system to be able to replicate 3D audio immersion of modeled spaces
(Hiipaaka et al., 2001). The virtual room still uses a multi-screen display to provide visual
information to the user about the virtual prototype, but the facility adds audio cues to enhance the
sense of immersion in the model. The system utilizes multichannel sound reproduction to avoid
the need for individualized user tracking. The design of the room itself also accounts for
minimizing the influence of the inherent room acoustics. From the testing performed, the
reverberant sound is hardly influenced by the presence of the physical screens for displaying the
visual information. The research this facility focuses on is studying the use of virtual prototypes
of theatres and music halls. The integration of this enhanced audio for the user would be useful
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with models which had particular sound or audio design concerns; the visual Layout Is a three
wall system with a projected floor, similar to the SSVR facility.

Figure 13: Schematic layout of the virtual room at Helsinki University of Technology.
In a different use of auditory systems, Zhang et al. (2005) studied the use of different
combinations of visual and auditory feedback for task assembly training. In the Virtual Assembly
Environment (VAE), a virtual work-desk was developed with the ability to provide the auditory
related attributes of the rendered scene. The use of the system was evaluated for peg-in-a-hole
and electronic box assembly tasks with sound signals provided to the users to provide additional
cues about their performance while performing a task. The tasks were evaluated for just visual,
just auditory, and combined feedback to the user and found significant preference for the
combined feedback. Also, there was substantially more frustration noted with the process when
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one of the modes of feedback was not present. This suggests that the audio cues improve the
user’s perception of the space and task through additional forms of feedback. This facility is
focused on the visualization and auditory feedback for a single user when performing a task.
The integration of auditory feedback, from the noted facilities, relies heavily on the
virtual prototype use. The virtual room utilizes the stereo system for the review of very specific
types of building designs. The VAE facility uses sounds as a training tool to provide feedback to
the trainee that more quickly and clearly indicates a mistake or confirms an action which the
trainee performed.

4.1.1.3 Haptic Integration

Haptic integration refers to the ability of the display system to be able to provide
physical feedback and cues to the user. The more common and intuitive examples include
the context of flight simulators or arcade game systems which move and shake in reaction to
the activity displayed on the screen. In a study at Virginia Polytechnic Institute using
physical components as both the means of interaction and as fiduciary markers for the virtual
prototype, the users in the study provided feedback that the navigation was challenging
because of the expectation of physical interaction one would receive from a joystick or other
device was not present in the newly developed interface, suggesting that the lack of some
physical feedback can influence users perceptions (Kim, 2005). Other research has indicated
that there is benefit simply from the visual representation of haptic feedback. Lecuyer
(2009), in his studies of different means of representing physical interaction with virtual
prototypes, found that the visual impression of physical interaction will influence the manner
with which users manipulate the physical interface with the computer. In a study simply
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looking at physical resistance of materials using a stress ball, the simulated resistance of the
model was reflected in the physical resistance the users reported. The central benefit of
haptic input and feedback with the display is the added sense of the physical interaction with
the virtual prototype. The summarized elements from all of the display integration are
illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Map of space and display integration concepts.
The yellow box represents the display concepts, the orange box links these to the value of those
display aspects, and the white box show the physical traits needed to support this value.
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4.1.2 Intuitive and Seamless Interaction
The display systems used in facilities are intended to provide a psychological sense of
realism or immersion to facilitate the understanding and interaction with the virtual prototype.
The use of the display, however, is for the user to receive information from the computer system.
With the use of virtual prototypes, the focus is not simply on perception but the interactivity
which requires bi-directional interaction and flow of information. A summary of the types of
interaction and the components in the facilities studied are shown in Figure 15. The two
concepts, seamless and intuitive interaction, imply two important but separate aspects for the
user. Seamless interaction suggests that the changes or manipulations by the user are reflected in
the virtual prototype, while intuitive interaction implies that the manner of use is inherently
understandable and simple from the user’s perspective.

Figure 15: Map of the forms of interactive elements and their applications in research facilities.
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4.1.2.1 Seamless Interaction
The development of seamless interaction with virtual prototypes has grown from the
traditional tools associated with computers, though the use of the third dimensions adds a level of
complexity. The SSVR system at Penn State, for example, uses a 3D mouse to enable visual
pointing and selection within the virtual environment, but focuses on tracking and interaction for
a single user (Whisker et al., 2003). Similarly, the Powerwall system display utilizes multi-user
tracking and a laser wand to enable the users to better visually interact with the display system,
but through the multi-user tracking it enables multi-user interaction across the screens (Santos et
al., 2007). As the uses of the virtual prototypes become more complex, the interactivity from the
user reflects these issues. For the 4Dive project at the University of the Applied Sciences in
Switzerland, a custom 4D controller was developed combining 6 degree of freedom tracking with
a push button interface to allow active 3D navigation and interaction with the 4D content (Doulis
et al., 2007). These tools create the relationship between the physical device the users have
available and the digital content which they are trying to manipulate.
In a shift to different modes of influence, the SSVR facility at Penn State also allows for
speech to text capture of commands and discussion content (Whisker et al., 2003). This indexing
of the verbal content allows for greater multi-modal interaction during the activity. Research into
multi-modal capabilities during complex problem solving has shown that the brain shifts task
efforts to different modes of interaction relying on different cognitive load areas. So when the
user’s mind is trying to focus on a problem and they are using most of the cognitive load, the
ability to shift some of the tasks associated with manipulating the virtual prototype to another
mode, in this case verbal, is easier for the user.
In a different approach for how to relate the physical space with the virtual content, the
CoSpace project is focused on creating a working space to allow a group to freely move around a
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room and perform design tasks using interlinked physical and digital resources. The example
tasks studied were collaborative design activities that require physical layout of a space to be
designed. The central tool is a DiamondSpin® tabletop multi-touch screen. It is particularly
suited to tasks such as parallel browsing of sets of images. Around the room are paper based
images and 3D tangible tokens that can be physically selected and arranged, then they can be
transformed into digital icons. The tokens let the users see, select, and move the elements of the
design physically but through the use of an RFID tag reader, they are translated into digital
representations when they are placed on the tabletop. When groups were studied in the
workspace, they made frequent and seamless movement between different aspects of the design
tasks. The workspace was found to enable bridging of physical, social and digital spaces to
support effective collaboration (Rogers, 2007). These methods and devices are summarized in
Figure 16.

Figure 16: Map of seamless interaction purposes and devices.
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4.1.2.2 Intuitive interaction
Intuitive interaction refers to the ability of the user to inherently understand the manner of
using the interactive device to manipulate virtual prototypes or other digital content. One of the
more common uses seen in AEC related environments are pen-based tools for sketching or
writing. The iRoom at Stanford utilizes three large interactive whiteboards with touch sensitive
displays for users to be able to directly interact and write on the projected digital image, with the
capability of carrying information across the three displays (Fischer et al., 2002). Similarly, the
Immersive Construction (ICon) Lab at Penn State has a set of tablet PC’s which are linked to the
display system to allow users to sketch and write via the tablet interface (Leicht and Messner,
2009). While the use of pens is intuitive to most people who write or sketch, the interaction on
the software side is still focused around 2D interaction and is still challenging to incorporate into
3D content.
In addition to the visual information which can be seen or captured with such tools as
pen-based interface devices, it is also possible to capture and utilize oral information. Renate
Fruchter’s work at Stanford into the RECALL system enables capture and indexing of the
discourse and the pen-based sketching which takes place in the FISHBOWL facility (Fruchter,
2006). The capture of these activities allows the users to focus on the discussion or sketching
needed for the content of the interaction with almost no effort needed to capture the information.
These tools are moving the use of these facilities from active discussion and interaction to
intelligent capture of the activities and greater multi-modal interaction with the content.

In work focusing on providing intuitive devices which focus more on 3D content, the
SSVR facility has tested devices beyond the 3D wand, including the use of a glove for
information manipulation of virtual prototypes (Whisker et al., 2003). While not providing
haptic feedback, this form of haptic interaction for input allows for the sense of touch to be
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feigned with the interaction, rather than the use of a mouse or wand. The use of this system
provides the sense of a physical manipulation of the virtual prototype and is another step in
the ability for improved visualization and interaction of the user for specific tasks. In a step
toward physical interaction for specific tasks, the VAE facility used by Zhang et al. (2005)
utilizes visual tracking of the wand-tool to allow for interaction with the virtual content in the
training process, similar to the way the Nintendo Wii® tracks the user playing video games.
These newer custom tools for interacting with the content in a 3D manner creates a more intuitive
use of the content while still attempting seamless interaction with the virtual content. A summary
of these concepts is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Map of intuitive interaction concepts and devices.

4.1.3 Integration of the Team Collaboration and Process with the Workspace
While the integration of the displays and interaction allow for better understanding and
communication, these are steps on the way to improving collaboration. One of the considerations
which was not indicated in all of the environments, but occurred in those which considered
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collaborative aspects, is the elements of teams as they use these facilities. These are the unseen
systems for remote access, the process needs, and the team structure which need to be considered
in regard to the collaborative support of the activities in Interactive Workspaces, summarized in
Figure 18.

Figure 18: Map of the team integrative facility Elements.

4.1.3.1 Team Structure and Organization
The FISHBOWL facility at Stanford is one of the few focused on team use and
incorporating virtual teaming. The facility was developed for ICT augmented project based
learning, where Fruchter (2006) focused on creating an environment that facilitated:
1. Project based learning by students in cross-disciplinary teams;
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2. Mentoring or apprenticing with experienced professionals; and
3. Global virtual teaming.
The FISHBOWL facility is used in conjunction with an AEC Global Teamwork course. The
FISHBOWL facility is modeled after the concept of the medical school environment where
operation procedures are often witnessed by students through glass walls. The idea of the facility
is to reflect this concept but to carry the idea using ICT tools to virtual teams. The main sessions
are facilitated by having industry members interact live in the FISHBOWL facility using an
interactive whiteboard, live video and audio feeds, and both physical and remote observers to
watch and ask questions. The industry members take questions from the teams about the project
and interact in an interdisciplinary manner to discuss the issues raised. The range of tools utilized
enable collaboration capture of the efforts to engage the industry members, physically present
students, and remote observers. The feedback from the participants has shown that it engages all
of the participants through:
•

Effective collaboration;

•

Building of common ground through sharing of priorities and challenges;

•

Cross-disciplinary contributions by having all team members present in real time;

•

Enabling the use of sketching and manipulation of graphical images;

•

Joint exploration of ideas; and,

•

Joint problem solving.

The overall findings from the uses of the facility suggest that the interaction of the team members
and the process are often more valuable in the long term than the short term outcomes of the
information created in the session (Fruchter, 2006). The benefits of the use of the space are
directly tied to the needs of teams for communication to complete a project. The features which
suggest the team considerations are the enabled ability to communicate in a defined range of
means as needed, the interdisciplinary competencies of the team members, shared goals and
planned outcomes, and shared information to create grounding mechanisms.
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4.1.3.2 Remote Access
As suggested in the virtual teaming aspects by Fruchter (2006), the communication with
remote users and communication of information is essential. This also applies in face to face
team settings. The IMPROVE system architecture, developed by Santos et al. (2007)
demonstrates some of the central concerns for enabling collaborative environments for
collaboration. Along with the display tools, there is a need for a communication backbone to
interface and support various task uses. The backbone allows connection to the information,
tracking of use, and mechanisms for publication of given messages. Similarly, the work of
Rankin et al. (2006) in the Interactive Collaboration Lab (ICL) at the University of New
Brunswick focused on creating an environment for interaction and collaboration in the AEC
context. Some of the desirable characteristics identified when developing the facility include:
Interaction with the displays needs to take place practically anywhere in the room, multiple,
simultaneous, and instant capture of information and decisions, linking of both permanent and
temporary devices, display of different perspectives simultaneously, support of remote access to
information on private servers, portable devices, or on web servers.

The ICL facility, along with tasks already identified such as communication, decision capture and
documentation, also incorporates some new concepts focused on the usability by the teams. The
use of a wireless infrastructure provides access to the systems for users on portable laptop
computers and other devices to facilitate sharing of information and access to the internet for
resources (Rankin et al., 2006). The development of these connections to remote users or
information; support and interplay of the portable tools and devices; and means of storing and
capturing the interaction allow for seamless and intuitive use of the space for the team.
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4.1.3.3 Collaborative Process Integration
In the review of facilities identified, the focus of the review was on the infrastructure of
the facility and integration with the virtual content. The process of collaboration, while implied
in many of the publications wass not made explicit in the terms of the processes carried out to
complete the studied tasks. This area was identified in terms of the need to establish the process,
but the study of how teams utilize Interactive Workspaces to create the process integration for
specific tasks was studied further in the industry interviews.

4.1.4 Configuration and Layout of the Facilities
Within the three categories identified by Fernando there is consistent reference to the
integration with the space, but the space itself is not thoroughly discussed. The layout, furniture,
types of system displays and comfort level can influence the function and value of the facility.
The space of the ICL at the University of New Brunswick, for example, is designed to facilitate
the breakout of sub-group interaction to allow for parallel discussions and interaction in more
intimate settings while still providing the same technological resources. The facility is also
believed to create a more informal and consensus oriented team environment to allow for more
consistent collaborative decision making (Rankin et al., 2006). The layout of the CAVE at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Kim, 2005), the SSVR facility at Penn State (Whisker et al.,
2003), and the virtual room at Helsinki University of Technology (Hiipaaka et al., 2001) are all
limited to single user and small group applications due to the single user tracking and limited
space within which one can benefit from the display. The layout of the VAE facility is designed
for the training of a single user for the defined task training and would not be suitable for large
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groups (Zhang et al., 2005). The spatial considerations and layout directly relate to the purpose
of the use and the supported tasks.
In addition to the spatial considerations, the computers, projectors, and other tools in the
space create heat and light which need to be planned to ensure the space’s HVAC and lighting
account for these loads and the use of the space. The layout and comfort considerations need to
be planned so they compliment the facility’s purpose rather than distracting the users or
negatively impacting the value of the facility. The overall considerations are illustrated in Figure
19.

Figure 19: Workspace planning considerations.

4.2 Defining Infrastructure and Collaborative Elements for Interactive Workspaces
From the review of the research facilities, there were seven elements which were
identified as needs for planning a collaborative Interactive Workspace. These elements are:
I – Interaction – The modes of interaction of the users with the system,
N – Network – The ability to remotely connect to project files, devices, and team members,
V – Virtual Prototypes – The digital information, products, and ability to interact with them,
O – Organization – The collaborative team and their competencies,
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L – Layout – The physical position and comfort within the workspace to support the tasks,
V – Visualization and Display – The traits and configuration of the display system(s), and
E – Existential Collaboration – teamwork through shared goals and transparent processes.
These elements are demonstrated in a modified version of the model of the ICon Lab shown in
Figure 20.

Figure 20: Identification of the INVOLVE components of the Immersive Construction Lab at
Penn State.

4.2.1 Interactive Elements
The interaction with virtual prototypes in the research facilities varied with the
capabilities of the interactive devices and the tasks being performed. The use and value of the
different forms of interaction vary with the needs of the task and the cognitive style of the
individual using the tools. There have been various studies to determine some of the variables for
multi-modal interaction, however, when given flexibility and options in choosing variables of
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media quality and modality, the effects of the available choices were found to be almost
negligible, based on perceived benefits (Ghinea et al., 2005). Based on these results and other
studies, it has been found that people have preferred modalities for communication that may not
correlate with the best mode for a given task (Oviatt et al., 2004). Yet, in a study focused on
identifying trends in modes of interaction it was found that as the difficulty of the tasks increased
the subjects spontaneously shifted to multimodal interaction in an effort to manage their available
cognitive load. Along with the difficulty of the task increasing, some other factors found to
influence modality choices included whether the task established a new dialogue context. Since
the context within collaborative workspaces for interacting with the display will be to manipulate
the virtual prototype or to communicate information with the other team members, these should
be the main considerations for planning the modes of interaction.
Just as display implies visual feedback, interaction often puts into mind a keyboard and
mouse. The potential means of interaction is not limited to these two devices. There are a range
of interactions, both device mediated or touch sensitive as demonstrated by the range of
interaction and capture methods in the studied facilities. There is also the potential for having
either individual or simultaneous interaction with the system. When planning the interactive
elements, considerations need to relate to the communication properties of the media’s
fundamental capabilities, and to the need to intuitively interact with the system or virtual
prototype. These considerations are as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Interaction needs defined by the MST Factors.

MST Factors

Rehearsability

Interaction

Planned needs
to ensure
needed modes
in advance

Symbol
Variety
Means of
manipulati
ng model,
navigating,
analyzing,
or
simulating

Parallelism

Immediacy
of
Feedback

Reprocessibility

Number of
users able to
manipulate
display and
virtual
prototype

Real time
changes in
model, live
discussions
and chats
among team

Capture of the
changes to virtual
prototype, capture
and
documentation of
discussion

4.2.2 Networks and Remote Collaboration
The considerations for the virtual prototype interaction lead to the ability to interact with
remote information, remote team members, and seamless connection to portable devices. The
ability to access content outside of the infrastructure of the Interactive Workspace will enable
teams to utilize the space more readily, they will not need to plan each and every piece of
information which needs to be transported to the room and loaded onto the system. Recent work
in BIM has suggested the use of model servers for sharing and collaboration when using models
(Kiviniemi et al., 2007). Along with the access to remote information is the ability to interact
with remote team members. Virtual teaming and computer mediated communication is growing
in use and one of the array of valuable activities for which an Interactive Workspace could be
used. The considerations for access would include planning which displays would need to be
shared, infrastructure and firewall issues, and what type of direct communication will be
employed, such as video-conferencing, teleconferencing, a virtual meeting space using avatars, or
instant messaging tools.
The value of users to be able to connect their own personal devices to the network or to
share their laptop displays, as suggested by Rankin et al. (2006) could also be valuable depending
on the users expected need to share information. The set up of a network, possibly wireless, to
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connect the information, the various devices in the room, and any portable devices brought in
during activities would be necessary. Along with these, other items such as the bandwidth
concerns of the connection need to be planned to ensure real time interaction. The network
planning will need to incorporate the virtual teaming concerns, the access to remote servers or
information, and the plug and play abilities with portable devices to enable more fluid
information access and sharing.

Figure 21: Map of network element considerations.

4.2.3 Virtual Prototypes
The characteristic and driving force for the need for Interactive Workspaces is the
electronic artifacts to be viewed and utilized. In current practice, virtual prototypes likely consist
of BIM files, electronic information, or possibly electronic sketches. The industry still relies
mainly on paper drawings, and some physical models, due to their versatility and clearly defined
status in contract documents. Along with the consideration of the file type is the form of the
information, whether linguistic such as contracts, analog such as a 2D drawing or 3D model, or
arbitrary like sketched concepts.
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The use of the information for the project will need to be planned in detail to identify the
stages of the process that will be utilizing models and to what ends. Models can be used for
authoring design concepts, analysing or simulating different situations and alternative designs,
data modeling, and visualization of complex project information. The BIM can be broken into
different discipline design models, or can be linked or housed as a single comprehensive model.
Detailed planning of the models breakdown, the analyses or simulations which will be performed,
and the long term use of the information to be embedded needs to take place. The planning
needs, shown in Table 2, identify the traits of the model which the team needs to plan. The
collaborative tasks will define the purpose of the Interactive Workspace for the team using the
virtual prototype, and help to dictate the characteristics of the model which will relate to the
Interactive Workspace facility.
Table 2: Traits and planning needs for virtual prototypes.

MST
Factors
Virtual
Prototypes

Rehearsability
Prepared
content,
analysis, use,
and views

Symbol
Variety

Parallelism

Immediacy
of Feedback

Level of
detail,
modeled
systems, and
embedded
information

Number of
views and
representations

Real time
analysis,
navigation, or
manipulation
of information

Reprocessibility
Downstream use,
ability to revisit
specific views or
information

4.2.4 Organization and Structure of the Team
The project context and the relationship of the team members play a central role in the
value of the collaboration. The demand for quicker delivery and higher quality outcomes in
design and construction has increased the need for the integration of teams. The cultural
background of a person and a firm will influence the preconceptions and potential
miscommunications that may occur. As well, the technical and interpersonal competencies will
certainly influence the individual’s ability to collaborate on a given task.
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Processes for improving communication have been applied within the AEC Industry over
years, yet successful communication and coordination across a project frequently remains a
challenge. The level of trust and knowledge sharing across the industry also has a large impact.
The construction industry, however, is typically lacking a high level of trust between
stakeholders. For example, “the owner doesn’t trust the architect or the contractor, so the work is
competitively bid and perhaps a construction manager is hired just to keep an eye on things”
(Darnell, 2004). The personality types and emotional intelligence profiles of individuals within
the construction industry are a leading cause of difficulties related to communication; these traits
are summarized in Table 3. Most individuals involved within the management of construction
projects tend to have high levels of specialized knowledge, but average to low emotional
intelligence and even lower interpersonal skills (Darnell, 2004).
Table 3: Five Components of Emotional Intelligence at Work reproduced from Goleman (1999).
Self-Awareness

Managing Emotions

Motivation

Recognizing Emotions in
Others
(Empathy)
Handling Relationships

Definition
The ability to recognize and understand your
moods, emotions, and drives, as well as their
effect on others
The ability to control or redirect disruptive
impulses or moods
The propensity to suspend judgment – to
think before acting
A passion to work for reasons that go
beyond money or status
A propensity to pursue goals with energy
and persistence
The ability to understand the emotional
makeup of other people
Skill in treating people according to their
emotional reactions
Proficiency in managing relationships and
building networks
Ability to find common ground and build
rapport

Hallmarks
Self Confidence
Realistic self-assessment
Self-deprecating sense of humor
Trustworthiness and integrity
Comfort with ambiguity
Openness to change
Strong drive to achieve
Optimism, even in the face of failure
Organizational commitment
Expertise in building and retaining
talent
Cross-cultural sensitivity
Service to clients and customers
Effectiveness in leading change
Persuasiveness
Expertise in building and leading
teams

When planning the collaborative tasks which will be performed the organizational
considerations include the team members that need to be involved along with the necessary
competencies, both technical and interpersonal, to complete the task. While the technical
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competencies are usually dictated by the task at hand, the ability to lead the discussions and
facilitate consensus and decision making are still essential to efficiently completing tasks. The
team also needs to plan the frequency and formality with which they will be meeting. A facility
for ongoing use on a design-build project will have different needs than a facility that will only be
used for design reviews three times throughout the life of a project. These considerations are
illustrated in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Elements influencing the organization and structure of the facility.

4.2.5 Layout, Configurations, and Comfort
When planning for the use of an Interactive Workspace, the physical architecture of the
space becomes central to the use. The shape, layout, and physical items, such as furniture,
influence the comfort level and ability to utilize the space from the human perspective. The use
of different layouts and configurations will be conducive to different size teams, different tasks
varying from one sided presentations to breaking into sub-groups, and enable viewing of the
different physical media in the space. With the use of the electronic infrastructure required in an
Interactive Workspace, the lighting and HVAC systems should be able to support the work and
comfort of the users. Teams will quickly be discouraged if the lighting levels strain their eyes or
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if the temperature and humidity of a space are uncomfortable. The layout and configuration
influence how the individual team members will be able to interact with each other, discuss
information, or be able to utilize the physical media available in the space. The space will also
dictate the size of the team which can reasonably be accommodated by given configurations. The
space needs, as summarized in Figure 23, to be designed to have enough space to comfortably
seat the largest group anticipated to use it, it should incorporate balanced lighting for task
performance without glare on electronic displays, the HVAC system should account for the added
loads of the computing and display equipment, and the layout of the screens and furniture needs
to accommodate the planned uses.

Figure 23: Elements of layout which impact the use of the facility.

4.2.6 Visualization and Display
One of the main reasons why screen size can influence the interaction is through
engagement of the audience. Large screen size may offer the potential for novelty of content
available. At the same time studies have found increased memory for information presented on
large media displays (Detenber and Reeves, 1996). Besides the aspect of the novelty of a larger
scale, there are several biological explanations of why people are more attentive to larger scales
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displays, the looming aspect of a large display causes the viewer to interpret the image as being
closer, and through evolutionary response, people are more attentive to objects closer to them.
Also, as display systems increase in scale, people pay more attention because the larger images
can require more time to search so the person can produce their own mental image (Reeves et al.,
1999). As display size increases in terms of width, people are required to rely more on their
peripheral vision, which has been shown to respond more to novelty or motion than foveal vision
(Livingstone and Hubel, 1988). All of these traits combined make the experience of viewing
material on a larger display more exciting and engaging.
As electronic artifacts serve as one of the primary drivers, the display system is critical as
a means of viewing the digital content. While display implies a visual means of reviewing
content, the artifacts may provide visual, audio, or even haptic feedback to users (Bernsen, 1997).
It is theoretically possible to provide feedback in the form of smell or taste, however the
application to the building industry is limited and the current development of such tools is too
preliminary to consider for adding value in planning Interactive Workspaces. Planning the
display requires consideration of the number of shared and individual display systems, the scale,
resolution, and field of view of each visual display, the type of display, whether flat screen or
projected, front or rear projected, and if it has stereo capabilities. This component is essential to
the use of the information and content which serves as the documentation of both previous efforts
and outcomes of each meeting and task. The traits are organized by the fundamental factors from
MST in Table 4.
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Table 4: Traits of Visual display displays based on MST Fundamental Factors.

MST
Factors
Visual
display
Traits

Rehearsability
Arrangement,
Immersive
capabilities,
field of view

Symbol
Variety

Parallelism

Scale and
resolution of
image, mode
of display

Number of
displays, types
of concurrent
modes (audio
& visual)

Immediacy
of Feedback
Type of
display,
rendering
abilities

Reprocessibility
Continued/shared
display of images

4.2.7 Existential Collaboration
Within the realms of philosophy, morals, and the contemplation of the norms of human
existence, existentialism is the focus of explaining the norms of authenticity and causality
(Stanford, 2008). Taking this somewhat elusive concept into the context of collaboration, the
purpose is to clearly identify the process of authentic collaboration. The environment of the
building industry is one founded on legal contracts and documented deliverables where
collaboration is often requested but in a world of risk management, insurance premiums and fear
of lawsuits, one focuses on providing the elements which are explicit within the contract. In
addition, there are multiple ways to combine individual efforts to meet a combined outcome.
While incidental teamwork and collaboration certainly occur, a process of planning and
delivering this is a request which often goes unfulfilled. It is necessary for collaboration to be
utilized in an effective manner for teams to plan the tasks and outcomes which require teamwork.
When considering one person with dual and possibly conflicting goals or purposes,
Kierkegaard (1983) considers the problem from the context of religious faith, but the concept can
be carried over to the role of the individual or company within a project. How does a firm
balance the purpose of the individual within their home company or discipline with their role as a
member of an external project team? The focus and meaning of one’s role to bring success to
their company and career needs to be balanced with what they ought to be doing to contribute to
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the overall success of the project.

Planning the purpose, process, and outcomes of collaboration

clearly delineate the individual’s role to prepare and take part in the collaborative aspects of the
project and ability to contribute to the team outcomes while relating their role within the team to
the obligations they are fulfilling as a representative of their company. They would allow for the
goals of the individual member of a company to be identified within the context of the project
outcomes more explicitly and reduce this conflict which may hinder collaboration.
To establish the level of authentic collaboration which is appropriate for a project, shown
in Figure 24, requires the owner and team to identify the goals, tasks, and processes needed. If
possible, finding a means to relate the outcomes of those collaborative efforts with the individual
incentives of a person or firm on a project could in turn create less internal conflict by the
individual.

Figure 24: Elements which need to be planned for the collaboration to be authentic and effective.

4.2.8 Summarizing of INVOLVE
These characteristic areas provide the basis for planning an Interactive Workspace and its
use. Each of these components is linked to the factors influencing communication, and thus they
need to be planned to best facilitate the overall communication process which takes place.
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Planning the characteristics brings allows for the full value of the media to be utilized to enable
better communication in collaborative settings.

4.3 Industry Interviews for Interactive Workspaces
To validate the Interactive Workspace considerations from an industry perspective, and
better understand the relationship of BIM use and task to the system requirements, a series of
interviews were conducted with industry members who were using BIM on projects. The
purpose of the interviews was to compare the industry considerations when planning
collaborative workspaces to validate that the taxonomy of the INVOLVE framework was
comprehensive based on the industry usage. It also served to more clearly identify the process for
how the collaborative tasks, virtual prototype uses, and media attributes come together to support
AEC Industry efforts. There were eleven interviews conducted, with half of the subjects using
BIM for design, half for construction, along with a single design-build project where BIM was
utilized for both. The interview subjects all worked for large national or international firms
which had adopted BIM more than two years previous. A semi-structured interview schedule
was used to gather information from the participants. The questions progressed from some basic
background on the interview subject and the reference project to the tasks, BIM uses, and
collaboration. Finally, the questions consider aspects of the media display, spaces, and
interaction. In particular, minimum requirements, challenges, and what the interview subject
would consider when planning for a future project were discussed.
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4.3.1 Interview Participants
Each of the 11 people interviewed were involved in or had recently completed a project
utilizing BIM. The projects cited as examples ranged from universities to healthcare facilities.
Over half of the interviews referred to US federal government projects. The project values all
exceeded $50 Million, with the highest approaching $500 Million. While there was only a single
design-build project, the other projects were split between traditional design-bid-build delivery
and the Construction Manager at Risk delivery approach. A summary of the overall interview
data and Interactive Workspace uses can be seen in Table 5. Along with background on the
project, the subjects were asked about the frequency of meetings which used digital content from
the BIM; whether they were formal organized meetings or ad hoc discussions; and whether they
were conducted in a face-to-face fashion or remotely.
Table 5: Overview of Interview Interactive Workspace uses.
Interview

Phase

Collaboration

Meeting

Portable

Workspace

1

Construction

2

Use Frequency

Interorganizational

Formal

Desktop

Face to Face

Regular meetings

Construction

Interorganizational

Formal

Laptop

Face to Face

Regular meetings

3

Construction

Interorganizational

Formal

Laptop

Face to Face

Regular meetings

4
5

Construction
Design

Interorganizational
Internal

Formal
Ad hoc

Desktop
Desktop

Face to Face
Face to Face

Regular meetings
Regular meetings

6

Design

Internal

Both

Desktop

Face to Face

Occasional reviews

7

Design

Internal

Ad hoc

Desktop

Infrequent

8

Design

Internal

Ad hoc

Desktop

Face to Face
Face to
Face, Virtual

Regular meetings

9

Design

Internal

Formal

Laptop

Face to Face

Occasional reviews

10
11

Design
Both

Internal
Interorganizational

Formal
Both

Laptop
Laptop

Face to Face
Face to Face

Occasional reviews
Regular meetings

From the results it can be noted that the sharing of files between organizations occurs
more regularly during construction, but the meetings are more often formal. Since the meetings
scheduled were held in a more formal manner, the construction participants were less likely to
cite using the models for impromptu discussion topics to help visualize parts of the design or
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work through problems. The designers used the models internally, but were more likely to use
model files at an impromptu time for collaborative discussions.

4.3.2 Collaborative Tasks using BIM
The focus of the initial interview questions was on how models were recently or currently
used on projects. In Table 6 the summary of the stages and model uses are shown. The
construction firms consistently listed automated clash detection for coordination of mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, and sprinkler trades as the most prevalent use. This usually began in the late
stages of design or during the preconstruction period for the systems. The value of the
visualization of the building systems for the trades involved was also commonly cited as adding
value.
Table 6: Project stages and model uses on projects.
Interview

Stage of project

Model uses

1

Late design/Preconstruction

Clash detection, visualization

2

Late design/Preconstruction

Clash detection, visualization

3

Late design/Preconstruction

Clash detection, visualization

4

Late design/Preconstruction

Clash detection, visualization

5

DD thru CD's

Authoring, visualization, clash detection

6

DD thru CD's

Authoring, visualization, clash detection

7

Late Concept thru CD's

8

Concept thru CD's

Authoring, visualization, coordination

9

Varies by project

Authoring, Energy modeling and analysis

10

Varies by project

Authoring, Energy modeling and analysis

11

Start of design

Authoring, visualization, clash detection

Visualization and estimating

DD – Design Development
CD – Construction Documents

The design firms had slightly varying responses in regard to the stages of design when
BIM was used. One of the designers and the design-build project started using BIM at the outset
of the design. The engineers focusing on specific systems design were more likely to see the use
of BIM begin in the Design Development phase when systems moved beyond single line
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diagrams. There were two designers who served as internal consultants for the use of BIM at
their firms that found the use, from the analysis perspective, varied with the emphasis of different
goals on the projects. The designers consistently referenced the creation of design content as one
of the major uses, with coordination of systems and energy modeling as the two most common
analyses cited. These responses confirm the central concern that for planning Interactive
Workspaces the needs of the space revolve primarily around the task, and these tasks are based on
the collaborative use of BIM, or more generically the virtual prototypes. With these uses of BIM
planned to facilitate certain tasks, the needs for the Interactive Workspace can be identified.

4.3.3 Hardware and Physical Interaction
After discussing the task usage of BIM for collaboration on projects, the questions shifted
to the hardware and environment used during the meetings and discussions for collaborative
purposes, as summarized in Table 7. The participants were asked which software they used for
these meetings, which coincided with the BIM uses the participant had already cited, such as
Autodesk Navisworks being used for automated clash detection, navigated using a traditional
mouse interaction. In discussions of what interaction occurred during the meetings, sketching
was referenced in all contexts, with construction more commonly using the print drawings to
discuss ideas while designers were more likely to have an erasable whiteboard available. One of
the construction personnel did reference the use of a whiteboard, with the sketches documented
by taking digital pictures. They further stated that on a previous project an interactive whiteboard
had been available, but was not consistently used, so the company did not use one for the current
project. One of the design firms also had an interactive whiteboard in their meeting room, but it
was not connected to a computer so, at the time, they used it as an erasable whiteboard.
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Table 7: Summary of display and interactive software and hardware utilized in the Interactive
Workspaces.
Interview

3
4

Navisworks

5

Bentley

Whiteboard

6

Bentley

Whiteboard

Desktop, Immersive display, whiteboard

Mouse/keyboard

7

Bentley, Innovaya

Drawings

Desktop, Immersive display, whiteboard

Mouse/keyboard

8

Bentley, MS Live
Meeting

Whiteboard

Desktops, laptops, projected display

Mouse/keyboard

9

Revit, IES

Whiteboard

Desktops and projectors

Mouse/keyboard

10

Revit, IES
Navisworks and
what designer team
uses

Whiteboard

Desktops and projectors
Projectors, desktops, whiteboards,
smartboard, digital camera, large central
display

Mouse/keyboard

1
2

11

Sketching
Drawings

Hardware

Primary
Interaction

Software
Navisworks,
Graphisoft
Navisworks,
Revit/CAD
Navisworks,
Graphisoft

Laptops and projectors

Mouse/keyboard

Whiteboard

Laptop and projector

Mouse/keyboard

Drawings

Laptop and projector

Mouse/keyboard

Drawings

Desktop and projector

Mouse/keyboard

Desktop, immersive display, whiteboard

Mouse/keyboard

Whiteboard

Mouse/keyboard

The interviewees were then asked about the display systems available. The construction
sites typically had a projector in a conference room space which could be connected to a laptop
computer. In the design firms, it was more common for the participants to be working from
desktop computers, with conference rooms having projectors or larger display systems. The
means of interacting with the models was consistently a traditional mouse and keyboard.
Considering the two criteria from Fernando, seamless and intuitive interaction, the organizations
all used the most widely familiar and supported forms – the keyboard and mouse. However, there
is clearly an interest in expanding these considering that all individuals interviewed discussed
sketching. The fact that none of the modeling software reviewed seamless integrates the
sketching abilities with the BIM made the adoption of such tools unneeded. The interaction
shown demonstrates the reliance of teams on the traditional mouse as the means for seamless
interaction with the model. However, the consistent reference to sketching without any electronic
capture shows that the teams did not have a means to plan the communication which will take
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place in these settings and how the interaction with the clash detection software relates to the
problem solving discussions.

4.3.4 Layout and Configuration of Collaborative Workspaces
When studying the types of spaces used for conducting the collaborative meetings, half of
the participants referred to upgrades to an existing conference room, whether for construction or
at a design office. The other half had specific spaces which were created to focus on the use of
BIM. One of the construction sites had a BIM trailer which was arranged to conduct the
coordination meetings for the project. Based on the layouts, the BIM uses for the rest of the
construction projects fell as the secondary uses of the space. The layouts were focused on larger
team meetings. The spaces were identified as not being ideal for collaborating because of the
limited options for seating based on the location of the projected BIM image. The design firms,
however, were more likely to have taken space in their office and re-develop it with a focused
purpose for BIM use as summarized in Table 8. In two of the responses, the idea of collaborative
spaces had not been designated for BIM yet and they were still relying on conference rooms with
projectors to serve their needs. Three others had a conference room with the space set up as a
design review space, for teams to use intermittently for design coordination or formal design
review procedures. These designated spaces had audience seating arrangements for
presentations, which were noted by interviewees as being slightly less conducive to team
discussions and interactions.
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Table 8: Summary of workspace size, layout and visual set up characteristics.
Interview
1
2
3

Space size
Technology enabled
conference room
Technology enabled
conference room
Technology enabled
conference room
BIM trailer

4
5
6
7

Visualization lab
Visualization lab
Visualization lab
“BIM Pit”

8
9
10

Technology enabled
conference room
Technology enabled
conference room
“BIM Pit”

11

Layout
Central table with projected display
at one end
Central table with projected display
at one end, or 2-3 people in office
Central table with projected display
at one end
Central table with projected display
at one end, Desktop computer at far
end from display

Visual display
Projected display and laptop
Projected display and laptop
Projected display and laptop

Central table with projected display,
multiple computers and whiteboards

Projected display, Desktop
computer
(3) 4'x6' screens and
SMARTboard
(3) 4'x6' screens and
SMARTboard
(3) 4'x6' screens and
SMARTboard
Big pull down screen and full
height wall whiteboards,
periphery workstations

Meeting or presentation style

Typical projected display

Meeting or presentation style

Typical projected display
Large central display,
interactive whiteboard, and
dry-erase whiteboards,
individual workstations

Three screen with audience seating
Three screen with audience seating
Three screen with audience seating

Central table with projected display
in middle with work stations at
periphery

Two firms identified the creation of project specific BIM spaces, which one referred to as
a “BIM Pit,” where the teams worked on a regular basis or full time depending on the project.
The space at one of these two firms had been envisioned to function like the “bridge of a
starship.” The concept was that the individuals have sufficient resources and workspace to
perform individual tasks, but when needed they would be able to quickly transmit their work to
others in the group, move about the space to work in sub-groups, and easily share information on
large displays. The team on the design-build project was also using a “BIM Pit” but it was set up
at the designer’s office. A former conference room was re-purposed to serve as the collaborative
space for the whole team with workstations around the perimeter, and a large display and meeting
table in the center of the space.
The value seen in the different configurations validate the concept that the layout of the
space and the visual display traits should be planned based on the team needs. The participants
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which planned the use of their spaces, whether the construction team in the BIM trailer, the
audience review space in the design office, or one of the BIM Pit arrangements, were
considerably more excited about the use of BIM on their projects. They also, typically, were
firms that conveyed a more aggressive approach to the adoption of BIM from a corporate
perspective. The design firms with separate spaces designated also suggested that other offices
within the companies, respectively, were in the process of developing their own versions of these
spaces. This would suggest that, though they might not be able to cite a specific return on
investment for the space, they were confident in the value it was creating within the company.

4.3.5 Collaboration and Team Considerations of the Workspace
In addition to the discussions of the model and workspace, there were some questions
asked of participants about the collaborative interaction which takes place, which are summarized
in Table 9. The construction uses were all face-to-face efforts, with the mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, and sprinkler subcontractors serving as the typical interdisciplinary team. The
discussions taking place focused on the output of the automated clash detection software with the
team working to resolve conflicts between the building systems. Some of the discussion moved
to constructability and operations, but most was on coordinating the system layouts.
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Table 9: Level of interdisciplinary use and type of collaboration in Interactive Workspaces.
Interview
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Interdisciplinary
HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, and
Sprinkler subcontractors
HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, and
Sprinkler subcontractors
HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, and
Sprinkler subcontractors
HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, and
Sprinkler subcontractors
Roughly half of meetings are
interdisciplinary
Roughly half of meetings are
interdisciplinary
None
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Collaboration
System coordination problem solving
System coordination problem solving
System coordination problem solving
System coordination problem solving
Coordination of design
Coordination of design
Face-to-face and remote meetings
Energy consulting
Energy consulting
Co-located, regular informal meetings

The design teams had a greater mix of responses. Most utilized the models and spaces
for some, if not all, interdisciplinary interaction. The coordination of design was split, with some
activity being interdisciplinary. Some of the projects under consideration were quite large, so
there was a need for single disciplines to coordinate among the designers involved as well. When
it came to more focused analyses, such as the energy modeling, these were held as
interdisciplinary activities. Also, the teams utilizing the BIM Pits noted fairly constant
interdisciplinary activity. The need to plan the appropriate involvement of the team members
confirms the need for this element of the INVOLVE taxonomy for these meetings through the use
of interdisciplinary teams at different levels for these varying meetings and tasks.
Most of the meetings still focused on face to face encounters, with only one firm
referencing the use of the model for remote discussions. The project which did have remote
teaming used them for weekly progress meetings of remote design disciplines, not for truly
collaborative tasks. The remote meetings were focusing on coordination of the different design
activities which were taking place. In some instances the discussions turned to collaborative
decisions using the shared model, but not very often. There was significant planning put into
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determining the means of sharing the model and coordinating these efforts, with greater
implications of network considerations if these meetings were to be commonly expanded into
remote collaborative tasks of an interdisciplinary nature, validating the concepts for network
considerations in the INVOLVE taxonomy.

4.4 Summary of Interview Findings
Considering the uses of BIM for collaboration, there are some implications for why firms
used the spaces they selected or created. For example, the firms that referenced energy modeling
had the upgraded conference rooms, suggesting less value for collaborative space and simply
accepting the quality of the display and interaction for the given needs. These firms were
architecture and engineering firms which had moved to using BIM to author their designs and had
started incorporating the analysis tools. The design teams which were still working in more
traditional roles and using the newer BIM tools to create their designs used simple upgrading
strategies. These firms decided to upgrade their conference rooms so they could hold specific
meetings to review the BIM use of a project, such as energy simulation at particular stages of
design, they, not to hold ongoing collaborative design activities using models. On the other hand,
the firms which instituted BIM Pits had set more of a vision of integrating the disciplines using
BIM and had found a need to create a new space which supported more flexible sharing of
information. The spaces these firms created reflected these needs through greater investment in
the size and quality of displays and the flexibility of the workspaces for individual team tasks.
The interviews which focused mainly on the design review or automated clash detection activities
had spaces which were more audience centered and allowed teams to have a space to meet and
have a higher quality, larger display for those review procedures. While somewhat subtle, these
differences were consistently demonstrated across design and construction and support the
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concepts identified in the INVOLVE taxonomy of meeting the defined collaborative needs for
different tasks. When the efforts were made to plan the environments to support specific tasks,
the value of the collaboration and the communication in those environments was consistently
noted as more valuable and resulted in those firms exploring similar environments in different
company offices or projects.
In the work identifying the context and infrastructure of Interactive Workspaces, a review
of existing facilities was used to identify the elements which make up an Interactive Workspace
resulting in the INVOLVE framework. Then, to validate the components a range of industry
members actively using BIM were interviewed. The over-arching elements of the INVOLVE
framework were represented in the industry facilities, validating the concepts from research for
industry. However, the defined characteristics did not represent the same level of innovation and
complexity seen in the research facilities, which is not surprising. The industry users focused
mainly on traditional, tried and true media. The level of investment seen in the industry
workspaces aligned with the planned level of collaboration on projects more than the drive to use
BIM. In some instances, such as the BIM Pits and an on-site BIM trailer, these facilities were
used to instigate collaboration by the team members who were working on the projects by
planning meetings or long term workspaces around these facilities. The functionality where a
separate space was planned demonstrated clear alignment between the task and the space use, but
there were areas of inefficiency and lack of integration consistently noted because the industry
did not have a means to identify the media traits which would support the integration of the team
collaborative efforts with the model interaction.

Chapter 5

Method for Applying the INVOLVE Framework in the AEC Industry
The work performed has identified the infrastructure elements and environment
considerations of Interactive Workspaces which come together to allow effective communication
in support of team collaboration. However, to be able to apply the INVOLVE framework in a
comprehensive and systematic manner, there needs to be a method of applying the framework
within the AEC context. A method was developed and is introduced to allow for INVOLVE to
be applied. To develop this method, it was first necessary to identify a means of planning the
objectives for which INVOLVE will be applied (Section 5.1). Second, the collaborative nature of
those tasks needed to be identified, a new taxonomy of collaborative tasks uses for virtual
prototypes in AEC were developed and mapped back to the defined objectives (Section 5.2).
These new tasks were uses to relate the objectives and form of collaboration to their appropriate
communications setting (Section 5.3). Once the traits of the collaborative environment are then
defined, the communication factors of the environment were mapped to the INVOLVE
framework (Section 5.4). The role each of these steps, illustrated in Figure 25, will briefly be
explained as the individual steps, then the whole process will be woven together.
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Figure 25: Overall steps for planning an Interactive Workspace.

5.1 Identifying AEC Task Objectives
The first step for identifying the needs for Interactive Workspaces for an organization or
project team is to plan the objectives of the collaborations as they relate to the overall project
goals. Once the objectives are defined, the team or organization can identify the specific tasks for
which they will work collaboratively, as shown in Figure 26. Since these tasks were not
previously defined, a new taxonomy of tasks was developed to meet this need.

Figure 26: Steps for identifying the collaborative tasks using a virtual prototype.
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5.1.1 Using the Integrated Building Process Model
To enable this process in a consistent and comprehensive manner it was first necessary to
identify the processes which teams could undertake as a collaborative effort. Here are the
requirements identified for these processes:
1. They should be interdisciplinary in nature;
2. They should be collaborative; and
3. They should have a clear objective or outcome.
To identify the specific list of processes, the Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) was
utilized. The IBPM was developed to identify the processes needed for planning the delivery of
integrated building projects. The process was modeled using the IDEF0 method as shown in the
sample in Figure 27 (Sanvido, 1990). In conjunction with this process model, a Process Based
Information Architecture was developed to define the information needed to plan, design,
construct, and operate a facility (Sanvido et al., 1995).

Figure 27: Section of the Integrated Building Process Model using the IDEF0 modeling method.
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Since its development, it is still relied upon in process and delivery method research in
facilities as a key resource whether studying the integrated delivery of buildings, from high
performance building delivery (Magent, 2005) to lean and transparent processes (Klotz, 2008).
This process model of facilities planning and implementation was selected because it considers a
project throughout its lifecycle; it shows the stakeholders involved in each step; it identifies the
resources and deliverables; and it considers projects from an integrated delivery perspective.

5.1.2 Identifying Collaborative Tasks
Having identified the potential processes, the next step was to develop a common set of
task objectives based on the IBPM. The design and construction phases were used to identify
interdisciplinary project processes. Since the IBPM was developed using the IDEF0 modelling
method, the resources and mechanisms for each step are clearly identified and any step with
multiple disciplines indicates the need for interdisciplinary efforts. From this narrowed list of
project processes, the tasks were sorted by the deliverables, or outputs. The reason for using the
output to sort the processes was that objectives serve as measurable sub-goals, with the output as
the means to evaluate those sub-goals. Processes with similar objectives were evaluated based on
similar outputs, a sample of which is shown in Table 10. By organizing the processes by the
outputs, processes with similar outputs were grouped to identify a set of iterative objectives.
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Table 10: Sample of IBPM tasks, disciplines, and outputs.

Processes

Task

Disciplines

Outputs

D.2.1

Perform
preliminary studies
Prepare and
develop concepts
Coordinate
concepts
Evaluate and select
concepts

Architects,
Engineers
Architects,
Engineers
Architects,
Engineers
Architects,
Engineers

Design data (spatial relationships, site
use, layout…)
Concept information/design data, possible
concepts

D.2.2
D.2.3
D.2.4

Compatible concepts
Feasible concepts

A full listing of the IBPM processes, organized as shown in Table 10, is included in
Appendix I. This table includes all of the design and construction processes, and identifies those
which have multiple disciplines and the related outputs.

5.1.3 Defining the Taxonomy of Tasks using the IBPM
Since the processes and objectives are defined, it is necessary to identify the specific
tasks the teams will be performing collaboratively. Since this has not been previously defined, an
analysis was performed to organize a set of tasks based on the types of outputs and by the
processes which are performed. By performing this analysis, four iterative, consistent task
objectives were defined:
1. Create facility information: Authoring, expanding, refining, and identifying constraints
and parameters which advance the development of the facility concept with increasing
level of detail as the concept evolves.
2. Integrate facility information: Combining information from design/problem-solving
subtasks ensuring the extent of compatibility amongst the compiled concepts and
systems.
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3. Examine facility information: Reviewing the design/solution for viability and to ensure
compliance with the project goals, code requirements, and owner and design intent.
4. Focus facility information: Identifying the concept(s) which best satisfy project
requirements and offer the best opportunity for advancing the project.
These defined tasks show the purpose of the collaborative processes amongst team members, but
to utilize Interactive Workspaces effectively, the manner of collaboration to achieve these task
objectives needs to be clearly identified.

5.2 Relating AEC Tasks to Collaborative Functions of Teams
The first section presented the means of using the IBPM to plan the project collaborative
objectives and specific tasks. Since the manner of collaboration is not explicitly defined within
the IBPM, it was necessary to identify another source for how teams can combine their efforts to
reach a given objective. Ivan Steiner (1972), a social psychologist, compiled one of the defining
works on team collaboration and defined the two underlying means of combining team efforts,
unitary and divisible. To identify the team’s collaborative functions, the tasks must first be
mapped to the collaborative outcomes based on their objectives. The outcomes define a set of
prescribed processes, illustrated in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Process for identifying the form of team collaboration based on the task.
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5.2.1 Mapping Tasks to Collaborative Outcomes
When identifying the objectives from the IBPM, one of the first requirements of the tasks
was that they were collaborative in nature. Reviewing Steiner’s defined team efforts, divisible
tasks are by definition not collaborative. It is only the unitary tasks which would be valuable in
meeting collaborative objectives. To these ends, the use of the matrix from Figure 29, the focus
can be narrowed to the two cells under the unitary efforts.

Figure 29: Matrix of collaborative processes and outcomes revisited.
By comparing the objectives from the IBPM identified collaborative tasks with the two
outcomes identified in Figure 29, an analysis was performed to identify how the objectives from
the four task types relate to collaborative process outcomes. The results of the analysis are shown
in Figure 30. The matrix is also divided by the outcomes of the teams’ efforts. The two terms
used, maximizing and optimizing, may be slightly misleading. The terms apply to describing the
process of combining the team’s efforts, not to the process of solving a problem. An optimized
outcome, in this case, is referring to how efficiently and effectively the team spends their time
and energy in solving the problem. The term is intended to mean the team combines their efforts
effectively to meet a preset standard, rather than coming up with the best answer. In comparison,
the maximizing outcome is one in which the team explores the full extent or potential output of
their efforts, rather than stopping when they hit a pre-determined point. So referring again to the
building energy example, the effort would be optimizing if the team were trying to get the
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building to a set energy level, but maximizing if they were trying to obtain the most efficient
energy usage.
To apply these outcomes in terms of the tasks being performed, the definitions from the
four tasks identified were mapped to the definitions of the two collaborative outcomes,
summarized in Figure 30. The maximizing outcome is intended to explore the development and
extent of a problem or question which aligns with the exploration and creation of content and
with verifying the extent of compatibility within the integration task. The optimizing task is
focused on the meeting of a set standard, which is evident in the review for compliance and
viability in the examination task, and verifying the satisfaction of project requirements in the
focus task. The create task shifts to an optimized outcome in later stages of development when
issues and problems are clearly defined and simply need a solution which satisfies the need.

Figure 30: Map of AEC task objectives to collaborative outcomes.

5.2.2 Prescribed Processes for Achieving Collaborative Outcomes
For both of the defined outcomes, maximizing and optimizing, Steiner (1972) defines
prescribed processes for how teams are able to combine their efforts to meet their stated
outcomes. For an optimizing task there are two possible means of bringing together efforts,
either a discretionary or disjunctive manner must be used. For discretionary tasks, the team has
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the ability to weigh the input from each team member to reach an outcome which pulls together
the knowledge and abilities of the team. For example, if a team were trying to estimate the
temperature in a room, the team could average the individual guesses or weight input from each
member by some algorithm. For a disjunctive task, like a riddle, there may not be a means to
combine answers but a single answer must be given the total weight of the team’s effort. In
some, but not all cases, this can come in the form of an epiphany or “eureka” moment when a
team member comprehends the answer. The value of open communication in these two efforts
can be seen in the manner team members’ individual ideas can be combined into a solution, or to
identify an essential concept when the team needs to select a single direction to move forward and
the whole team needs to agree with that direction. Whether that agreement is through a
consensus of combining ideas or getting all of the team members to understand the nuances of the
single direction which can be taken, the value of clear communication is focused on getting the
team behind an idea or design. These are the two means available for teams to combine efforts in
meeting the outcome of an optimizing task.
For maximizing tasks, there are two different opportunities available for combining team
members’ efforts. One means of combining efforts is in an additive manner, in which the
contributions of each team member are summed to find the whole team contribution. For
example, if the team is holding a brainstorming session, the total possible ideas contributed are
determined by adding all of the individual ideas from the team members. The other manner for
combining in a maximizing task is in a conjunctive manner. In conjunctive tasks the team is
limited by the weakest link, such as the way an assembly line can output only at the rate of its
slowest step. In problem solving tasks, this usually falls to the team member whose input is
necessary to solve the task but is having the most trouble in comprehending the problem or the
information they need to contribute to complete the puzzle. The value of communication in these
settings lies in the ability to enable the individual team members so all members can contribute in
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a way which increases the overall team effort and enables each member or the team to perform
and share information more effectively. These efforts prescribe the processes for combining
efforts in a maximizing task.

5.2.3 Incorporating Collaboration and Process into INVOLVE Planning
With these outcomes and prescribed processes for bringing together team members’
efforts, the start of the framework and planning was created. In Table 11 the steps of the design
and construction process are expanded to show the output, objective, outcome, and prescribed
processes. These are the relationships which were built upon to identify the necessary
infrastructure in an Interactive Workspace to facilitate effective collaboration. The full table of
relationships can be found in Appendix J.
Table 11: First step for planning INVOLVE; Identifying the type of collaboration and prescribed process.

Phase / Stage
D
D.1
D.1.1
D.1.2
D.1.3
D.2
D.2.1
D.2.2
D.2.3
D.2.4

Design Facility
Understand
Functional
Requirements
Assimilate and
analyze information
Establish project
objectives
Establish design
parameters
Explore concepts
Perform preliminary
studies
Prepare and develop
concepts
Coordinate concepts
Evaluate and select
concepts

Unitary/
Divisible

Objective

Level of
Detail

Outcome

Prescribed
Process

Disj or
Disc
Add or
Conj
Add or
Conj

Conceptual
Unitary

Focus

Conceptual

Opt

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Max

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Max

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Max

Unitary

Integrate

Schematic

Max

Unitary

Examine

Schematic

Opt

Unitary

Focus

Schematic

Opt

Add or
Conj
Add or
Conj
Disj or
Disc
Disj or
Disc
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5.3 Collaborative Functions Relating to Communication Theory Variables
With the type of collaborative outcome and process of collaboration defined, the focus
shifts to the communication which is needed to support the collaboration. Based upon the form
of collaboration, the focus of the underlying communication processes can be identified. From
this underlying process the level of synchronicity of the communication will help to determine the
influence of the media factors on the collaborative process, as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Process to identify the influence of media factors from communication processes.

5.3.1 Fundamental Factors of Media Synchronicity Theory
While using Steiner’s work helps to understand the means of combining individual
efforts and the processes, it still is lacking the more elemental details of the information sharing
which is necessary for the team interaction and discussion within an Interactive Workspace. As
team members work together to achieve the defined objectives and tasks, they will move through
many communicative acts. As team discussions take place, there are five fundamental factors, as
defined by Dennis and Valacich (1999), for any communicated information which influences how
information is transmitted from one person through the available medium for another person to
receive it, as shown in Figure 32. These factors are:
1. Rehearsibility – time and ability to refine a message before it is transmitted;
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2. Feedback Immediacy – the variable defining the rapidity or latency of the return
communication provided upon receiving a message;
3. Symbol Variety – the forms and perceptions which can be utilized to pass information ;
4. Parallelism – number of channels upon which information is transferred; and
5. Reprocessibility – time and ability to review and deliberate upon a transmitted message.

Figure 32: Media synchronicity model of media capabilities, visually demonstrating the five
defined fundamental capabilities of media [adapted from Dennis et al. (2008).]
In traditional communication theory there are several key elements in any act of
communicating a message between people. Within the facilities industry these acts and messages
often involve complex problems and not one, but multiple project stakeholders and team
members. With the complex and multimodal forms of information being used, the form of the
information conveyed and the mode of transmission of the message play a greater than usual role
in the team reaching a shared understanding of the problem.
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5.3.2 Underlying Processes of Media Use
Media Synchronicity Theory (MST) relies on these media factors to determine how to
match a message with the context and process it is facilitating. In MST there are two underlying
processes related to sharing and understanding communicated information: conveyance and
convergence. Conveyance is focused on providing information for deliberation, while
convergence relates to the development of a shared understanding. Depending on the focus of the
communicative act, the five fundamental factors shown in the model in Figure 32 vary in value
depending on whether the intent is conveyance or convergence (Dennis et al., 2008). Along with
the process, the context and team’s experience with each other also affect the transmission of the
information.
Considering the general context of teams working on a collaborative task for a facility,
some of these variables are already narrowed or defined. In a collaborative meeting the
rehearsibility and immediacy of feedback are typically focused on live discussion, which narrows
these elements to relatively immediate feedback and limited rehearsibility. These factors will be
fairly consistent amongst the team members for almost every exchange of information. However,
within the use of the model, there is work that can be performed to prepare the shared
preparation, information or analysis in advance of the meeting. With the narrowed factors to
those which have high variability, considerations can mostly focus upon symbol variety,
reprocessibility, and parallelism when determining which media traits are most valuable or
effective for facilitating collaboration.
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5.3.3 Matching Underlying MST Processes to Collaborative Functions
Most tasks within the identified AEC collaborative tasks defined in the IBPM focus on
the convergence of team’s understanding to move forward with decision making. The use of
conveyance is for transferring information and allows team members to understand and deliberate
on what they have learned. In most collaborative efforts the focus is on getting to the decisions
which affect the task objective. However, conveyance and convergence are not mutually
exclusive; they fit within a spectrum with a balance depending on the amount of information to be
deliberated upon and the challenge of reaching mutual understanding. Comparing these two
underlying processes to the collaborative functions reveals that convergence is more important in
tasks with optimizing outcomes, and maximizing outcomes benefit from a greater balance of
conveyance and convergence. So if a team is brainstorming ideas, a maximizing task, the focus is
on getting the idea across to the team and not to focus on the nuances and details. Conversely, if
the team is trying to select the room configuration that results in the best energy usage, an
optimizing task, the team members need to have a good understanding of the energy analysis
presented and discussion will focus on making sure all team members understand. This does not
mean that both communication processes are not needed for both outcomes, and that both are
closer to convergence as shown in Figure 33. In relative terms optimizing tasks are more
convergence focused than maximizing tasks. Having identified the relative importance of
convergence and conveyance allows for the selection of the MST capabilities which have
stronger correlation to conveyance and convergence processes. MST defines high synchronicity
environments to benefit more from convergence, and conveyance to align with low synchronicity
environments, depicted in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Continuum of conveyance and convergence processes.

5.4 Mapping Media Synchronicity Traits to INVOLVE Elements
With the selection of the level of media synchronicity selected for a task, it is possible to
identify the traits of the MST fundamental factors. The levels for the individual factors will be
provided within the context of the level of synchronicity of the environment. The INVOLVE
elements can be evaluated based on the MST factors, and finally the needs of the Interactive
Workspace can be specified, as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Process of identifying the media factors and identifying Interactive Workspace needs.

5.4.1 Identifying Fundamental Factor Levels
High synchronicity communication benefits from higher levels of feedback immediacy,
lower levels of parallelism, and lower or as needed levels of reprocessibility. So if the team is
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trying to get the most energy efficiency, the discussion will benefit from team members having a
live discussion for high feedback immediacy, but only one discussion occurring at a time so there
are low levels of parallelism. The reprocessibility in this example can be relatively low, with a
few references back to the energy information, but they probably will not need to spend extensive
time studying the data. Both conveyance and convergence benefit from higher rehearsibility;
however there is an inverse correlation between high rehearsibility and high immediacy of
feedback. Simply put, if someone takes longer to craft a refined, return message, it takes longer
from when they receive it to when they send it. So if the team were using an energy model to
convey some of the information in the example, it is beneficial if the alternative concepts were
analyzed in advance and the results presented, but there may be limitations in the ability of the
team to run new energy simulations with new discussions which arise during the meeting.
Symbol variety is somewhat unique because it does not vary as high or low, but is based on
whether the needed symbol to properly communicate the message is utilized. So for this
example, some results of the energy analysis model would provide the key symbols for the team
members to be able to understand the differences in the options, whether it is in graphs of
comparison data, simulations of the energy usage, or simply numerical energy usage data. Each
factor has a role in the communication of information and needs to be considered for each
objective. The comparative values are summarized in Table 12.
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Table 12: Table comparing the fundamental factors for high and low synchronicity.

Media Synchronicity Theory Fundamental Factors
Rehearsability Immediacy
Parallelism
Symbol
Reprocessibility
of Feedback
Variety
High levels
High
Low
Custom
Lower levels

High
Synchronicity
Low
High levels
Synchronicity

Low

High

Custom

Higher levels

5.4.2 Identifying INVOLVE Traits
To plan the Interactive Workspace traits from the INVOLVE framework, the first step is
to plan the traits which are directly related to the communication of the team. These traits are the
Interaction, Virtual Prototype, and Visual display because they relate specifically to the
communication of information amongst the team. From the defined task and determined media
synchronicity, the first INVOLVE component to plan is the Virtual Prototype.

5.4.2.1 Planning Primary INVOLVE Traits
The virtual prototype should be planned first because it relates directly to the
collaborative task being performed and the use can typically be identified quickly from this task.
For example, if the team is performing 3D coordination, the virtual prototype task is the
examination task; the virtual prototype should include the systems geometry and software for
performing automated clash detection. The level of detail and information would need to be
planned specifically by the team based on the timing of the review and of the overall project.
This would also help to identify the rehearsibility of the task. Based on the virtual prototype use,
the need to perform analysis, model certain geometry, or prepare a simulation would be clear
before attending the meeting.
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The definition of the symbol variety for the virtual prototype can then help to identify the
needs in terms of symbol variety for the interaction and the visual display. The symbol variety is
essentially the communication value of the integrated display. Based on the use of the model, the
means of interacting with it can be determined from the most seamless and intuitive devices, if
this utilizes a unique or custom device it may require some rehearsing to ensure the use is
prepared for the team’s task. The visual display can then be determined based on the parallelism
needs and symbol variety as well. Depending on the needs for visualizing the virtual prototype,
the size, scale, resolution, and number of screens can be planned.

5.4.2.2 Planning the Secondary INVOLVE Traits
After planning the primary traits (Interaction, Virtual Prototypes, and Visual display), the
secondary traits can then be planned. The primary traits were those which directly influence
communication using the media. The secondary traits are the Network, Organization, and Layout
considerations. These traits support the communication process but are not directly involved in it.
The organization considerations should be identified by determining which parties and
skill sets are necessary to facilitate the task given the virtual prototype use. Returning to the 3D
coordination example, the technical skills needed should represent the knowledge of the systems
being coordinated. The interpersonal skills should represent the problem solving and
compromising team skills associated with conflict resolution. The delivery method would
influence how early in a project this process may start.
The layout of the space needs to consider this team along with the need to interact with
the display and the necessary configuration for the visual display. The space will need to provide
comfortable seating and/or workspace for the task. The network considerations need to consider
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how to access the files needed for this effort, and to support any remote team members or
interaction which may be necessary for the task to be completed.

5.5 Applying INVOLVE for Planning an Interactive Workspace Facility
The previous sections have worked through the process of identifying collaborative
objectives through the use the INVOLVE framework for planning the Interactive Workspace
considerations. The concept of performing this in a comprehensive manner for the range of
collaborative tasks which could occur either on a specific project, or within an organization,
requires a slightly expanded set of considerations. The order of working from the objectives
through to the Interactive Workspace elements is the same, but the method presented hereafter
incorporates additional considerations for the balance of the different types of processes planned.

5.5.1 Planning the Tasks for Collaboration using INVOLVE
To begin the process, the team utilizing the INVOLVE framework will begin by working
through the developed list of tasks from the IBPM in Appendix I to plan which will be performed
in a collaborative manner for the given project. After identifying the tasks the team will need to
identify the stakeholders involved in those meetings and the type of virtual prototyping or BIM
usage, using a tool like Table 13.
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Table 13: Example table of planning tasks, stakeholders, and model uses for collaboration.
Project Phase
Task/Objective
Stakeholders
Model Uses
Conceptual Design Identify optimum
Architect, Owner,
Explore space layouts,
layout for building
Mechanical, Structural, CM
energy modeling
Design
Coordinate system
Structural, Mechanical,
Automated clash
Development
layouts
Lighting
detection, visualization
Implementation
Mock-up review of
Owner, Architect, Interior
Virtual mock-up of
Drawings
design
Designer, Lighting, CM
reviewed space

The table shown is to demonstrate the documentation of the outcomes of the process.
The team should use the full list of tasks in Appendix I and also consider the specific goals of the
project to ensure a comprehensive review of the possible tasks and objectives for collaboration.
Having identified the tasks, the IBPM also indicates suggested team members to work on the
tasks, though the owner or team may feel the need to involve other parties as well. This also
provides an indication of the size of the team which will be present at each of these tasks and will
begin to provide some consideration regarding the size of the space which may be needed.

5.5.2 Planning the Virtual Prototype Interaction
With the tasks identified, the different discipline models, analyses which will be
performed, and the needed software for the meeting can be considered. By identifying the
stakeholders, and with the IBPM as a guide for the inputs and outputs, the systems and analyses
which are needed at a given stage in the project are indicated. The tools and software will clearly
change and evolve over time, but by having the outcomes of these processes clearly identified the
team can plan which team members will perform analysis or simulations using BIM software;
which will need to be prepared in advance and the results shown; and which may need to be run
live during the team meeting. An example of this plan is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14: Example Virtual Prototype planning for identified tasks.
Task
Model(s)
Software Needs
Prepared VP
Conceptual
Spatial geometry
Sketchup or
Defined spaces from
Space
(arch), energy
FormZ, and Energy program, Outlined
Modeling
10
energy program
Design
Architecture,
Automated clash
Systems imported
Systems
HVAC, Piping,
detection software
into model checker
Coordination Steel, Electrical
(Navisworks or
and clash detection
systems
Solibri)
analysis run
Mock-up
Detailed interiors
3DS MAX, or
Rendered, navigable
Review
model
VRML viewer
model

Live VP Usage
Manipulation of
spaces, sketching,
Energy 10 data entry
Navigation of model
and clash detection
report, document
changes/resolutions
Navigation of model,
documentation of
comments/questions

5.5.3 Strategically Planning the Communication Environments
Based on the steps thus far, the team should have the tasks, stakeholders, and model uses
identified for the collaborative tasks in the planned Interactive Workspace. These can now be
used to identify the communications environment for the meetings. Again, referring to Appendix
I, the team can use the table created from the IBPM and plan the level of use of the Interactive
Workspace for a given task on a scale of 1 to 3. If the task will only occur a few times or if the
task is considered to be of lower importance then it would receive a 1. If the task will occur
several times or if the task is of moderate importance, then it would be scored a 2. Finally, if the
task will occur consistently, will occur regularly over an extended period of time, or if it is
considered to be of high importance, then it should be scored a 3, (see example ratings shown in
Table 15). These ratings for the amount of usage serve as the means of planning how the facility
will be used throughout the project.
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Table 15: Identifying the level of use for the Interactive Workspace by task.
Project Phase
Conceptual
Design

Task/Objective
Conceptual Space
Modeling

Design
Development

Design Systems
Coordination

Implementation
Drawings

Mock-up Review

Stakeholders
Architect, Owner,
Mechanical,
Structural, CM
Structural,
Mechanical, Lighting

Model Uses
Explore space
layouts, energy
modeling
Automated clash
detection,
visualization

Owner, architect,
interiors, lighting, CM

Virtual mock-up of
reviewed space

Use (1-3)
1
(one time /low
importance)
2
(bi-weekly
/moderate
importance)
1
(one time /low
importance)

To carry these ratings forward, the scores needed to be tallied based on the collaborative
process outcomes. The totals for all of the optimizing tasks and the total for the maximizing tasks
need to be calculated, as shown using the ongoing example in Table 16, with a full version in
Appendix K. After these are totaled, the ratio of the optimizing tasks over the total for all tasks,
both maximizing and optimizing tasks, demonstrates the relative use for the different
communication contexts. The ratio should range between zero to one. The closer the ratio is to
one, the more beneficial a highly synchronous and convergence oriented environment will be to
the team. The closer the ratio is to zero, the more likely the team will benefit from lower levels of
synchronicity and more conveyance oriented media modalities. The calculation for the ongoing
example is illustrated in Table 16.
Table 16: Example of calculating totals by types of collaboration.
Project Phase
Conceptual Space Modeling
Design Systems Coordination
Mock-up Review
Totals
Average

Use (1-3)
1
2
1
4
= 4 / 3 = 1.33

Optimizing

Maximizing
1

2
2
Ratio

1
2
= 2 / 4 = 0.5

The use of the Interactive Workspace for optimizing and maximizing tasks can be plotted
against how heavily the facility will be used from the previous step, on a graph as illustrated in
Figure 34. The plot will help to visually indicate the type of strategy which should be employed
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when planning the workspace. The plot is split into three frames of use along the X-Axis: light,
medium, and heavy. The Y-Axis is split into three categories for the communication environment
based on the calculated ratio: lower synchronicity, flexible/balanced, and higher synchronicity.
Identification of the suggested strategy indicates where the use of the facility fits. If a firm
identifies a need for light use, then the Interactive Workspace will be used mainly for activities in
one or a few instances and not for extended periods of time, suggesting the investment in the
facility should look at the option of a shared facility to fulfill that need, such as a conference
room being used for this second purpose. On the other end of the spectrum, in the heavy use
categories, the Interactive Workspace will be used frequently for one or several tasks over a long
period of the project and should be considered as a larger investment with higher quality
equipment and designated space for this purpose, similar to the previous concepts of the BIM Pit
or on-site trailer.

Plot of example
calculated ratio.

Figure 35: Plot of Interactive Workspace usage frequency vs. Communication Environment Task
Usage ratio.
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In regards to the vertical axis, the ratio indicates whether the suggested communication
environment should be more or less synchronous. With higher ratios approaching 1.0, the focus
should be on spaces with:
•
•
•
•

Greater flexibility in the available symbol variety;
More intuitive interaction with the BIM;
Higher levels of parallelism; and
Different modes of display and interaction.

If the ratio is low, closer to zero, the space should have:
•
•
•

Lower levels of interaction;
Lower levels of parallelism; and
Higher reprocessibility.

5.5.4 Designing the Interactive Workspace
Once the communication environments and tasks considerations are planned, the
INVOLVE framework can be used to plan the rest of the Interactive Workspace design. The
strategy identified in the previous step helps to indicate the approach to the planning of the space
as a substantial investment or a secondary use of the space, as well as the environment which
should be created. The breakdown of components in Table 17 shows by each component the
general strategy. Considering that strategy within the context of each task, the means of meeting
each component goal can be considered and the aggregate plans for the component for all of the
tasks can be used to identify the focus and range of infrastructure.
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Table 17: Concepts for INVOLVE by level of synchronicity of the environment.
Workspace
Component
Interaction
Network

Virtual
Prototyping
Organization
Layout /
Architecture
Visual
display
Existential
Collaboration

Low Synchronicity
Single user focused use
of display and software
interaction
Slower connections are
ok, need to have local
copies of models
Single focused use of
model, one or a few
views to support that use
Single focused
discussion
Around a table/central
display
Central display system,
wider field of view
Optimizing tasks (mainly
Disjunctive or
Discretionary)

Balanced/Flexible
Potential to allow users to
connect and interact from
individual laptops,
Moderate
speed/bandwidth, can
connect to remote servers,
remote video/sharing
possible
Ability to change from
single focused use to
multiple uses/views
Dependent on task
Can switch between
focused display and
breakout
Several screens, but one
central display
Flexible use – both
Maximizing and
Optimizing tasks

High Synchronicity
Multiple user interaction,
range of software to use
High speed and designated
lines for conferencing, model
servers for multiple uses
Multiple models/software uses
and or views occurring and
displayed to team
Single task, but sub-groups or
discussions as necessary
Flexible for breakout, shifting
focus or display, furniture and
floor plan are easily adjustable
Multiple displays, spread out
in room,
Maximizing tasks (mainly
Additive or Conjunctive)

5.5.4.1 Low Synchronicity Interactive Workspace Design
If the method identifies the need for lower synchronicity in the environment then the
tasks identified will be mainly examination and focus tasks, for example the virtual prototype use
may be automated clash detection of the system geometries. In order for the interaction with the
model will need to facilitate the navigation of these clashes, and to maintain the central focus of
the team on one issue at a time, it should have only one device for operating the model. There is
likely also benefit from the ability to sketch on the images to show design changes to solve the
problems. The network considerations are simply to have the means to get the files necessary for
the review to the local system so they can be viewed in the space. The organization of the team
for this task requires technical problem solving capabilities associated with both the design and
assembly of the systems. The interpersonal skills will require a balance of creative problem
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solving with interpersonal skills and team management to allow the reaching of compromised
solutions. The layout would benefit from a central display which is easy to see and with
reasonably comfortable seating, along with a meeting table or tables to allow team members to
take notes or directly model some of the necessary modifications. The visual display will need to
have a screen large enough for the full group to be able to see, and at a resolution which will not
strain their eyes over an extended period. There may be some benefit from a second screen to
show additional information about the clash or to be able to display a secondary view of the issue.
Bringing these traits together should help to focus this type of review task and optimizing
outcomes.

5.5.4.2 Flexible or Balanced Interactive Workspace Design
If the planned use of the Interactive Workspace were along the lines of the design-build
project from the industry interviews with the design and construction teams co-located for the
duration of the project then the team may use the facility for a more balanced list of tasks. Early
in the design process the team may need to perform more maximizing tasks to explore the design
concepts while later on they may perform focused reviews like the use of automated clash
detection. To develop a space with a flexible and balanced approach, they might develop an
infrastructure more in line with the systems in the ICon Lab. They could have several screens
aligned in a display which could be used as a single display, or split into separate images. The
interaction could then be aligned as one for the single display, or split to different users for the
use of multiple images. When brainstorming ideas in early design they could use the separate
displays to show different options, then later when performing design reviews they could use the
central display or show several different views as needed.
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The organization of the team will need to be planned based on the task being performed.
The layout of the space should allow for individual or small group work to be performed, but also
provide for the space to be used for a central discussion or audience seating for a review. The use
of the virtual prototype and the necessary interaction will need to be planned with the task being
performed.

5.5.4.3 High Synchronicity Interactive Workspace Design
If the planned use of the Interactive Workspace develops to focus more on maximizing
tasks, such as early design team charrettes, the design will need to center more on high
synchronicity needs. The interaction will need to be able to shift between different users and
different means of input as ideas are quickly shared and explained. Means of allowing team
members from different firms to easily connect their computers to the system for displaying their
desktops may be valuable to take advantage of different virtual prototyping software and show
different visual representations or other forms of information.
With the charrette concept there will likely be parallel conversations and the need to
move furniture and shift focus between different displays around the space. The displays will
need to be spread to different areas, but less likely to need a large central display. It may also be
acceptable to be lower resolution or smaller sizes. The teams will need to have workspaces or
table tops, but the use of interactive whiteboards and tablet PC’s would be valuable to allow for
different users, and different locations to be able to sketch or write on the same content.
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5.6 INVOLVE Planning Method Summary
This chapter presented a method for applying the INVOLVE Framework. The method
allows for the reasoning and steps for identifying interactive workspace attributes using the
INVOLVE Framework based on the defined tasks for which the facility will be used. The
development of the planning method was based around the planning of an Interactive Workspace
for a single task. The process contributed by this chapter identified the objective of the
collaborative process, considered the task, collaborative outcome, and necessary communication
environment to identify the primary and secondary Interactive Workspace traits. The method has
been expanded to identify a means for planning an Interactive Workspace for a more
comprehensive set of AEC objectives, whether on a specific project or for a range of consistent
tasks within an organization.
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Chapter 6

Developing the Means of Evaluating Interactive Workspace Use
In order to consider and demonstrate the value of Interactive Workspaces for the variety
of tasks considered for using virtual prototypes within the Architecture, Engineering, and
Construction (AEC) Industry, the method of evaluating the use needs to both explain how the
Interactive Workspace responds to different tasks and demonstrate in a quantitative manner the
impact of different INVOLVE attributes. The Research Methodology identified the use of
observational quasi-experiments and the techniques which will be employed to validate the
research, however this chapter will provide more theoretical background and piloting of the
methods to demonstrate how these specifically apply to this field of research and the dynamics of
Interactive Workspaces. In the following sections there is an introduction to the use of
observational studies, the development of the coding schema for collaborative Interactive
Workspace uses, and a piloting effort to verify the coding schema and value of observational
studies for validating the use of Interactive Workspaces.

6.1 Background of Observational Study Research
The use of observation as a means of scientific research is in many ways one of the oldest
methods. Darwin used sketching and personal observation of Galapagos Tortoises as the
backbone for his Origin of Species (Darwin, 1859). Newton developed the concepts for the laws
of universal gravitation from his own “observation” when hit by a falling apple (Conduitt, 2006).
Archimedes used simple observation for determining concepts of material density through his
“Eureka” moment in a bath tub (Biello, 2006). Most major advances in the sciences make use of
observation in some manner. Along with these historical uses, recent developments have
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improved the ability of researchers to use observational methods in a more methodical and
rigorous manner. These advances have led to the use of observational studies as the means
identified for validating the INVOLVE framework. While the use of observational studies are
not new, the application of them to the management level of the construction industry and in
particular to the combined interpersonal interaction and human-computer interaction represents a
notable contribution to future research in these areas.
Since these noted uses of observation, the methodology and application of observation as
a form of research has developed into a regular practice over many areas of research, ranging
from documenting physical symptoms of diseases, to behavioral studies, to studies of
communication. Developments within computing and audio-visual technology have enabled
better cameras, microphones, and software for capturing activities for observation as well as more
thorough and accurate means of analysis. The value of observational studies, utilizing these new
tools, lies in the mixing of the methods. The use of observation is qualitative by its nature, but
integrating quantitative analysis of the activities under study, it provides the ability to generate
data to support the inferences from the qualitative observation. While the use of observational
methods is not unknown in construction, and can, in instances, be dated back to the likes of
Taylor’s work on themes such as worker efficiency (1903), the use of these methods is fairly rare
in modern construction research. Also, the use within construction is focused on simple tasks;
Taylor’s work focused on repetitive tasks related to worker productivity, rather than more
complex and dynamic issues such as interpersonal interaction. With recent trends in the delivery
of projects focusing more on integrated delivery of facilities, means of closer collaboration, and
the use of technology for virtual teaming, this methodology could become more widespread
within research related to teams and technology as these tools become more widely utilized in the
AEC Industry. Since the utilization of observational research methods, while not a new practice,
is not widely utilized in the construction research community the application for this study
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required ample planning and a piloting process to make sure the concepts which were being
studied could be observed, quantified, and were reliable and valid for drawing conclusions.

6.2 Developing the Schema for Analyzing Interactive Workspace Use

Time studies have been used in construction research, though only to a small extent of the
potential. Several research studies investigating worker productivity have utilized time studies to
track the time spent performing particular tasks in an effort to identify field challenges, differing
conditions, or to identify means for improving worker efficiency (Gillbreth, 1912; Taylor, 1903).
Though the nature of capturing quantitative data is in line with the proposed methodology, the use
of time studies often does not rely on the qualitative data available but instead uses standard time
and efficiency measures as a basis of comparison. Thus, these studies are only partially
benefiting from the available opportunities. More recently, researchers studying the use of 3D
and 4D software have used observational studies to demonstrate improved efficiencies of
communication. Liston used observational studies to quantify the time spent in “less productive”
conversations when changing from standard 2D project documentation to a 3D CAD model and
4D CAD simulation of the construction process (Liston et al., 2001). The study was one of the
first within construction to use the qualitative observations about the seemingly greater efficiency
of communication when using such technology, and to support it with the quantitative data
developed through coding communication of project meetings. In similar efforts, Wang and
colleagues developed an educational module for improving sequencing knowledge through the
use of 3D CAD and 4D software (Wang et al., 2007). Wang performed an experiment and then
coded student groups using a new 4D simulation module to demonstrate shifts in time spent
during different stages sequencing design during the development process.
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With little previous work into applying observational studies within AEC related research
and Interactive Workspaces specifically, a new schema for tracking the interactions of people
within the workspace needed to be developed. Since the focus is on both the team interaction and
the use of the workspace, these served as the two overarching criteria for developing the coding
schema.

6.2.1 Interaction with Physical Components
To identify concepts for tracking the physical interaction in the workspace, similar
studies and concepts for interaction were first considered. Structuration theory, proposed by
Giddens (1984) offers a way of balancing social structures against the individuals involved
through social practices. The central concept is that human action and the structure of human
interaction are two sides of the same coin. With the growth of technology, researchers have
begun to apply these concepts to how groups interact with computers. In their study of group
decision support software, Desanctis and Poole (1994) studied how the appropriation of
technology is central to the role it plays in group interaction and performance.
To develop a new framework considering these concepts for evaluating team interaction
within an Interactive Workspace, it was necessary to start with the components of a facility and
how a team might interact with each. The physical components are the interactive devices they
use, the integration with the software, the display system, and possibly physical artifacts they may
have relating to the task at hand. When coding the physical interaction these are the forms
considered.
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6.2.2 Type of Information Utilized
Having identified the interactions that the group can have with the system, the use of the
Interactive Workspace needs to be considered to more clearly determine the role it plays in the
process. The coding schema needs to provide a system for tracking the information being
discussed, similar in nature to that presented by Fard (2006). To track the intent and the
information, the schema will need to incorporate both the form and the type of information
conveyed. The intent for this tracking is to determine if there are specific forms of information,
or building systems, which are found to garner more value from the differing capabilities
available within an Interactive Workspace. The forms of information considered are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text
Data
2D (e.g. drawings)
3D (e.g. virtual prototype)
Information (e.g. chart/figure)
Multimedia (e.g. Video)

These forms of information align with the symbol variety from Media Synchronicity Theory
(MST). In addition to the form of information, the content contained will serve as an indicator of
the areas where interdisciplinary interaction may more fully benefit from use of Interactive
Workspaces. The systems were considered from a high level, using these items, based on
Uniformat II systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shell / Façade,
Layout / Geometry,
Structure,
Electrical,
Mechanical,
Plumbing,
Sprinklers, and
Construction equipment or elements.
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6.2.3 Use of the Interaction and Information
Having identified the major means of interacting with the computing system and the
potential information and form of the information, the next major consideration is how the user is
influencing or manipulating the information. This falls into four main categories when utilizing a
building information model (Leicht et al., 2007):
•
•
•
•

Author
Navigate
Analyze/Simulate
Discussion

6.2.4 Summarizing Coding Schema
Having identified, conceptually, the uses of an Interactive Workspace by teams it was
then necessary to refine these concepts into a structured system which could be used for
analyzing observational videos.

6.3 Background of Pilot Study
To plan and evaluate the use of observational studies for evaluation of the INVOLVE
framework, a pilot study was performed. This pilot data was an outgrowth of the work performed
by Wang (2006) at Penn State considering the use of a Virtual Construction Simulator (VCS) as
an education module for construction sequencing. In an ongoing research project, a software
change was made in the development of successive versions of the VCS interface. In the 2006
course offering, the students used an initial version of the VCS created in the Deep Creator game
engine, while in 2007 the student used a new interface developed in the Irrlicht open source
rendering engine. In both offerings, the course had 10 groups of students randomly assigned to
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three or four member teams. When comparing the outcomes of the use of the VCS application
for the education exercise, there was an observation that the shift to the new user interface with
slightly different functionality and slightly improved user interface, led to student groups
spending a substantially shorter time period working on the project and a decrease in the average
project grade by 3%. This led to the fundamental question of “why” the amount of time varied
noticeably for the groups along with quality differences in the final grade. Each group was videotaped during their exercise and this data provided an opportunity to investigate, through
observation study, whether the interface and functionality were mitigating factors in the shift.
This pilot is well fitted to assessing the means for validating the INVOLVE framework because it
considers teams of students working on a custom interface with a combination of tasks for both
creating and examining a sequencing of construction activities.
In the first offering of the educational module in 2006, two different software interfaces
were compared to identify changes in the process utilized to develop their sequence of
construction activities. The students were asked to develop a Short Interval Production Schedule
(SIPS) for the structural sequence of the MGM Grand renovation project in Las Vegas, Nevada.
For the study there were 10 participating groups in the course, which was an upper level
construction project controls class in the Architectural Engineering curriculum at Penn State. All
student groups were developed through random assignment, and they consisted of three or four
team members. The study was designed with one set of 5 groups using the newly developed
VCS, and another set of 5 groups used a commercial scheduling and 4D CAD application for
developing their construction sequence. In the analysis of the groups using the two different
software packages, videos were taken of each of the groups working for a continuous period
within the Immersive Construction Lab at Penn State. Each group was given up to four hours,
with all groups finishing in less time. In Figure 35 a group is shown using the first version of the
VCS in Penn State’s Immersive Construction Lab.
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Figure 36: Photo of a student group in the ICon Lab using the Virtual Construction Simulator.

For the 10 videos recorded during the group meetings, the average duration of the videos
in the first offering was 3 hours, while in the second offering it was 50 minutes The design of this
particular study is simpler than most because the data, in this case videos of the groups using the
different software packages, was already collected. Since the collection of the data was set up as
an exploratory study for the use of the software, there is little room to control for the variables,
but they still need to be clarified for the purposes of identifying limitations of the analysis and use
of the outcomes. All of the class members were either in the final year of undergraduate work in
Architectural Engineering or graduate students. This gave the population a fairly homogeneous
range of participants given the experience and knowledge about the scheduling exercise they
were undertaking, as well as considering age, ethnicity, and field experience. Both tasks were
performed as an assignment for the same course, taught by the same instructor. The design of the
studies was as close as could be reasonably expected when offered over two different years.
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6.3.1 Research Question

Having identified the dynamics of the exploratory study, a question to investigate
utilizing observational methods was necessary to move forward with piloting the coding schema
for analyzing the data. As identified in the Introduction, the two research questions are:
1. Can the use of the INVOLVE framework be used to demonstrate how different forms
of interaction with a computer in collaborative settings can influence the
effectiveness of the team?
2. Can the use of the INVOLVE Framework be use to identify and predict differences
in team dynamics and interaction based on the availability of different Interactive
Workspace traits and configurations?
First, since the change between the two groups in the study was believed to be mainly the
newer user-friendly interface, the interaction between the student groups and the software
interface was a suitable starting place for trying to identify differences. The intention in studying
this was to see if there were clear differences in the time or manner of the software use.
The other area of interest was any difference between the two groups in the dynamics of
the group interactions. This area of research could potentially be a very challenging area to study,
and the intention with this exploratory effort was to see if there is some evidence to show that the
interface is the main reason for the change in the results or a change in the manner the team
interacted for the task. The secondary interest in studying team interaction is to identify other
differences in the group dynamics that are a factor, along with the software interface.
Guidelines from Holsti (1969) were employed for performing the content analysis.
Although these guidelines do not fully eliminate potential biases, they do minimize the possibility
that the findings will reflect the analyst’s subjective bias rather than the actual content.
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6.3.2 Identifying the Categories
Within the use of the VCS interface, two categories were chosen to compare the two
rounds of VCS testing, reflected in the core research questions: 1) interaction with the software
and 2) discussion between the team members. For software interaction, the subcategories were
categorized: authoring content, navigating the model, and analyzing outcomes. For team member
discussion it included tracking the time each team member spends contributing to the task. Along
with tracking the team member discussion, the lab facilitator was tracked as well. Since the study
used software which was new to the student groups, there was a facilitator available to answer
questions or assist if there was difficulty using the interface. This was coded similar to the team
discussion, by tracking any time the facilitator spoke with the team. Although these categories
may appear simple, they were reviewed and refined in detail to identify which actions by the
students could be compared at the end of the process to indicate differences between the two
interfaces.
Another approach was considered for the case study analysis wherein the coding would
track the number of specific references to the model. As such, it would be necessary to code
references to the model, as well as determine how to code physical gestures, verbal references,
and when both are used together. The coding of this was not performed because the information
available when complete was not expected to be allow for valid conclusions. In this case, the
results of the content analysis would produce frequency information about the discussion
references to the model, but the information would only convey how often they used the visual
information in the model and not how they actually used the software interface. Since the visual
information in the model was identical between the two study groups, the information in the
outcomes was not expected to be related to the hypotheses or allow for conclusions of value about
the interfaces. The value of the discussion of the case study is not the details of the framework,
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but the designing of the coding schema and why one approach was chosen over another. Similar
to design intent explanations architects and engineers use to explain facility systems at early
design stages, the intent of a coding framework should be clear and should consider the type of
results the analysis will return.

6.3.3 Distinguishing between Categories
With the main categories and subcategories for the coding framework identified, the
definitions for the subcategories were refined to clearly communicate the differences in
interaction. The definitions should be simple, concise, and clear to minimize ambiguity. For the
software interaction, the three subcategories developed and defined were as follows:
a) Authoring content: Using the software interface to create or document information or
content related to the task at hand, e.g., typing in activity durations or selecting geometry
in the model to create groups.
b) Navigating the model: Using the software interface to move through the model or
information contained therein either for general exploration of the information or to
locate specific information, e.g., rotating the model to view it from the top or side.
c) Analyzing outcomes: Using the software interface to manipulate the data to synthesize
new information/results or to create new ways of viewing the data. Examples include
performing calculations to get results or developing an animation, e.g., reviewing a 4D
simulation.
For the discussion amongst the team members, the coded categories were the actual team
members, rather than separate categories of discussion. The members were generically labeled, 1
through 4 starting from the left side of the video and continuing to the right and clockwise,
depending on how the team members orient themselves. The breakdown of the discussion in this
case is a question of what talking by team members constitutes discussion worth coding for
analysis.
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6.3.4 Identifying the Content Unit
The content unit is the component level of the coded content. The content unit can vary
with the intent of the coding, and the manner of breaking it down impacts the type of analyses
which can be performed at the completion. For the discussion content of the groups, the focus
was not on the number of contributions an individual made but was on the amount of time each
team member spoke. Under this scenario the definition only needs to cover what meets the
minimum standard for the speaker to be coded as part of the discussion. To consider a verbal
statement as a contribution to the discussion by one of the group members it needed to meet the
following two criteria:
1. The contribution, either a question or statement, needs to constitute a whole
statement and complete thought. Started but not completed statements and
simple one word comments, such as yes or why, were not coded as contributing
time.
2. The contribution needs to be related to the topic at hand. The participants in the
study are working for an extended period of time and it is expected that tangents
to the conversation will take place.

6.3.5 Define Clear Reasoning to Support the Inferences
The reasoning in the background of the coding process constitutes the underlying
foundation of the research outcomes. It was necessary in the development of the definitions and
content unit to assess the coding process and train the coders using the videos from the study.
The piloting process allowed for clarification and examples to be used to help train multiple
coders and also for iterations and clearer reasoning behind the framework definitions to be
developed. The reasons and clarifications developed during this process were, and usually should
be, incorporated into the category explanations to demonstrate the intent of the categories.
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The interaction with the software interface was coded to identify if the design or the user
friendliness of the interfaces affected the performance outcomes. By tracking the different
manners of the interface use and times, it could be determined if the two software interfaces were
used in a similar manner or in a different manner, and also to identify if that was the factor which
affected the project outcomes, demonstrating the use of the observational outcomes for the
validity of the conclusions about the interface and interaction.

6.4 Ensuring Reliability
There were two issues identified as central to ensuring impactful research. The first was
validity and the elimination of covariation in the collected data, which is ensured through the
design of the research task. In the case study, the research is utilizing data from previous studies
and though covariation is minimized through the use of similar pools of participants, there is still
some small amount of error created from the use of different offerings of the course and dynamics
of the participant pool which cannot be controlled. The second issue raised was the reliability of
the content analysis for ensuring reproducibility of the results, often referred to as inter-rater
reliability. The method used identifies the level of coding errors amongst different coders using
the same schema, as defined in Eq. (1).
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Determining an appropriate level of inter-rater reliability should be very thoughtfully
since “defining an acceptable level of reliability is one of the many problems in content analysis
for which there is no single solution” (Holsti, 1969). The reliability standards need to be
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answered within the context of a given research problem (Krippendorff, 1980). The agreement
level between the coders exceeded the standard of reliability, using a 95% standard, which had
been predetermined as the level expected for the framework and as shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Coder inter-rater reliability levels for a sample portion of the video observation.

Category

Navigating the model
Authoring content
Analyzing outcome
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Facilitator

Coder 1
Total time
(min:sec)
2: 11
1:00
0:00

Coder 2
Total time
(min:sec)
2:42
1:31
0:00

Reliability Level

0:47
2:04
2:59
6:05
0:00

0:50
1:44
3:15
6:38
0:00

99.7 %
97.8 %
98.3 %
96.4 %
100.0%

(%)
96.6 %
95.7 %
100.0 %

6.5 Rigorous Coding versus Data Sampling
One of the challenges identified for observational studies in general, and reason why the
recent developments of technology has help invigorate observational studies, is the use of data
sampling to represent the true events which take place in an observational setting. In live
observational studies, typically, the observers will note activities at regular intervals, similar to
the way a time lapse video shows steps in an activity without showing all of the activity between
frames. However, as with any study there is efficiency in the process if a representative sample
can be used to represent a larger population. Using video enabled software to code allows for
very exact time to be measured for an activity. However, there is an intense labor effort involved
in generating the quantitative data from the observational video. The challenge is to identify
when a representative sample can be used, and when coding of an entire study is worthwhile.
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For the undertaken study, there were two areas of interest raised and each had a
correlating category within the coding framework. It was decided, for the pilot study, to
undertake a thorough and complete coding of the software interaction because the software is the
known difference between the two participant populations. If there is a difference in how the
groups utilize the software then a sampling approach would be significantly more likely to miss
significant data in this regard. From the preliminary studies performed by Wang, it was shown
that using the software shifted the process for undertaking sequencing. If a similar shift occurs
from the first to the second version of the software, it would be challenging to choose truly
representative samples of the groups’ activities.
On the other hand, a sampling approach was taken for the group discussions. The interest
in the group discussions was exploratory and rigorous coding of the issue would be time intensive
with the possibility of no valuable data. For this reason, random sampling of the discussions were
coded to see if the data suggested substantial differences and value in further analysis or more
detailed coding. For the discussion, the interest is not the process of use as it is with the software
interface, but purely in the dynamics of the group. The group dynamics are not expected to
change to such an extent that random samples of the discussion would largely differ considering
the whole duration of activity. To sample the discussions it was decided to code five intervals of
10 minutes each. This provides a significant amount of time for groups to hold discussion and
allows for lulls in conversation relating to tasks such as calculation or use of the software. It is
important to note that there is additional error incorporated into the results for the discussion
coding that is not present in the software coding because of this choice.
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6.6 Reviewing Results
When reviewing the videos taken during a study, content analysis is a valuable tool for
deriving the quantitative measures, but the first step is to review the video and observe the
content and group activity. The quantitative measures follow to demonstrate how often an action
takes place or how much time is spent performing a given activity. For the case study there were
two areas of interest noted and these will be addressed first.
Table 19 shows, from observing the videos, that the second version of the software was
easier to use, more intuitive, and user friendly. For the second version of the software, none of
the groups spent more than 20 minutes creating their sequence, whereas the groups using the
original version of the software all spent over 50 minutes creating their sequences. The use of the
schema for tracking the use of the interaction, as shown, can indicate how different capabilities of
the software interface impact the team. It also allows the observer to pinpoint the particular area
which causes the variation amongst the observed teams, in this case the ease with which the
teams could author the sequence.
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Table 19: Time spent using the software by each group, shown in minutes and as percentage of the total
interaction time.
Group
1
7.87
(6.6)
108.93
(90.9)
3.06
(2.6)
119.86

VCS 1
Group
Group
2
3
13.02
14.71
(17.2)
(19.7)
59.57
52.61
(78.7)
(70.5)
3.14
7.33
(4.1)
(9.8)
75.73
74.65

Average

Group
4
41.02
(60.0)
18.58
(27.2)
8.81
(12.9)
68.41

Group
5
25.3
(77.3)
7.21
(22.0)
0.21
(0.6)
32.72

VCS 2
Group
6
20.15
(63.8)
9.67
(30.6)
1.75
(5.5)
31.57

Average

time (mins)
11.87
28.82
Navigating
(time as %)
(13.2)
(65.2)
the model
time (mins)
*73.70
*11.82
Authoring
(time as %)
(81.8)
(26.7)
content
time (mins)
4.51
3.59
Analyzing
(time as %)
(5.0)
(8.1)
outcome
Time in
90.08
44.2
Total
minutes
3
interaction
time with
software
*The most notable difference in the data set is the time spent authoring the sequence of construction using the software.

There was a clear difference in the amount of discussion held amongst the groups
depending on which version of the VCS interface was used. For the groups using the first
interface, each team member spoke during the sampled video for an average of more than 11
minutes, while for the second interface it was only just over 6 minutes. These results indicate that
groups using the first version of the software spent approximately twice as much time discussing
the problem than with the newer version of the software. Also, as shown in Table 20, the time
any individual spent speaking varied from as little as 5 to over 60 percent of the time. This
indicates that there was no typical time one team member spent speaking, and the variation was
consistent between the two versions of the software interface. When looking at the same
consideration from a different perspective, the first time the teams chose to author content for the
simulation was identified within each video.
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Table 20: Percentage of total conversation time that each team member spoke during the meeting.

VCS 1*

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4

Group 1
(%)
26.8
12.2
55.8
5.2

Group 2
(%)
61.9
22.2
15.9
***

VCS 2**
Group 3
(%)
34.6
50.3
15.1
***

Group 4
(%)
9.8
14.8
14.8
60.6

Group 5
(%)
37.2
37.2
24.8
0.7

Group 6
(%)
12.2
30.6
57.2
***

* VCS 1 calculated from a sample of the meeting.
** VCS 2 calculated from entire meeting.
*** The group only contained three members.

The groups using the first version typically spent a greater amount of time in preparation
before moving to the use of the software and took more time to prepare before using the software.
The simulation activity using the software was one task within the assignment, and the teams
using the original version seem to have planned to perform the whole class assignment during the
time they were in the lab, and spent time performing calculations and holding discussions for how
the construction progresses before considering how to detail the erection sequence. The groups
using the second version of the interface moved directly into creating the content for the
simulation, evidenced in the first use of the software in Figure 36. The groups using the second
version seemed to have had their preparatory work done in advance of their time in the lab, and
used the time to focus only on the sequencing aspect.
By being able to track both the timing of discussion and the timing of the interaction, it is
possible to demonstrate more clear indications of how the team interacted as a whole while in the
space and the influence the media had on the use of the collaborative tools made available.
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Figure 37: Figure shows the time elapsed in minutes when the groups first authored content for
the simulation.

6.7 Implications of Coding for the Observational Quasi-Experiments
The use of the coding schema can clearly provide indications about the use of the
interactive tools within the workspace; indicate how the tools relate to the use of the software and
virtual prototypes available; and help identify differences in the interaction of the teams within
the space. The data from the quantitative analysis of the software use could be utilized to show
the impact of the software interface on the team’s time in the lab. The coding schema also allows
for the ability to clearly identify the use of the software, in the pilot it was the authoring of the
sequence, which cause the difference in the team use between the two different offerings. The
combination of the observed activity with the quantitative data also helped to pinpoint a new
possible reason for the difference in performance, which was the involvement of the facilitator.
While the coding showed the higher level of interaction of the facilitator in the first offering of
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the VCS, it was the qualitative observation of the video which allowed the researcher to realize
the facilitator was potentially influencing the outcomes of the process.
The tracking of the system information and form of information did not demonstrate
value in the piloted context because the task was focused on a very particular system with only
durations and sequences consistently input into the software, and only the structural elements
under consideration. The observational quasi-experiments used in the validation of the
INVOLVE Framework and the process implications will also focus on very specific tasks
performed within the space and the context of these will not likely benefit from the systems and
form of information either. If the tasks being studied were more interdisciplinary in nature, such
as design coordination, this information could be more valuable as it relates to the effective use of
the Interactive Workspace. Overall, the use of the observational methodology and the developed
coding schema demonstrated a valuable means for assessing the interaction of teams in
Interactive Workspaces.
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Chapter 7

Validating the INVOLVE Framework
Having developed the INVOLVE Framework and a method for implementing it, it is
necessary to validate the application of the framework. To these ends two quasi-experiments
were undertaken to validate the application of INVOLVE for two different tasks with differing
underlying collaborative functions and Interactive Workspace needs. To validate the use of the
framework to project the needed Interactive Workspace traits, the framework will be used to
identify the best workspace configuration for the given task, then vary the configuration. The
observational studies of these different configurations allows for the comparison of interaction
and communication changes based on the available media and configurations. As the media
varies from the ideal configuration, the communication and interaction should be less effective
than in the ideal configuration.
There were two areas of applying the framework which needed to be validated. First, it
was necessary to confirm whether changes in the media actually influence the collaborative
efforts of teams as defined by the taxonomy. The second consideration is the value of the
framework for identifying the media for Interactive Workspaces based on the different tasks. To
fulfill both of these requirements, two separate quasi-experiments were designed and conducted;
the first was developed to validate a maximizing outcome and the second would assess an
optimizing outcome. Within each, the different media considerations are developed to show the
difference in media use and collaborative outcomes for higher and lower synchronicity
configurations.
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7.1 Design of Observational Quasi-Experiments for INVOLVE Validation
The challenge in using teams in a comparison study is in demonstrating that the teams
would have met equivalent outcomes if not given the treatment (Campbell and Stanley, 1963).
Due to the lack of control of all aspects, a true experiment was not possible and the design was
developed as a quasi-experiment. The teams for this quasi-experiment were pulled from a third
year undergraduate course in architectural engineering with 95 students. The teams were as
homogenous as could be expected for a study of this type with all participants of similar standing,
coursework, and industry experience. The teams were videotaped and the tapes were analyzed to
identify differences in the use of the media and behavior of the teams while they were completing
their task. In addition, post-test questionnaires were distributed to the teams to identify the
perceptions of the use of the Interactive Workspace while completing each of the assigned tasks.

7.1.1 Site Utilization Planning Task
Based on the topics taught in the class, the maximizing outcome effort was based on a
creation task where the student teams were asked to develop the site utilization plan for a
construction project. The 24 teams in the course were consistent throughout the spring semester
of 2008, with the quasi-experiment falling 11 weeks into the semester near the deadline of their
second project submission. The teams were tasked to develop site utilization plans for a
construction project for which they were already developing an estimate and schedule. Since this
was their first attempt at site planning, the task provided clear direction and the task in the ICon
Lab asked the students to focus on developing the schematic layouts for three defined phases of
the construction project: substructure, superstructure, and enclosure of the building. In order to
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complete the task, the student groups were randomly assigned to one of four configurations of the
ICon Lab.

7.1.2 Site Utilization Ideal Configuration and Media Variables
The work in the task being performed by the teams in the ICon lab is contained within the
first subtask for developing a construction plan from the IBPM, where the teams determine the
scope of work and coordinate planning for the site. The level of detail for the task is schematic in
nature, and the objective is to create the site utilization schematic. Since the activity identified is
a maximizing task, it should benefit from a conveyance oriented communication environment.
With the task benefiting from a less synchronous environment, slightly less immediate feedback,
higher parallelism and higher reprocessibility should be used, and it needs to include appropriate
symbol variety. The rehearsability for the task is limited because the task was given to the
students when they arrived at the lab. The configurations relied upon two variables, though they
correlated to three components of the INVOLVE framework as shown in Table 21; the type of
interaction the students had with the computer and the availability of the 3D model.
Table 21: Summary of INVOLVE component focal points for quasi-experiment planning.

INVOLVE Components
Interaction
Virtual Prototype
Visual display

Lower Synchronicity
Multiple sketching interfaces
View/reprocess 3D model
Multiple displays

Higher Synchronicity
Single sketching interface
No review of 3D model
Single Display

The teams were given a consistent form of interaction based on the considerations that
sketching will likely be the most valuable for a schematic design activity. As shown in Table 21,
the components selected as the focus are the option of having one or several displays as a means
of interaction and display, and 2D vs. 3D content in the model. Due to the limitations of the
facility available, the creation of multiple means of interaction required the use of multiple
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displays. This also suggests that there may be some variance in the parallelism of the content and
interaction seen, and possibly some variation in the display symbol variety and interaction symbol
variety.

7.1.3 ICon Lab Configurations for the Site Utilization Planning Task
Utilizing the framework, the teams were divided into four treatments with six teams
randomly chosen for each of the four treatments. To develop the specific virtual prototype, the
building site plan was inserted onto a PowerPoint slide, allowing the students the ability to sketch
on the slide, and take the output from the task when complete with minimal concern for software
and file issues when completing the rest of the assignment. The PowerPoint file had four slides,
one for each of the three required site phases, and a blank slide for taking notes. Twelve of the
teams used tablet PC’s and the other twelve worked using a single interactive whiteboard. Of the
twelve using the tablets, half were given an extra laptop with a 3D geometric model of the
building with embedded information of the building, which the students had already used in a
previous assignment, the other half were not given access to the model. The same was repeated
with the teams using the interactive whiteboard, with six teams having access to the 3D model,
and six without.

7.1.3.1 Site Layout Configuration I
In Layout I, as shown in Figure 37, the teams were provided with a tablet PC for each
member, with an extra laptop PC showing the 3D model of the building. They began the task
with two of the tablets linked to two of the large screens, and the third screen showing the model.
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The team members had the ability at any time to change which PC was displayed on any of the
three screens. This Layout should have provided:
•

High parallelism for the team to interact with the display,

•

High reprocessibility for the images which can be re-shown from different
tablets, and

•

Flexible symbol variety with the sketching capabilities and the use of the 3D
model.

Figure 38: Layout I of the Site Utilization Task.

7.1.3.2 Site Layout Configuration II
In Layout II, as shown in Figure 38, the teams were provided with a tablet PC for each
member. However, no additional PC with the model was provided to the team. The task began
with each of the three large screens having a different tablet PC linked. The team had the ability
to change which tablet PC image was being displayed at any time throughout the task. This
Layout should have provided:
•

High parallelism for the team with the use of the tablets,
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•

High reprocessibility regarding the ability to change the images on the screens,
and

•

Flexible symbol variety with the sketching capabilities, though the symbol
variety would not include the use of the 3D model.

Figure 39: Layout II of Site Utilization Task.

7.1.3.3 Site Layout Configuration III
In Layout III, shown in Figure 39, the teams were provided with a single interactive
whiteboard for the team to use. In addition, the team was provided with a PC showing the model
linked to the leftmost screen, adjacent to the interactive whiteboard. This Layout should have
provided:
•

Lower parallelism with the display for the team, with reliance on a single
interactive whiteboard for interaction and the displayed model,

•

Moderate reprocessibility, slightly lower than the tablets because only one set of
sketches is available at a time,
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•

Flexible symbol variety for interaction, about the same as that of Layout I, with
the exact same sketching capabilities and the availability of the 3D model.

Figure 40: Layout III of Site Utilization Task.
Layout consists of an interactive whiteboard and an additional large rear projected screen is
available. The interactive whiteboard is available for sketching with the additional screen
running from a laptop for navigating the model.

7.1.3.4 Site Layout Configuration IV
In Layout IV, shown in Figure 40, the teams were provided with a single interactive
whiteboard for team use. The team had the ability to sketch on the interactive whiteboard, but no
3D model use was available. The Layout should have provided:
•

Low parallelism, with only a single means of viewing or interacting,

•

Moderate reprocessibility consistent with Layout III, and lower than Layouts I
and II, and

•

Flexible symbol variety, with the sketching capabilities, but lacking a model.
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Figure 41: Layout IV of Site Utilization Task.
Layout consists of an interactive whiteboard is available to teams for sketching their site plan
designs.

7.1.3.5 Site Layout Task Configuration Summary
The four Layouts provide fairly consistent symbol variety for interaction using sketching,
with the main difference being the availability of the 3D geometry. The major differences were
the parallelism of the input potential, and if there is value in the reprocessibility or persistence of
the content shown on the separate screen displays. Based on the process and outcomes suggested
by the task the ideal configuration should enable the maximizing task and lower synchronicity
through higher parallelism, lower levels of feedback, moderate levels of reprocessibility, and the
necessary symbol variety. From the four configurations, Layout I offers the higher levels of
parallelism and reprocessibility, with the added model for a wider variety in the available
symbols. Layout II should closely align with Layout I, followed by Layouts III and IV, unless the
model proves to be invaluable in which case Layout III should be second followed by II and IV.
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7.1.4 Schedule Simulation Review Task
The second area within the course with which students were familiar with the use of
virtual prototypes was in the creation and review of 4D schedule simulations. To carry out a
second quasi-experiment for an optimizing task, the review of a 4D schedule was chosen. The
teams were tasked with reviewing an existing 4D simulation to identify errors, safety concerns,
and areas for improvement. The students had all previously used 4D software to create a simple
simulation for an in-class exercise, and they were required to develop a 4D model and analyze it
as part of their class project. In order to complete the task, the students were randomly assigned
to one of four configurations of the ICon Lab and asked to review the actual project schedule with
some added conflicts.
The quasi-experiment for the 4D model simulation review consisted of 16 teams
completing a review of a simulated construction schedule in the ICon Lab at Penn State. The
teams for this quasi-experiment were pulled from the same third year undergraduate course in
architectural engineering, with student volunteers randomly divided into 16 teams of two or three
members. The teams were impromptu groupings of students who had not worked together
previously in the class.

7.1.5 Schedule Review Ideal Configuration and Media Variables
The work in the task being performed by the teams for the 4D schedule review is in the
third subtask for developing a construction plan from the IBPM, wherein the teams determine the
scope of work and coordinate planning for the site. The task is a detailed construction plan
review task and the objective is to identify concerns through the examination of the 4D
simulation. The activity can be identified as an optimizing task which benefits from a slightly
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more convergence oriented communication environment. With the task expected to benefit from a
greater level of synchronicity in the environment, more immediate feedback, lower parallelism
and lower reprocessibility should be beneficial, and it needs to include the appropriate symbol
variety for demonstrating the information.
The teams were given a consistent form of interaction based on the need to review the 4D
simulation. As shown in Table 22, the INVOLVE components selected as the focus are the
option of having active or passive views of the provided model, and whether it was a single or
multiple model views provided through the display system. The configurations relied upon two of
the MST fundamental factors; the parallelism of the level of interaction the students had with the
computer and the symbol variety via the controlled levels of interaction with the 4D model.
Table 22: INVOLVE component considerations for 4D review quasi-experiment.

INVOLVE Components
Virtual Prototype
Visual display

Lower Synchronicity
Passive viewing of model
Multiple views

Higher Synchronicity
Active navigation of model
Single display

7.1.6 ICon Lab Configurations for 4D Schedule Reviews
Using the framework, the teams were divided into four treatments with four teams
randomly chosen for each of the treatments. The 4D model was developed with a list of known
errors, potential areas for improvement, and potential safety concerns. The model was exported
into a video file, with eight groups provided with the Navisworks 4D model and the other eight
having the exported video. In regard to the display interaction, eight groups were provided with a
central display with a mouse and keyboard for operating the simulation, the other eight teams
were provided with three laptops with the displays shared on three large screens.
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7.1.6.1 Schedule Review Configuration I
In Layout I, as shown in Figure 41, the teams were provided with three laptop computers
with traditional mice for navigation. Each of the laptops had their image projected on one of the
large screens of the display. This Layout should have provided greater parallelism of the
displayed model, and more flexible symbol variety through the use of the model navigation of
various views that should contribute to the team collaboration. And the Layout would have
higher levels of reprocessibility in the ability to review the model from different viewpoints.

Figure 42: Layout I for the 4D schedule simulation review task.

7.1.6.2 Schedule Review Configuration II
In Layout II, shown in Figure 42, the teams were provided with three laptop computers
with mice for navigation, each of which had the video provided and was projected on one of the
large screens of the display. This Layout should have provided high parallelism through the
three displayed videos, and limited symbol variety because the ability to navigate the model is not
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available. While it has higher parallelism, the reprocessibility is limited to the single video file
view and limited flexibility of the symbol variety.

Figure 43: Layout II for the 4D schedule simulation review task.

7.1.6.3 Schedule Review Configuration III
In Layout III, shown in Figure 43, the teams were provided with a single, three-screen
wide, display with a wireless mouse and keyboard for navigation of the simulation model. This
Layout should have provided lower parallelism of the displayed model and interaction with the
model to a single user. It would have allowed active use of the model through navigation of
various views that should contribute to reprocessibility of the content and more flexible symbol
variety.
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Figure 44: Layout III for the 4D schedule simulation review task.

7.1.6.4 Schedule Review Configuration IV
In Layout IV, shown in Figure 44, the teams were provided with a single, three-screen
display with a wireless mouse and keyboard for reviewing the video of the 4D simulation. This
Layout should have provided lower parallelism of the displayed video and interaction, and
passive use of the model through watching a video of the simulation. The video would provide
less flexible symbol variety and limit reprocessibility to the pre-scripted video content.
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Figure 45: Layout IV for the 4D schedule simulation review task.

7.1.6.5 Schedule Review Configuration Summary
The four Layouts provide fairly consistent symbol variety, though the Layouts with the
navigable model have added flexibility and additional reprocessibility from different
perspectives. The major difference other than the navigability of the model was the parallelism of
the displays and interaction, with Layouts I and II providing higher parallelism of the displayed
content and interaction with the model or video by each team member. With the task defined as
an examination task of the schedule, the higher synchronous environment should be best fulfilled
through Layout III which provides the low parallelism of the display and interaction, while
providing additional symbol variety through the navigable model. Layout IV should closely
follow Layout III because of the central display but limited interaction capabilities, followed by
Layouts I and II.
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7.2 Quasi-Experiment Results

7.2.1 Site Utilization Outcomes
Based on the variables defined and the 24 teams available for the site utilization quasiexperiment, the teams were randomly assigned to the four configurations determined for the task.
For the Site Utilization study undertaken, the observations identified two areas to analyze the
content of the lab activity. The first was the level of interpersonal interaction, measured by the
discussion time contributed by each team member. The second was the level of human-computer
interaction, measured by the time each spent interacting with resources in the Interactive
Workspace. The analysis required the coding of the 24 videos taken during the lab activities.
The duration of the time in the lab was 45 minutes, but the actual time for each group varied
slightly. To allow for comparison of the data the items are not identified as durations in minutes
and seconds but as a percentage of time spent in the lab during each video. As identified in
Chapter 1, the two key research questions are:
1. The INVOLVE framework be used to demonstrate how different forms of interaction
with a computer in collaborative settings can influence the effectiveness of the team?
2. Can the use of the INVOLVE Framework identify and predict differences in team
dynamics and interaction based on availability of different Interactive Workspace
traits and configurations?
Based on these questions, the results will be presented first on how the team members used the
Interactive Workspace components, then on how the team interacted with each other to address
both of these areas.
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7.2.1.1 Team Member Contributions for the Task
The first item reviewed, after analyzing the video content, was the average contributions
by the team members within each Layout to see if there were differences. In Figure 45 the
average discussion times show that there is little difference amongst the various layouts regarding
the average contribution by team members. This suggests the general discussion amongst teams
probably followed a typical level of discussion and that those discussions were relatively
comparable given that they are different teams using different lab Layout. So the Layout does not
seem to directly relate to different levels of discussion or time spent talking amongst team
members.

Figure 46: Chart showing the average contribution by team members, broken into the four ICon
Lab Layout.
When considering the time spent interacting with the media, from Figure 45, it is evident
that the teams within Layout I and II spent noticeably more time at an individual level interacting
with the systems than did the teams in Layout III and IV. The main split between the first two
Layout and the latter two were that Layout I and II were using tablet PC’s for sketching the site
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plans and each team member had a tablet PC available to use. In Layout III and IV, the teams
were sharing a single interactive whiteboard for sketching the site plans and the board did not
allow for multiple user interaction, limiting the sketching to one user at a time. This suggests that
the teams using the tablet PC’s were able to contribute more because the sketching capabilities
were available as a parallel means during the time in the lab.

7.2.1.2 Individual Discussion Contributions
The individual levels of contribution to the discussion vary. The discussion levels shown
in Figure 45 indicated the average contribution by team member, but Figure 46 charts each
person’s discussion contribution relative to their layout with each symbol representing an
individual and all members of a team having a consistent symbol. Again, the range of
contributions is consistent within the layouts, showing comparable levels of discussion with no
layout showing significant difference in the manner of discussion. Each Layout had some teams
which interacted in a balanced manner with relatively equal levels, and other teams with some
high and low contributors.
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Figure 47: Chart showing the individual contribution levels for the team discussions, organized
by the four ICon Lab layouts.

7.2.1.3 Individual Interaction Contributions
Looking in more depth at the individual contributions through interaction with the media,
Figure 47 shows the individual interactions with each symbol representing an individual level of
interaction and all members of a team having the same symbol. The chart demonstrates that
teams in Layout I and II were able to contribute more at an individual level than did the teams
working with the interactive whiteboard. The range in levels of contribution when using the
tablet PC’s is dictated at an individual level and thus there is a greater overall range of use with
the tablet PC’s. With the interactive whiteboard, the use is limited by the availability due to
necessary sharing of interaction with the other team members.
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Figure 48: Chart showing the individual contributions using the interactivity available through
the ICon Lab workspace layouts.
The interaction levels for Layout III and IV, where the interactive whiteboard was the
sketching device, are very consistent. However, the individual levels between Layout I and II
differ somewhat. The higher levels of interaction for Layout I are align with the higher levels for
Layout II, however the distribution of scores for Layout I is grouped lower than the distribution
for Layout II. One reason for this, noted from watching the interactions, is that the students who
did not have their tablet displayed on one of the large screens did not actively sketch as much as
those who were displayed. In Layout I at the start of the task, one of the large screens had the
additional laptop with the model displayed. Most of the teams in Layout I at some point changed
to display another of the tablets in place of the model display, but because more team members
were unable to share until this point, these teams had lower levels of interaction than did the
teams in Layout II. This shows that the ability to share the information amongst the team
influenced the interest of the students in interacting with the tools, confirming the value of the
tools in supporting team communication.
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7.2.1.4 Overall Individual Contributions
When considering the overall level of contribution, the times spent interacting with the
workspace and through discussion were summed to identify the levels of contribution for each
individual. The result is the data shown in Figure 48. The areas to note are that the range of
contributions are smaller for the teams utilizing the tablet PC’s, Layout I and II. The range for
the interactive whiteboard teams, Layout III and IV, grew larger. Also, both the lowest and
highest contribution levels for tablet PC teams are greater than the corresponding lowest and
highest contribution levels for the teams in Layout III and IV, respectively.

Figure 49: Chart of combined contributions of workspace interaction and team discussion broken
down by ICon Lab layouts.
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7.2.1.5 Symbol Variety of Media Use
Along with considering the overall times interacting with the tools provided in the
workspace, the specific uses of the interaction were tracked to identify the frequency with which
teams utilized the 3D model, sketched, or wrote textual notes. Of the 12 groups provided with the
3D model, only one made measurable use of the model when a member used it to take
dimensions for developing the site layout, and two other groups spent some time navigating the
model while discussing particular items. Most, however, made little to no use of the model.
With regard to sketching compared to writing of notes, more than 95% of the interaction taking
place when writing on the displays were for sketching activities regardless of the layout. There
were noted differences in the frequency of writing when comparing teams with the tablets to
teams using the interactive whiteboard. The teams using the tablets spent slightly more time
taking notes on the shared display, though almost every team took some notes.

7.2.1.6 Performance Outcomes for Site Utilization Planning
The evaluations from the site plans were compared by layout to identify if the use of one
particular lab Layout Impacted the quality of the design. The scores from each of the four layouts
were averaged. The average scores for the two layouts utilizing the tablet PC’s was slightly
higher, but was not statistically significant. The difference may be an issue of the small sample
size utilized in the study, and larger samples may demonstrate that a particular arrangement
contributes to a better outcome. However, the evaluation of the site plans was of the final product
submitted for the class, not the outcome of solely the lab task. The influence of the activity
between the task in the lab and when the final site plans were submitted was not determined or
accounted for in the analysis.
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7.2.2 Review of 4D Simulation Outcomes and Analysis
For the second quasi-experiment, the observations used the same two areas to analyze the
content as the first quasi-experiment; the level of interpersonal interaction through discussion
time contributed by each team member and the time each team member spent interacting with the
Interactive Workspace. The analysis required the coding of the videos taken during the lab
activities. The duration of the time in the lab was 45 minutes but the actual task time varied
slightly; to allow for comparison of the data, the durations are not identified as time in minutes
and seconds but as a percentage of time spent during each teams time in the lab.

7.2.2.1 Team Member Contributions for the Task
The first item reviewed during the observation was the average contribution by the team
members to identify differences in the four layouts, summarized in Figure 49. The first notable
item is the lack of discussion for Layout I, which is due to the loss of sound from those videos.
This makes comparison with this Layout challenging, but the interaction with the workspace was
still observed and able to be compared. The discussion levels among the other three layouts vary
by a noticeable amount. From the observations of the videos, the media configuration, and
provided software interaction, influenced the processes the teams used for working together. All
of the teams which had the laptops spent time working independently to review the model first,
then worked together to develop the comprehensive list of scheduling issues. The teams which
had to share the central display started to work together much earlier and were more likely to
begin sharing the ideas or questions about the content of the simulation. The differing level of
interaction with the software, with Layout II having substantially more interaction, can be
explained by the use of the laptops for reviewing the model. That arrangement allowed greater
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individual interaction with the simulation, but the individual discussion time was still similar to
that of Layout III and IV.

Figure 50: Chart showing the average contribution by team members broken down by the four
ICon Lab layouts.
*Note – There was a technical problem with the audio recording for Layout I and no sound was
captured for any of the teams in that layout.

7.2.2.2 Individual Discussion Contributions
Looking in more depth at the conversation, amongst the three Layout for which the audio
from the observations could be monitored, shows that while Layout II and IV have a more
dispersed level of interaction, Layout III has high levels for all of the team members. From
Figure 50 it can be seen that the maximum point for one person to contribute to the conversation
was consistent among the measured Layout. All team members seemed to contribute to the
conversations in a somewhat balanced manner, so while some team members may have led
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conversations or spoken more than others there is no clear indication that one team member
dominated any of the discussions.

Figure 51: Chart showing the individual contribution levels for the team discussions organized
by the four ICon Lab Layouts.
*Note – There was a technical problem with the audio recording for Layout I and no sound was
captured for any of the teams in that layout.

7.2.2.3 Individual Interaction Contributions
Considering more closely the interaction with the display and workspace, the team
individual interaction with the virtual prototype was studied. In Figure 51 the individual levels of
interaction are charted. The layouts indicate very different usage levels among the different
groups. Layout III and IV, which had central display and interaction limits, show where some
groups had one person who led the team’s interaction, but that role was not applied consistently.
Layout II and IV, which had the video in lieu of the model, had higher levels of interaction. It
would seem that teams with the option of navigating the model to view the simulation would be
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more likely to use the model for more of the available time. Other than one user, the groups with
the model had a consistent use at approximately 10% of the time in the lab while three quarters of
the users of the videos were over 10%.

Figure 52: Chart showing the individual contributions using the interactivity available through
the ICon Lab workspace Layout.
One possible reason for this difference is the intuitiveness of the interaction available to
the users. The teams with the video files had simple interface options available, they could
simply push the play button and watch, or use the slider bar to move forward or backward
through the simulation. This simple interaction would not have added undue cognitive load to the
users, but with the array of interaction available within the navigable model, the users had to
select their viewpoints, navigate, and play the simulation. While their focus was on tracking the
schedule conflicts, the extra considerations for the software use may have caused them to limit
their use. In addition, the teams in Layout II spent more time operating the video individually, for
up to two thirds of the time in the lab in most cases, before working together to compile the
schedule issues.
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7.2.2.4 Overall Individual Interactions
When combining the discussion time and interaction of the team members, the results
indicate the disparity among the Layout. In Figure 52 the three Layout which had audible
discussion times show that the range of interaction shifts on the high and low sides by margins of
10% of the overall time in the lab. The combination of the laptops with the video created the
highest level while the central display with the video had the lowest range.

Figure 53: Chart of the combined discussion and workspace interaction for the 4D review broken
down by ICon Lab Layout.
*Note – There was a technical problem with the audio recording for Layout I and no sound was
captured for any of the teams in that layout.

7.2.2.5 Schedule Review Performance Outcomes
In addition to the feedback from the team members, the submitted lists of schedule
challenges from each team were reviewed to evaluate their performance. There were eleven
schedule conflicts within the simulation provided to the participants. If the team correctly
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identified and documented the conflict on each team’s form for one of the conflicts, they were
given one point. If they did not reach consensus but someone in the group documented it on their
individual list, the team received 0.1 point. The results are shown in Table 23. Every group
identified the first conflict, and the average score across all layouts was 4.0.
Table 23: Summary of scored outcomes for 4D review task.

Layout
1
1
1
1
Sum
2
2
2
2
Sum
3
3
3
3
Sum
4
4
4
4
Sum

#1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4

Schedule Conflicts (numbered) within the 4D simulation*
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
1
1
1
1
0.1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
2
1
1
0.1
1
3.1
1
0.1
1
1
3.1
1

1
2

3
1
0.1
1.1
1
1
1
1
4
0.1
1

1.1

2
1
1
**0.2
1
3.2

1
1
1
1
0.1
3.1
0.1
1
0.1

1
0.1

1.1

0
1

0.1
1
1.2

1

0.1

1
1
1
1
3

1

1

1.1

1
0.1

0.1

1

1.2

1.1

0.1
**0.2
1

1
1

1
**0.2
1.2

1
0.1
1.3

1
2

1

#11

0.1

0

0

1
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sum
5.1
4
4.1
1
3.55
6.1
4
3.6
5.1
4.70
3.1
6.2
3.2
3
3.88
4.3
3
4
4.3
3.90

* A score of 1 was given if the team reached consensus and documented it, it was given a 0.1 per team
member that identified it had not reached consensus and been documented for the team effort.
**Two members of this group identified the issue individually, but there was no consensus.

Layout II, which had laptop computers for each team member and the video file, had the
highest average for identifying conflicts. Since Layout IV has the second highest score, it would
suggest that viewing the video file is more likely to show the audience the conflicts. This seems
counterintuitive at first; the use of the model should allow more potential perspectives to view the
simulation, but at the same time the use of the model by participants not experienced in reviewing
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schedules may have led them to view the simulation from less than optimal viewpoints. Using
the video, the viewpoints were rehearsed but that rehearsability allows the planned viewpoints to
be incorporated to more effectively review the simulation.
While Layout II has the highest average, it also has the highest number of items
which were identified but not resolved. Having the ability for the team members to review the
video independently allowed for them to individually identify more issues – leaning towards an
additive collaborative style, but by having the highest number of unresolved items it shows that
the environment was not as conducive to convergence of the team and agreement on outcomes.
The use of separate computers in this layout and Layout I seemed to have created a portion of the
process as a divisible task. In these layouts the team members reviewed the schedule
independently and in essence, added up their separate efforts. However, these teams were less
successful at reaching a consensus than the teams using the central displays, as suggested for the
higher synchronicity environment for optimizing tasks. One reason for this may have been that
the teams were working together for the first time, suggesting that having lower parallelism may
be more conducive to creating interaction among newer teams. Overall, the outcomes of this
second observational quasi-experiment again demonstrate that the planning of media traits can
influence the manner of interaction as a team for communication purposes. The ideal Layout
aligned closely with the expectations based on the INVOLVE taxonomy since the layout
expected to best support the optimizing task was identified as the best environment for reaching
agreement amongst team members.
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7.3 Quasi-Experiment Qualitative Feedback from Participants

7.3.1 Site Utilization Planning Feedback
Of the 95 students in the course, 86 survey responses were received for a 91% response
rate for the site utilization task. The purpose of the questionnaire was to identify perceived
impacts of the arrangements and media on the tasks performed. The responses to the surveys
were organized into four sections:
1. General statements,
2. Display interaction,
3. Software interaction, and
4. Collaboration

7.3.1.1 General Interactive Workspace Responses
To begin the questionnaire after the students participated in the activity, several
statements were offered related to the overall experience in the ICon Lab. Figure 53 shows the
responses to the general statements in the questionnaire.
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Figure 54: Chart showing the responses to the general statements about using the Interactive
Workspace.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

The chart in Figure 53 shows the responses to the four general statements posed
regarding the students site utilization planning task. The first statement was intended as a simple
gauge of the students’ perceptions of technology. Based on the response, the student averages
show that most students were comfortable with trying new technology. The averages for the four
different layouts were fairly consistent, with a range of less than 0.3 points on the scale. The
second statement focused on the students’ enjoyment level for the activity. While all of the
averages are higher than a score of 3.0, which were neutral, Layouts III and IV clearly had higher
scores than layouts I and II. Layouts III and IV were the two utilizing the interactive whiteboard
rather than the tablet PC’s. This suggests the interactive whiteboard may have been a more
enjoyable Layout for the team interaction, though it may also indicate a steeper learning curve
with the use of the tablet PC’s as well.
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The third statement focused on whether the teams felt their communication in the ICon
Lab was more effective than usual. The average for three of the four layouts was higher than 3.0,
but by a fairly small margin, with one set leaning toward being less effective. This could be a
result of the introduction of new tools which affected the normal flow of meetings, or it could
indicate that while fun, the tools used were not as easy and intuitive to use as traditional tools.
The final statement was concerned with the students’ enjoyment of the sketching capabilities
available. All of the response averages are within a small margin of 4.0, indicating that, in
general, the students liked the ability to sketch for the given task.

7.3.1.2 Display Interaction
After the general statements, there were several statements about the interaction with the
hardware in the ICon Lab. Figure 54 shows the responses regarding the interaction with the
hardware in the questionnaire.
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Figure 55: Responses regarding display interaction in the Interactive Workspace.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

The first question focused on whether all group members contributed to the task when
creating the site utilization plans. The responses for the teams having the tablets, layouts I and II,
are approximately one full point below the responses for the teams using the interactive
whiteboard. This shows that teams using an interactive whiteboard felt more interaction amongst
team members than did those using the tablet PC’s. In the open ended response questions at the
end, several students indicated that the table and seating arrangement when using the tablet PC’s
was not conducive to discussion among all team members. The second statement asked if there
was value in all members having the ability to contribute using the display. Interestingly, while
there was much greater contribution measured for the teams with the tablet PC’s, they scored the
value of the display approximately ½ point lower. It’s possible this could simply vary with the
quality of the contributions by the team members more than the ability to contribute using the
displays.
The third statement asked the students if the ability to sketch allowed more timid group
members to contribute more easily. While the averages indicate there may be some value for
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more timid members, the perceived value seems fairly small with little difference noted between
the different layouts. The final question was the value of having multiple screens available for
the team members to share information. The responses vary by a large amount. The groups with
tablets and the model utilizing three screens in Layout I found some value in having multiple
screens. The students using tablets without a model, also utilizing three screens, rated this almost
a full point higher, matching with the observation about the display of the model as a detriment to
team participation. Looking at the team that had the interactive whiteboard and a screen with the
model displayed in Layout III, they rated the value similarly to Layout I. And the students using
just the interactive whiteboard with no additional screen, Layout IV, fell just above neutral. This
suggests that when there are multiple forms of information to display there is perceived value to
the extra screens, but on the other end of the spectrum, displaying too much information when it
is unnecessary can impact the ability of the team members to share ideas.

7.3.1.3 Software Interaction
When asked questions about the interaction with the software, they were focused upon
the manner of interaction more than specific details of the software applications used. Figure 55
shows the responses to the statements regarding the interaction with the software in the
questionnaire.
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Figure 56: Chart showing the responses regarding software interaction in the Interactive
Workspace.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

The first statement regarding the use of the software simply asked if having the ability to
write and sketch was helpful. The averages for all of the layouts were between 4 and 4.5
indicating general agreement that these abilities were useful for site planning task. The second
statement considered whether there was value in having a 3D model available during the site
utilization planning. Two of the averages resulted about 3.0, with two resulting below. However,
one of the layouts above 3.0 had a model available and one of the layouts below had a model
available, with none being more than 0.3 points away from neutral. This seems to suggest that
having the model available was not needed, but that there may be some value on an individual
level.
The third statement compared the use of the sketching capabilities with the use of a
mouse and keyboard. While those in Layout III tended to agree that a mouse and keyboard
functioned equally for the task as the sketching capabilities, the other three teams tended to
disagree, though none of the layouts strayed too far from neutral. The last question considered
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the ease of use of the sketching interface. With some minor variation, all of the teams found the
sketching capabilities intuitive and easy to use.

7.3.1.4 Collaboration
The final set of statements focused on the collaborative efforts of the teams while in the
Interactive Workspace. Figure 56 shows the responses to the statements regarding the interaction
and collaboration in the lab.

Figure 57: Chart showing the responses to the statements regarding collaboration in the
Interactive Workspace.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

In response to the statements about the use Interactive Workspaces for collaborative
efforts, the first question asked about the value of having a large display to use. The four
different layouts all averaged around 4.0 showing the large display was believed to be helpful.
The averages were not as high, but again fairly consistent at 3.5 in agreement that the teams
collaborated better than usual while they were working in the ICon Lab. Part of the reasoning for
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this can be seen in the next statement regarding the value of having a separate space to hold a
meeting. Typically students use one of the department computer labs when collaborating on a
project which requires a computer. The value of having a separate space scored similarly to that
of collaborating better than usual, though the scores by layout changed somewhat indicating that
solitary space is not the only factor. The last statement summarizes the overall value with the
groups, scoring near 4.0 in agreement that they would be interested in using the space for similar
tasks in the future.

7.3.2 Schedule Review Participant Feedback
From the groups which voluntarily participated in the 4D review tasks, survey feedback
was provided by 50 individuals distributed among the different lab Layout. The responses to the
surveys were organized in a similar manner to the site utilization task and met these four sections:
1. General statements,
2. Display interaction,
3. Software interaction, and
4. Collaboration

7.3.2.1 General Feedback on the 4D review task
To begin the questionnaire regarding the experience of performing the 4D review task in
the ICon lab, the focus was on overall feedback. The teams consistently enjoyed the experience
with all four Layout average close to 4.0 out of 5.0 in agreement. The second question asked
about the suitability of the ICon lab for the 4D review task. While all of the layouts averaged
above 4.0, in agreement that it was well suited, the disparity among the four layouts indicated
which aspects contribute to the use of Interactive Workspaces for such a task. The layouts which
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had the strongest agreement were the teams which had a central display and use of the model for
navigation and changing viewpoints. While they did not spend as much time individually
interacting with the workspace, the discussions in these teams had a much smaller range than the
others, suggesting a more balanced interaction amongst the teams. There was also general
agreement among all of the layouts that the individual members were involved in the process and
that they would be likely to use the lab or a similar space for this type of task in the future.

Figure 58: General feedback from groups regarding their experience using the ICon Lab for a 4D
review task.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

7.3.2.2 Feedback regarding the display interaction
After reviewing general items about how the team worked, the questionnaire considered
the interaction with the display amongst the four layouts. The first question focused on the value
of the large display system. The teams which used only the large display found it very useful
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with an average above 4.0 in agreement. The teams which had laptops were just above neutral,
with one participant explaining:
I tended to look at the computer screen instead of looking at the big screens. I feel that
using the bigger screen is better but because I had to use the mouse to start and stop the
simulation it was just natural for me to look at the smaller computer screen.

The second question suggested that there was little value to having multiple screens. The average
across the four Layout suggests a slight preference for multiple screens, but not much. The lab
Layout which used the large display and the video agreed slightly with the comment that the extra
screens were unnecessary. The last two statements that the environment allowed the team to
communicate effectively and for all members to contribute were consistently agreed to above a
4.0 level by all layouts.

Figure 59: Feedback regarding the value of the display system.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.
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7.3.2.3 Model Interaction Feedback
When asked about the value of the interaction available when viewing the 4D simulation,
the responses became more disparate. The teams which had open access to navigate the model
felt that they were able to view the necessary perspectives within the model, with agreement
above 4.0 for both Layout which had the model. The Layout which had the video file of the
simulation slightly disagreed, with both Layout average below a 3.0. When asked if the teams
shared control of the model and display, the teams with laptops all agreed above a 4.0 level, the
teams with the model and central display agreed somewhat (3.5) and the teams with the video file
and central display came out at a neutral level. All four Layout agreed that the model was useful
for communicating information about the schedule issues above a 4.0 level. When asked if there
was a single primary user of the model and display, again Layout IV was neutral, and Layout II
felt that there was no primary user, with Layout I and III close to neutral but suggesting that some
teams had a primary user.

Figure 60: Feedback regarding the value of model interaction.
*The statements listed on the X-axis and a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.
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7.3.2.4 Collaboration Feedback
The last area for feedback was focused on the impact of the layout on the collaborative
effort of the team. Team members in all four layouts felt that the teams worked productively
during the task, with an average score above a 4.0 level, and most reaching 4.5. When asked if
their team collaborated better than their project team, most teams were neutral or slightly above.
Team members in all layouts felt that everyone in the group contributed ideas and suggestions
during the task with an average score above a 4.0 level. When asked if it was challenging to
reach a consensus on the issues in the schedule, the Layout varied by notable amounts. Layout I
and IV felt that it was relatively easy to reach a consensus, while Layout II was close, and Layout
III was closer to being neutral.

Figure 61: Feedback regarding the collaboration which took place in each team.
*The statements listed on the X-axis have a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) on the Y-axis.

What stands out is how closely the responses regarding meeting a consensus reflect the
responses about how well suited the lab was for the 4D review task. Layout III had the highest
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rating for the lab being suitable for 4D review and found reaching consensus the easiest among
the four layouts. As suggested earlier, Layout III was identified as the ideal Layout for the task,
with the goal of high synchronicity. Reaching a consensus implies getting the team members to
understand the issue and all agree that it is a problem; both the individual student perception
feedback and the quantitative evaluations of the outcomes point show that this configuration was
the best for teams to reach consensus for this type of task.

7.4 INVOLVE Framework Validation Summary

7.4.1 Site Utilization Planning Task Outcomes
The primary Interactive Workspace traits focused on during the site utilization quasiexperiments were the virtual prototype, the interaction, and the visual display. The 2D layout for
sketching the site plan was used as the primary means of communicating and documenting the
developments for the site plans. There was marginal use of the model, suggesting that it may
have provided value to certain individuals, but as a whole it was not widely necessary. The form
of interaction observed was mainly sketching, with some textual notes. The student feedback
identified that the students enjoyed using the pen-based interface though they may have been
equally productive with a mouse and keyboard arrangement. The visual display demonstrated
that having the reprocessibility and parallel views over several displays was valuable for
conveying ideas, even to the point where students stopped sketching if their tablet was not shown
on one of the displays.
The selection of Layout I was suggested as the best option, though the best collaborative
communication was demonstrated in Layout II. The difference in the assumption to the observed
activity was the need for the model content to be available. In the observed outcomes there was
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greater value in having additional interaction and display space for the team members to share
their ideas. If there were additional displays available, as in Layout III, the model content did not
detract from the discussion as it did in Layout I. Overall, the outcomes of the observational
quasi-experiment demonstrate that the planning of media traits aligned closely with the
expectations based on the INVOLVE taxonomy and the expected collaboration needs for a
maximizing task.

7.4.2 Schedule Review Task Outcomes
The use of the Interactive Workspace for the 4D schedule review task was planned to
focus upon the shared interaction, the shared display, and the software capabilities for
manipulating the virtual prototype. The mouse and keyboard interface was the chosen form of
interaction, with the availability of separate laptops allowing select teams to review the schedule
individually first. When teams were using the shared mouse and display, they began interacting
much earlier.

The greater interaction noted with the video interface suggests that the

intuitiveness or familiarity of the interface allowed the users to concentrate less on how to interact
for the video. However, for teams with the 4D model file the users did not take advantage of the
ability to navigate the model in 3D because the cognitive load for this task may have distracted
them from the focus on analyzing the simulation. The assumption of Layout III as the best layout
was validated in the performance in terms of the percentage of items identified which were
agreed upon by the team members. The layouts, III and IV, which had central interfaces allowed
the teams to begin discussing the issues earlier but did not allow the members to individually
review the simulation as in layouts I and II.
The outcome from the 4D review demonstrates that the choice of the interaction and the
display relate to the ability of the team members to communicate for a task. The value in
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planning the media for this example can be seen in the interaction created among the team
members shown through the need to discuss the schedule when using the shared display, whereas
with the separate laptops the teams members functioned independently.

7.4.3 Comparison between Tasks
The differences between the two tasks undertaken in the observational quasi-experiments
demonstrate how the Layout of media and models can influence the process and dynamics of
team interaction for a task. When the need for the group was for additive contributions from the
team, having parallel means for members to contribute was beneficial to the team’s ability to
communicate their sketched ideas. However, when the need was to focus on a central review the
large display and shared interaction were more beneficial to the team’s communication for
reaching agreement on issues, and the smaller displays could become distracting from the
discussion.
The need to match the infrastructure and model planning to the tasks needs is evident.
The symbol variety of both the model representation and the form of the virtual prototype
interaction are clearly dependent on the needs of the team for the specific task. The ability to
view and interact with the 3D geometry of the BIM for the site utilization planning task was used
little if at all by the teams. However, when reviewing the 4D simulation, the teams demonstrated
the value and desire for navigational interaction to view the simulation from multiple
perspectives.
The Layout of the space and the media also influenced the manner of interaction amongst
team members. When the layout of the lab was situated so all team members were in a row
facing the screens, many participants commented that it was challenging to talk with other team
members who were not sitting next to them. Also, the availability of multiple means of
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interaction actually influenced the process teams undertook when reviewing the 4D simulation to
the extent that part of it was treated as a divisible activity, with the compilation of the schedule
issues as the collaborative act amongst the team. The team members using the central display did
not have this issue arise.
The scale and breakdown of the display also offers some room for consideration. When
the teams were using multiple tablets or PC’s to interact with the different screens, they found
having multiple screens valuable. When teams were using the single display, having the
additional screens was not considered helpful, though some teams suggested displaying different
information to benefit the discussion, for example one team suggested showing an electronic
version of the project CPM schedule on one screen so the team could share that view while
watching the 4D simulation. At the other extreme, when there were more team members than
screens to display information during the site utilization planning activity, there was a noticeable
drop in participation from a sketching perspective when the tablet was not displayed on one of the
screens. So if that team member was not able to actively share their ideas through the media, they
became less active overall.
One last area of note is the differences shown between the survey feedback and the
observed outcomes from the videos of the activities. The teams using the interactive whiteboard
during the site utilization planning activity noted feeling more collaborative than did the teams
using the tablet PC’s. However, when reviewing the video the team members using the tablets
were able to contribute more on average on an individual basis than were team members sharing
the interactive whiteboard. There was a similar level of disparity in the 4D review, but all of the
teams were using similar arrangements of the space. The comments about the seating of teams
and the ability to easily talk with other team members may have directly related to this sense of
collaboration. It does demonstrate that the focus on the facets of the display and interaction need
to be considered from a more objective task oriented view because of the potential for inherent
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bias from individuals selecting media based on their personal preference that may impair the
team’s communication process.

7.4.4 Validation of INVOLVE Implementation
In the study the concepts of higher parallelism and moderate reprocessibility were found
to be better for maximizing collaborative tasks, embodied in lower synchronicity environments.
The persistence of each individual’s sketches allowed for more deliberation and higher
reprocessibility before providing feedback. The multiple screens and interaction points provided
high parallelism. The identification of sufficient symbol variety in the form of sketching
capabilities, with written text and 3D geometry having some value, shows that the model use and
interaction may not be clearly linked to the level of synchronicity but more clearly to the task.
The value of more immediate feedback, lower parallelism and lower reprocessibility were
shown to be valuable for the optimizing tasks created in higher synchronicity environments. The
use of the central display can lower the level of parallelism and focus a group’s attention, such as
the focused discussions of the 4D model with the central display and single means of interaction.
The need for custom levels of symbol variety was further shown through the frustration of the
students who only had video when reviewing the 4D simulations in the second quasi-experiment.
The need for lower reprocessibility and more immediate feedback were shown through the
change in the process used when the media shifted from the central display to multiple means of
interaction which created a divided approach to the task rather than a focused collaboration.
The pair of quasi-experiments offered the validation of the INVOLVE Framework for
two different sets of communication needs based on the forms of collaboration and tasks.
Through the framework, the important aspects of the communication were identified and could be
related to the available media. Planning the media based on these traits led to preferred media
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environments for the tasks studied and the results showed that the media planned influenced the
communication of the teams as expected, validating the value of the INVOLVE framework for
planning effective communication in collaborative contexts.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
The development and validation of the INVOLVE Framework demonstrates one of the
first endeavors to create a method to comprehensively plan and implement Interactive
Workspaces within the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction Industry. The creation of the
INVOLVE Framework for Interactive Workspace planning within the AEC Industry
demonstrated the theoretical relationships between communication theory and AEC tasks for
integrated project teams through the use of Interactive Workspaces. INVOLVE represents the
central contribution of this research, with some supporting contributions needed to create it and
the outline of future research which is needed to continue validating and expanding this effort.

8.1 INVOLVE Framework
The INVOLVE framework provides a means for defining the needs and determining the
most valuable aspects for effective use of an Interactive Workspace. With the implementation of
similar ICT tools already occurring, the value of such spaces for improving communication, both
face-to-face and computer-mediated, is currently needed and that need will only grow as methods
such as BIM become more common.

I
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-

The components of the INVOLVE Framework are:

Interaction – intuitive interaction with the virtual prototype
Network and remote access – accessibility to remote information and team members
Virtual Prototype – digital representation of facility with seamless interaction
Organization and Team – technical and interpersonal competencies of the team
Layout – configuration, space, and comfort of the physical environment
Visual display – layout and integration of the display with the virtual prototype
Existential Collaboration – authentic collaboration based on shared goals
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The interviews demonstrate that the components identified were considered or were in
use in industry. The interviews also illustrated the need for better and more comprehensive
methods of planning the use of these tools because of the ineffective use of the tools or
limitations from not having the tools available. Companies can use the framework and identify
tasks they consistently perform to develop a set of traits to explore in an Interactive Workspace,
or array of facilities, to meet those needs. An organization could also pursue a focused
application for one or two high value collaborative tasks.
The framework development in this research contributed a new taxonomy of elements for
Interactive Workspaces. The framework tacitly defines the elements which are linked to the
communication needs of an Interactive Workspace and the support considerations to enable that
communication. The link identified between the form of collaboration amongst team members
and the needs of the communication environment to support that effort was suggested, and aligns
with the manner of task performance and needed communication seen in the observational quasiexperiments.

8.1.1 A Method of Planning Interactive Workspaces
In addition to the theoretically based relationship for collaborative communication, the
research created a practical contribution through a method of planning the characteristics of an
Interactive Workspace to match the collaborative objective of AEC tasks. While not validated or
necessarily the only means of planning, it represents a supporting contribution needed to further
the value and applicability of the INVOLVE framework. The effectiveness of the collaboration is
not defined in terms of the subjective quality of the outcomes, but as improving the ability of the
team to participate and communicate during the tasks undertaken. The process for applying the
framework allows for the traits of an Interactive Workspace, within the context of facility design
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and construction tasks, to be comprehensively planned.

It was used to identify the “ideal”

configurations for the observational quasi-experiments and demonstrates the value in planning the
modal interactions with shared information during collaborative tasks, and the impact it has on
team communication.

8.1.2 Application of Communication Theory to Interactive Workspace Planning
With the changes and new developments of communication media and new modes of
information interaction becoming widely available within the AEC Industry, there is a growing
need for a means of planning communication media. Media Synchronicity Theory (MST) offers
a thorough and objective means of comparing communication media based on a consistent set of
traits and the impact of those traits on communication tasks. The link between MST factors and
Interactive Workspace elements provides the conceptual link needed for planning the support of
team communication in these facilities. In particular, the link creates the ability to plan the
communication needs of the team, to focus a team’s efforts through media choices, and to
objectively compare communication media options for different tasks. The use of MST allowed
the ability to objectively compare the outcomes of the different media used in the observational
quasi-experiments and how they influenced the processes undertaken by the participant teams.

8.1.3 Defined Collaborative Tasks for AEC Projects
The development of the collaborative iterative tasks, create, integrate, examine, and
focus, represents a new taxonomy of team tasks defined within the context of AEC design and
construction planning. The taxonomy was developed from the iterative objectives and processes
defined for integrated project delivery from the Integrated Building Process Model. These tasks
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serve as a taxonomy of the purpose of collaborative team functions using virtual prototypes for
the design and construction planning process for capital facilities. The goal in developing this
taxonomy was the ability to align the collaborative objectives of the team with the virtual
prototype uses which are best facilitated in an Interactive Workspace. These tasks, as illustrated
in Figure 61, align the form of collaboration with communication media considerations, allowing
for the planning of the Interactive Workspace to support those tasks.

Figure 62: Process for determining INVOLVE elements based on task.

8.2 Observational Research Method Implementation
Through the quasi-experiments using mixed method observational research, the research
demonstrated the applicability of a traditionally social science method to research for the AEC
Industry. While some observational research in the AEC Industry has been performed in the past,
the focus has primarily been on trade level activities, not the improvement of management and
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planning of projects. The piloting and use of the mixed methods shows the applicability of the
coding concept which can be applied in future studies of team collaboration, particularly those
focused on the study of interaction with communication media or technology. In addition to
showing that observational methods were applicable to management activities within
construction, it demonstrated the value of combining mixed methods of qualitative and
quantitative data analysis in considering the application of new theories in AEC research. The
coding schema created for the analysis also provided a means of measuring the level of
communication and use of an Interactive Workspace as well as for interdisciplinary collaborative
tasks.

8.3 Limitations
In developing a study to test the validity of the framework application, the focus in
developing the INVOLVE framework was the primary media considerations in a face to face
meeting of teams. While there was some consideration given to remote access, they were not a
focus. Also, the study was concerned with the layout of the space for each of the four layouts
except to ensure it was relatively consistent for both quasi-experiments. By limiting the quasiexperiments to the primary elements, the study was narrowed to validating mainly the variables
of the virtual prototype, visual display, and interaction.
With the focus of the validation on these primary media traits to support communication,
the validation was identified the level of support of effective communication for the defined
tasks. The validation implies validity, based on sound theory, for the other defined tasks which
were not studied but are not yet verified. Since the validation focused on the communication
elements, the outcomes suggest the value of the framework for supporting communication but do
not clearly validate the concept of improved collaboration amongst team members. Effective
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communication was considered important to improving collaboration, but at no point were
metrics for the level of collaboration or measure of collaborative outcomes compared or
validated.
The validation had some additional limitations, mainly in the context of the quasiexperiment design. Quasi-experiments were chosen because true experiments were not possible
because of the nature of having different teams performing the task. This inherently limits the
outcomes because, while the design was controlled for as many elements as possible, there were
still other factors which can influence the outcomes. In addition, the use of students provided a
fairly homogenous pool of participants, but the outcomes may not be directly translatable into the
same outcomes in industry because of differences in the populations.

8.4 Future Research
Though the framework was assessed for the different collaborative processes, there are
more tasks and a range of processes for which Interactive Workspaces could be utilized. An
extended study to identify the implication of different media for each of these tasks could greatly
benefit the overall value of the framework. As research in this area progresses, the first area work
should occur is to further refine the framework. The continued validation of the framework for
tasks not yet assessed should occur to more fully refine the relationships between the
communication factors and the characteristics of Interactive Workspaces. Those relationships
will ensure that use of the framework will lead to the most effective characteristics and
implementations for given tasks. Also, since only two tasks were assessed, the applicability of
the framework for the other tasks is suggested to be valid, but has not been fully assessed. These
range from other face to face tasks within a single Interactive Workspace, to the validation of the
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framework for remote teams. Continuing to validate these uses would be invaluable work for
longer term application of the INVOLVE Framework.
The framework should also be validated in industry settings. Case studies into the uses of
Interactive Workspaces in AEC Industry settings could be compared with the framework
projections of the media traits valuable for particular tasks. As the framework was refined and
used to develop a comprehensive system of planning a company’s implementation of Interactive
Workspaces, this information on the actual media needs in industry settings would verify that the
academic outcomes apply. The assessed applications of the framework were focused on the use
by students. The conceptual application of the INVOLVE framework should be able to carry
over to AEC Industry applications, but tracking case studies of this implementation, and if
possible observational studies of their use, could greatly enhance the understanding of how these
concepts evolve in industry settings.
In addition to allowing the use of INVOLVE to extend to demonstrate validity of the
concept in industry settings, the planning of the industry workspaces should also be studied and
compared with the preliminary method introduced in Chapter 5. For the INVOLVE framework
to be valuable to AEC firms in the long term, there needs to be a consistent, valid method of
applying the concepts so firms can plan Interactive Workspaces and be confident in their value.
This work should consider the level of investment firms are interested and able to make, means
for measuring the return on investment. Along with the initial costs, considerations should be
given to strategic concepts for the development of Interactive Workspaces from metrics for
measuring their value; to determining if an IW should have a single focused use or a flexible
approach; and to the concept of project specific Interactive Workspaces as compared to
maintaining them as a shared company resource should be evaluated. These issues are central to
the adoption of these tools by industry, and while INVOLVE demonstrates the specific value for
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planning an individual task the implications for a project and a firm level strategy still require
added definition.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms
Additive Team process – A process for maximizing tasks when the contributions of each team
member are summed to find the whole team contribution. For example, if the team is holding a
brainstorming session, the total possible ideas contributed are determined by adding all of the
individual ideas from the team members
Building Information Model (BIM) – A product or intelligent digital representation of data
about a capital facility. BIM authoring tools are used to create and aggregate information which
had, before BIM, been developed as separate tasks with non-machine interpretable information in
a paper-centric process (NBIMS, 2007).
Building Information Modeling – The process of developing and using a Building Information
Model.
Communication Synchronicity – The level of synchronous communication occurring .
Convergence processes function more effectively in high synchronicity and conveyance with
lower synchronicity.
Conjunctive Team Process – The process for maximizing tasks when the team is limited by the
weakest link. For example, the way an assembly line can output only at the rate of its slowest
step or a string of mountain climbers can only move as fast as the slowest member.
Convergence – The underlying communication process which relates to the development of a
shared understanding between the people involved in the communication.
Conveyance – The underlying communication process focused on providing information for
deliberation among the people involved in the communication.
Create Task - Authoring, expanding, refining, and identifying constraints and parameters which
advance the development of the facility concept with increasing level of detail as the concept
evolves.
Discretionary Team Process – The process for optimizing tasks when the team has the ability to
weight the input from each team member to reach an outcome which pulls together the
knowledge and abilities of the team. For example, if a team were trying to estimate the
temperature in a room, the team could average the individual guesses or weight input from each
member by some algorithm.
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Disjunctive Team Process –The process for optimizing tasks where there is no means to
combine answers but a single answer must be given the total weight of the team’s effort. In
some, but not all cases, this can come in the form of an epiphany or “eureka” moment when a
team member comprehends the answer.
Divisible Task – A task which can be subdivided and team members can separate to make
individual contributions, that when brought back together combine to make the overall team’s
contribution. For example, if a group of people were to work on a set of a dozen math problems,
the team could assign each member to certain problems (Steiner, 1972).
Emotional Intelligence – The capacity to recognize our own feelings and those of others,
capacity to motivate ourselves, and the capability to manage our emotions and emotions in
relationships (Goleman, 1998).
Examine Task - Reviewing the design/solution for viability and to ensure compliance with the
project goals, code requirements, and owner and design intent.
Existentialism - Within the realms of philosophy, morals, and the contemplation of the norms of
human existence, existentialism is the focus of explaining the norms of authenticity and causality
(Stanford, 2008).
Feedback Immediacy – The variable defining the rapidity or latency of the return
communication provided upon receiving a message
Focus Task - Identifying the concept(s) which best satisfy project requirements and offer the best
opportunity for advancing the project.
Integrate Task - Combining information from design/problem-solving subtasks ensuring the
extent of compatibility amongst the compiled concepts and systems.
Integrated Project Delivery - A project delivery method that integrates people, systems,
business structures and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and
insights of all participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste,
and maximize efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction. IPD
represents a return to the "Master Builder" concept where the entire building team including the
owner, architect, general contractor, building engineers, fabricators, and subcontractors work
collaboratively throughout the construction process (AIA, 2007; Matthews and Howell, 2005).
Interactive Workspace - An Interactive Workspace is a technologically augmented team-project
room that represent a specific sub-domain of ubiquitous computing (Johansen and Fox, 2004).
Maximizing Team Outcome - The outcome is one in which the team explores the full extent or
potential output of their efforts.
Optimizing Team Outcome - The team outcome when the team combines their efforts
effectively to meet a preset standard.
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Parallelism – The number of channels upon which information is transferred
Rehearsability – The time and ability to refine a message before it is transmitted
Reprocessability – The time and ability to review and deliberate upon a transmitted message
Symbol Variety – The forms and perceptions which can be utilized to pass information
Unitary Task – The task in which the individual efforts cannot be subdivided. So if that same
team were to work on solving a riddle rather than a set of math problems, they would be unable to
divide the riddle into pieces and have members solve each piece. The riddle needs to be taken as
a whole with the team contributing to a shared solution.
Virtual Environment - A partially or totally computer based sensory input environment (Air
Force, 1994).
Virtual Prototype - The design or construction of a computer model for realistic capabilities and
simulation (Pratt, 1994).
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Appendix B

Exploratory Study of BIM and Communication Planning
The planning of communication for collaborative purposes is important to the use of
BIM. These computer-interpretable intelligent models have the potential to enable improvements
in the design, analysis, simulation, planning, and/or operation of buildings (Eastman et al.,2008).
In order for the full range of improvements from BIM to be of value, the information needs to be
communicated among a wide range of participants within the AEC Industry (Fox and Hietanen,
2007). Also, information needs to be communicated in diverse locations, ranging from client and
design offices to building sites and project trailers.

Exploratory study to evaluate the use of Media Synchronicity Theory
A field study was performed considering the use of MST for AEC media planning. The
focus of this study was to identify the industry changes regarding the implementation of BIM as
they relate to media and teams, and to test whether MST is a viable base for developing methods
for planning BIM and media use. The exploratory field study had two major aspects: semistructured interviews and a quasi-experiment. All of the field work was carried out in Finland
during 2007. The development and use of new media is well established in Finland (Woodward et
al.,2007). Participants were a sample of AEC Industry BIM users that had all shown active use of
BIM over the previous three years being considered.
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BIM Use
In the exploration of experience using BIM software since 2003, a small group of
companies who have adopted BIM provided feedback about how their companies have been
using it. In Figure 62 are the responses about use of modeling software for developing models,
using the analytical tools capable in BIM, and sharing the models either internally or with other
firms.

4D

BIM

Comparison of BIM use
Questionnaires
Interviews
Questionnaires
Receive

3D

Interviews

Distribute

Questionnaires

Analyze

2D

Interviews

Create

Questionnaires
Interviews
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

Figure 63: Summarized experiences of firms using BIM software since 2003.
Based on the feedback provided, the use of BIM software has grown and sustained itself,
and all of the industry members expected that growth to continue in the future. While the use has
grown for all of the disciplines, and for a wide array of analytical purposes, as shown in Figure
63, sharing of the model files has still been limited to traditional 2D documentation in most cases.
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Figure 64: Types of analyses firms commonly use with BIM.
Along with questions pertaining to how BIM is used, some questions were asked to
identify changes that have been seen and are expected relating to the use of BIM. Some of the
more common changes cited include:

•
•

•
•

Incorporation of more analyzable information into the model
Shifts in responsibility
o Growing responsibilities for designers
o Need for a “model manager”
o Senate Properties (Finland) requires lead designer to be responsible for
model accuracy
+
90 % of interviewees expected BIM use to grow
70+% of interviewees expected collaborative use of BIM to grow

Some of the challenges cited include lack of knowledge from owners or clients related to BIM.
Also, many respondents indicated an expectation of increasing responsibility related to the
development of systems outside of their discipline. For example, the building mechanical
systems designer may need to develop an architectural model to determine the volumes of the
spaces for the base calculations to begin to design a system. This could be an outgrowth of the
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limited sharing of files between firms, or expectations of an increased level of collaboration and
understanding required between disciplines.

Display Media Choices
Following the questions about usage of BIM, the interviews shifted to firms’ choices
about display media. The most common change noted with regard to display systems since 2003
was increased use of computer displays. The two main changes were adding secondary monitors
to desktop displays and the implementation of a projected display system, typically in a
conference room or similar setting. Along with increased use of electronic displays was a more
subtle change, improved quality of the display in terms of resolution and display size for desktop
displays.
Most of the participants had been exposed, in some manner, to more recent and advanced
display systems, such as visiting a CAVE, similar to Figure 64. Despite this experience, all of the
interviewees stated that they had not considered any strategy or media factors related to display
systems when investing in systems for their companies. When asking about expectations for
change in media use in the future, most of the responses agreed that new display technology
advancements would become more common in regular practice. Figure 65 shows a summary of
the expected changes.
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Figure 65: Diagram and picture of a CAVE display system.

Along with shifting toward larger scale displays, an interesting development was the
response indicating an increase in the use of technology for virtual teaming on projects. While
not a focus of the questioning, it was common for interview subjects to raise this issue along with
their responses regarding display systems. Subjects cited a growth in current use of distributed
teams on recent projects and the expectation of continued growth in that field. Along with their
comments on the shift in display media, it was common for the respondents to identify a
correlation between advanced display systems and virtual teaming.
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Expected changes in media use
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Figure 66: Expected shifts in different display media use.

Team Interaction and the Impact of IT
Along with the focus on the technology implementation occurring at the companies
interviewed, questions were asked to ascertain the opinions of the interviewees about the role of
teamwork in the AEC process. In all of the responses, teamwork was cited as being very
important or “crucial” to the success of any AEC project. The subjects were asked to define the
importance of teamwork in the different stages of problem solving. Figure 66 summarized the
responses. Teamwork was suggested to be more effective in small group settings for all of the
stages, but the generation of ideas and evaluation and analysis of ideas were found to be more
common uses of teamwork than goal clarification or decision making.
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Role of Teamwork in Design Process
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Figure 67: Emphasis of team collaboration by phase of the problem solving process.

Many of the interview subjects made the association of the research into IT and
teamwork, responding to their thoughts about the value of BIM for team collaboration before the
developed interview question could be asked. The impressions about the impact of BIM
commonly cited are summarized in Figure 67. BIM is expected to offer the potential to shorten
the design process, improve the overall design quality, and increase the overlap between the
various project disciplines.
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Figure 68: Areas of improved teamwork from using BIM.

Along with changes resulting from the use of BIM, subjects were asked about the
potential impacts of better display media in the AEC process. Better utilization of display
systems is expected to improve communication through better visual representation, specifically
with clients and end users. Some of the other team impacts are noted in Figure 68. Along with
the expected changes, there was a common need identified during the interviews for determining
display characteristics which can clearly improve collaboration in different settings.
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Figure 69: Expected value for teamwork from improved display media.

Assessing the Media-Teamwork Relationship
Along with the interviews, an observational quasi-experiment was developed to explore
relationships between media and team interaction as a means of evaluating the use of MST for
planning media infrastructure.

Quasi-experiment Design
The experiment involved three media displays being used for the same task.
Three different interdisciplinary groups were brought into a lab for a 45 minute period. During
their 45minutes, they were asked to perform an analysis of a building design to identify potential
remedies for excessive heat loss. One team was given the design on 2D drawings, one group had
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a 3D model on a laptop, and the third group had a large, single screen, immersive display. The
groups were observed, and their conversation coded. They were also given post-experiment
questionnaires to garner their feedback about their perceptions of the experience. Both the
detailed description of the problem solving task and the post-experiment questionnaire can be
found in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively.

Content Analysis of Team Discussions
The conversations had during the performance of the given problem were coded under
five categories: goal clarification, solution generation, alternative evaluation, solution selection,
and other. For the purposes of this study, the definitions used by Wang and colleagues (2007)
were used but with analysis and evaluation combined into a single conversation type. This was
due to the nature and limitations of the task. For the purposes of the analysis performed the
coding terms used were based on the following definitions:
•

Goal Clarification – Questions, answers, or statements, which clarify the goals and
objectives which the group needs to achieve along with the requirements which they need
to fulfil.

•

Solution Generation – Questions or statements, which propose potential solutions or new
ideas not proposed previously within the group’s discussion. Some solutions could be
more detailed solutions of the previous ones. As long as it is not exactly the same as the
previous one, it is counted as a new solution generation. These solutions can be related to
meeting any of the goals within the project, including activity duration, division of work,
resource utilization, or activity sequencing.

•

Alternative Evaluation - Questions, answers or statements, which clarify, explain, or
develop additional information, which provide or seek a value judgment related to a
proposed solution, or offer a comparison of multiple solutions.

•

Solution Selection – Statements related to conclusive decisions for or against a solution.
The decision should be a final decision agreed upon by the entire group.
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•

Other – All other communications, which are not included in the previously defined
categories, including questions, answers, or statements which focus on the use of the
technology tools and applications

Content Analysis Results
The results of the conversation coding can be seen in Figure 15. Conversation regarding
the interpretation of the design was classified under the Other category. The larger percentage of
time in Other for the 2D document group can mostly be attributed to the longer amount of time
they spent discussing and interpreting the content of the 2D documents. The coding framework
was not flexible enough to capture direct relationships between the conversation amongst the
teams and the use of the available media to identify time spent using the displays during a given
discussion.

Figure 70: Breakdown of team discussions.

Along with the time study, the participants provided feedback about their impressions of
the usefulness of the media for the identified problem solving tasks, which are summarized in
Table 24. The feedback was provided using a Likert scale, ranging from Not useful (1) to Very

useful (5). Both of the electronic displays were rated more valuable than the 2D documents for
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understanding of the building design. They were also considered more valuable for generating
and evaluating alternatives than the 2D documents.
Table 24: Summary of questionnaire feedback from the three groups.

I feel that the “media” helped the team to understand the
task goal
I feel that the “media” helped me understand the building
design
I feel that the “media” helped the team develop a shared
understanding of the building design
I feel that the “media” helped the team to generate
alternative solutions
I feel that the “media” helped the team to evaluate
alternative solutions
I feel that the “media” helped the team to select the
solution
I enjoyed participating

Paper

Monitor

Immersive

3.50

4.25

4.00

3.50

4.50

4.50

4.00

4.75

4.00

2.75

3.75

4.25

2.75

4.00

3.50

2.75
4.00

3.50
4.50

3.00
4.25

When analyzing the feedback in conjunction with the time study results, it was noted that
the tasks upon which the teams spent more time were the tasks for which a team considered them
less valuable. This could be a result of the different media being more effective for those
particular aspects, or limitations based on the process or manner of use.

Communications Comparison
The team using the laptop generated twice as many alternative solutions as each of the
other two teams, though the solutions had more explicit detail as well. The team using the laptop
rated that medium to be most useful for the evaluation of alternative solutions. By contrast, the
team using the stereoscopic projected display and the team using paper both rated the display
media provided to be most useful for the generation of alternative solutions.
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An evaluation of media utility based on the fundamental factors was compared to
findings from the quasi-experiment. Immediacy of feedback was predicted to be similar because
of the close physical proximity of participants. In this case the non-participant observers noted no
measurable differences between immediacy of feedback among the three groups. Rehearsibility
was predicted to be similar because the design information had been finalized for the teams
before their participation began with the experiment being their first knowledge of the assigned
task. On the other hand symbol variety, parallelism; and reprocessibility were predicted to be
different for the three media used.
In the quasi-experiment, paper could be predicted to have the lowest symbol variety
because the images on paper were pre-determined and printed before the team began its
participation. By contrast, the teams using the electronic media could navigate the building
information model to their desired views and model orientations. Horizontal sections could be
cut through the BIM at any point. This was more straightforward for the team using the computer
monitor as they were using media to which they were already familiar. By contrast, the team
using the stereoscopic projected display were less familiar with the 3D mouse used to navigate
the media they used. There was a slight difference between the two electronic displays in that the
stereoscopic display was on a large screen which was slightly more flexible for symbol variety
due to the scale, though this was not expected to have significant impact for the task the teams
were pursuing. During the quasi-experiment the team using paper were observed to spend 30%
more time getting an understanding of the design information provided than the two groups
utilizing the BIM’s, both of which spent the same amount of time reviewing the model for
understanding the design.
In the quasi-experiment, paper was predicted to have the highest parallelism because
participants did not have to huddle around a computer monitor to view design information.
Rather, individuals could spread out more and discuss design information on separate drawings
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simultaneously. No significant differences in parallelism were noted among the three teams
during the quasi-experiment, which, based on MST principles, was likely due to the small group
size. There were some subtle differences however, the paper team spread all of the drawings out
on the table so team members could view different drawings simultaneously. Also, the teams sat
differently to use the media with the paper team surrounding the table, while the other two teams
sat adjacent to each other so all could view the electronic displays. While these could have an
impact on the communication process, there was no clear or measurable impact noted.
In the quasi-experiment, paper was predicted to have the lowest reprocessibility because
the images on paper were pre-determined and printed. At the same time, the views were
consistent while the model views were constantly changing and difficult to return to an exact
previous viewpoint. However, the electronic media offered more options for re-examination of a
single point in the model. A summary of the comparison is presented in Table 25.
Table 25: Quasi-experiment: evaluation compared to actual.

Three media used by the three different teams
Stereoscopic
projected display

Computer monitor
display

Drawing paper

Predicted

Actual

Predicted.

Actual

Predicted

Actual

Immediacy

Equal

Equal

Equal

Equal

Equal

Equal

Rehearsibility
Symbol variety
Parallelism
Reprocessibility

Equal
Highest
Med
Equal

Equal
High
Equal
Med

Equal
High
Med
Equal

Equal
High
Equal
Med

Equal
Lowest
Highest
Lowest

Equal
Lowest
Equal
Lowest

General conclusions cannot be drawn from one quasi-experiment with only three teams
under study. Nonetheless, findings suggest that consideration of fundamental factors
encompassed by MST have the potential to inform the use of communication media in AEC. In
particular, paper had the predictable disadvantages of lowest symbol variety and lowest
reprocessibility during the quasi-experiment. The team using paper judged the media they used
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to be least useful (3.3 out of 5). The team using the laptop, which was predicted to have the
highest reprocessibility judged the media they used to be most useful (4.2 out of 5). In particular,
they chose the medium to be most useful for evaluation, consistent with reprocessibility for the
ability to re-examine. The team with the laptop spent more time evaluating the alternatives and
rated the media most valuable for that task, while the paper and stereoscopic display teams
focused their use on generating alternatives and found it most valuable for those tasks. This
strongly suggests that the task use is related to the perception and capability of media.

Implications for Communications Planning
Overall, findings suggest that MST is relevant to the use and planning of communication
media in AEC, but has yet to be widely applied in a consistent manner. Further, the quasiexperiment suggests that MST can be used for planning the use of communication media for AEC
tasks.
With regard to the project level, MST reveals the relative importance of different
communication tasks to different types of communication scenarios and AEC specific tasks.
Where teams have experience working together, members will be able to move through the
process more independently because of their common frames of reference. In these situations
conveyance is utilized more than convergence because the team is able to share information in a
more understandable context. By contrast, less shared experiences or if the project involves more
novelty, the process will need to include more convergence as teams try to develop a shared
understanding. As projects move to wider geographical teams, they are likely to involve more
diversity of cultures and, as a result, more potential for different perceptions of the same
communication media.
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While implementation of new technologies, such as BIM, has begun to be more widely
utilized as a communication tool, there is little precedent for the required shift in processes. Even
where firms have used BIM internally, the shift to use as a collaborative tool and integrated
delivery can vary significantly by the team members and by owner requirements. Most project
teams are still more familiar with the use of paper documents for sharing information, and there is
concern over what electronic displays and means of interacting with the BIM are needed to take
advantage for planning, design, construction and operations (Leicht and Messner 2007).
At the corporate level, MST offers the potential for strategic evaluation of
communication media and formulation of objective guidelines for their use. Research indicates
that evaluation and use are often based on subjective criteria such as symbolic meaning and social
concerns, e.g. written communication is more formal and can avoid face-to-face interaction (Lee
1994; Trevino et al.,1990). Also, evaluation and use can be based upon the experience and
success of one’s previous experience with a particular medium (Yoo and Alavi 2001). Objective
guidelines can be formulated from the research that MST is based upon, developing consistent,
objective means of corporate planning and strategies related to BIM, media and related
infrastructure.
It is important that guidelines focus on the abilities of communication media, rather than
on the devices themselves. Multi-national AEC firms cannot assume that the most sophisticated
communication devices will be available wherever they have projects. AEC companies could
draw upon MST to inform the planning and improvement of communication media. For example,
video is a widely available medium that is used in many countries and can be used to capture and
communicate knowledge of trade skills used in manual work (Dagon 2001). While video may be
inferior to immersive virtual reality for the communication of skill knowledge (Todorov et
al.,1997; Patel et al.,2007) immersive virtual reality requires considerable investment and stable
operating conditions, while video is a common and relatively inexpensive tool. By drawing upon
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Media Synchronicity Theory, AEC organizations can determine the communication media needs
and capabilities, then determine which form of media best matches those needs for a given project
or implementation.

Summary
An increasing number of communication media are becoming available for use within the
AEC Industry. Research outside of AEC indicates that the capabilities offered by any one
communication medium can enable some communication tasks, but can constrain others.
Accordingly, a variety of communication media are needed to perform the wide range of different
communication tasks that AEC organizations need to perform. Research outside of AEC has
revealed fundamental capabilities of communication media and how media are perceived by their
users. Mismatches between communication tasks, communication media, and perceptions of
media can result in poor communication performance.
Media Synchronicity Theory encompasses communication tasks, capabilities, and users'
perceptions. Since 1999, MST has been developed by its originators through their on-going
research and has been widely applied outside of the AEC Industry. Furthermore, MST is practical
in that it does not propose a ranking of media in absolute terms. MST provides many insights into
which communication media can enable different environments for balancing communication
nees. Planned, communication is essential to the design, construction and operation of buildings.
Planned communication is particularly important to exploitation of BIM. In order for the full
range of potential improvements from BIMs to be realized, BIM information needs to be
communicated among a wide range of participants. Also, information needs to be communicated
in diverse locations, ranging from sophisticated design offices to building sites.
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Findings from the exploratory study suggest that MST has yet to be widely considered,
but is relevant to, the use of communication media in AEC. Further, the quasi-experiment
suggests that MST serves as an excellent starting point to guide planning the use of
communication media in the AEC Industry. Examples have been provided of how MST could be
used to guide communication planning at both the project level and the corporate level. In
particular, AEC could draw upon MST to develop objective guidelines for the evaluation and use
of communication media during different stages of different types of projects.

Interview Schedule
Question
Q 1: What have been your
experiences with 3D and/or
Building Information Modeling
(BIM) since 1.1.2004?

Prompt(s)

Probe(s)

1. Model images
2. Types of models
3. Types of analysis

1. Are they used in a productive way?
2. Are they used at the right stage or phase in the
process?
3. Are the right project team members involved in
the development or use of 3D/BIM?

Q2: In your experience, how has
the use of modeling changed
since 1.1.2004?

Q 3: Do you expect the use of
models to change by 2010?
Q 4: Have you had the time
before now to consider the
affects of media choices on
team…
Q5: What have been your
experiences with different media
in the design and construction
process?
Q6: In your experience, has the
use of media changed since
1.1.2004?
Q7: Do you expect the use of
media to change by 2010?
Q8: What role do you feel
project teamwork plays in the

4. Media images

1. Is 3D/BIM used more/less often?
2. New software?
3. Changed peoples’ roles during projects?
4. Changed the process for developing the
design?
5. Changed building design quality?
If Yes: What impacts do you foresee for the
industry?
If No: Why not?
4.1)...Interaction?
4.2)… Results?
If Yes: What thoughts have you had?
1. Are they used productively?
2. Are they used at the right stage in the process?
3. Are the right project team members involved in
their development/use?
If Yes: How?
If Yes: What impacts do you foresee for the
industry?
If No: Why not?
1. What tasks are best solo/independently
performed?
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design and construction process?

Q9: In your experience, how has
project teamwork changed since
1.1.2004?
Q10: Considering the changes in
modeling and teamwork that you
have talked about; what impacts
do you think media could have
on teamwork?

2. What tasks are small best for small groups (2-4
people)?
3. What tasks are best for large groups (5 or
more)?
1. More/less teamwork
2. Quicker/Slower decision process
3. More/less time spent modeling
4. More/less time coordinating with other
disciplines?
1. What types of projects would it impact most?
2. What types of projects would it impact least?
3. More likely during Design or construction?
4. Early or late Stage/Phase of process?

Prompt 1 – Model categories
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Prompt 2 – Model sharing

Prompt 3 – Model Analyses
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Prompt 4 – Media examples
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Prompt 5 – Teamwork v. Independent tasks
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Appendix C

Exploratory Study Quasi-Experiment Task and Questionnaire

The Aurora II project is a newly designed building for the University of Joensuu, in
Finland. The Aurora II building will house classrooms, staff offices, laboratory spaces, and the
necessary support spaces.
A problem was noticed during the planning authority review of the building as it was
nearing 100% designed. The heat loss from the building is approximately 20% greater than is
acceptable in the design criteria. The building design needs to be revised so it can fulfill the
design criteria, but it is also important to minimize any impacts of these changes on:
1. Building aesthetics
2. Building function
3. Building construction costs
4. Building Lifecycle cost
Your team has been asked to identify design changes that would allow the building to
reduce the heat loss, while minimizing the impact to the overall design.

Tasks:
Using the resources provided, your team will have 45 minutes to perform the two
following tasks:
Task 1: Develop a comprehensive list of the potential design revisions which could
reduce the heat loss from the Aurora II building project.
Task 2: Identify the three (3) design changes that your team believes are the best options
for reducing the heat loss to fulfill the design criteria, while minimizing the impact to the overall
building aesthetics, function, construction cost, and building lifecycle cost.
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Appendix D

Expert Interview Schedule of Questions
Question

Prompt(s)

Q 1:Interview participant background
questions.

1. Interview

Q2: What are the typical meetings you are
involved in throughout the life of a building
project?
Q3: Since you have begun working on
projects using BIM, which meetings have you
seen the most impact? Why those meetings?

2. Meeting
Table

Q4: Since you have begun working on
projects using BIM, how has it impacted the
meetings where you have seen it used?

Probe(s)

Subject
Background

1. Whom do you meet with where
impact is greatest?
2. What types of decisions are most
affected, how?
3. What steps in process are most
impacted?
3a. Meeting process?
3b. Design/construction process?
1. Impact on team communications?
2. Impact on time in meetings?
3. Impact on content of the discussions?
4. Impact on the process/procedures?

Q5: Since you have begun working on
projects using BIM, what impact does the
setting and room layout have?

1. Changed dynamics of running meetings?
2. Impact on process/procedure?
3. Costs ?
4. Examples of very good or very bad
rooms/layouts/displays?

Q6: Since you have begun working on
projects using BIM, what is the typical way
the interaction with the model is handled?
How effective do you find this approach?

1. One user designated as driver, or user
rotates?
2. Interaction? (Keyboard, mouse,
SMARTBoard, other?)
3. Changed dynamics of running
meetings?
4. Impact on process/procedure?
1. General tasks—aspects of vis, things
that it improves?
2. Common traits of tasks
(interdisciplinary?, particular audience?)
3. What tasks have you seen it used
where it’s not helpful?

Q7: Based on your experience, for what tasks
within meetings do you see BIM being used?

Q8: What aspects of the
environment/display/interaction do you think
should be considered early to make meetings
with BIM more efficient?

1. Room layout?
2. Technology infrastructure?
3. Display traits?
4. Means of interacting with
computer/model?
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Appendix E

Interview Consent Form
Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research
The Pennsylvania State University

ORP USE ONLY: IRB# 27072 Doc. #1
The Pennsylvania State University
Office for Research Protections
Approval Date: 03/30/08 – J. Mathieu
Expiration Date: 12/04/08 – J. Mathieu
Social Science Institutional Review Board

Title of Project: Fostering Innovation and Learning in the AEC Industry through Immersive
Virtual Facility Prototypes – Questionnaire for Dickinson School of Law Coordination
Principal Investigator: Dr. John I. Messner
Address: 104 Engineering Unit A, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Phone: (814) 865-4578;
Email: jmessner@engr.psu.edu
1. Purpose of the Study: This research aims at defining methods and design appropriate
technologies to create cost effective virtual building prototypes for use in the AEC
Industry and education. Building Information Modeling tools allow virtual models to be
constructed, however they are new to the construction industry and the cost and value of
using them is not clearly understood. There is a need to develop a better understanding
of the requirements, costs, and limitations of using Building Information Models within
the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. The intent of this
questionnaire is to obtain a better understanding of the participants’ perspectives of using
building information models in the coordination of construction activities.
2. Procedures to be followed: You will be given a short questionnaire related to your
involvement in the bidding and coordination of the Dickinson School of Law building at
the University Park Campus. The questionnaire should be returned to John Messner
either by mail or fax at:
104 Engineering Unit A
University Park, PA 16802
Fax: 814-863-4789
Some follow up interviews will be conducted to gain further feedback about the perceived value
and process involved in the actual modeling and coordination procedures.
3. Benefits: The participants will have an opportunity to gain more knowledge related to the
value of building information modeling in the construction process.
4. Duration/Time: The questionnaire should take approximately 20 – 30 minutes to
complete. Any interviews will take approximately 30 – 45 minutes to conduct.
5. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. Only
the person in charge, and his/her assistants, will know your identity. The data will be
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stored and secured at Primary Investigator’s office in a locked/password protected file.
In the event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally
identifiable information will be shared.
6. Right to Ask Questions: You can ask questions about this research, Contact Dr. John
Messner at (814) 865-4578 with questions. You can also call this number if you have
complaints or concerns about this research. If you have questions about your rights as a
research participant, or you have concerns or general questions about the research,
contact Penn State University’s Office for Research Protections at (814) 865-1775. You
may also call this number if you cannot reach the research team or wish to talk to
someone else.
7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can
stop at any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.
Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of
benefits you would receive otherwise.
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study.

Sincerely,

John I. Messner, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Architectural Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
104 Engineering Unit A
University Park, PA 16802
Tel: 814-865-4578
Email: jmessner@engr.psu.edu
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Appendix F

Observational Study Consent Form

Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research
The Pennsylvania State University

ORP USE ONLY: IRB# 27072 Doc. #1
The Pennsylvania State University
Office for Research Protections
Approval Date: 03/30/08 – J. Mathieu
Expiration Date: 12/04/08 – J. Mathieu
Social Science Institutional Review Board

Title of Project:

Fostering Innovation and Learning in the AEC Industry
through Immersive Virtual Facility Prototypes – Icon Lab
Observation

Principal Investigator:

Dr. John I. Messner
104 Engineering Unit A, University Park, PA 16802
Phone: (814) 865-4578; Email: jmessner@engr.psu.edu

8. Purpose of the Study: This research aims at defining methods and design appropriate
technologies to create cost effective virtual building prototypes for use in the AEC
Industry and education. The objectives of this research is to assess the potential of using
Virtual Facility Prototypes (VFPs) for design and construction reviews in the
construction industry, and scheduling and planning teaching in the engineering education.
The intent of this survey is to obtain a better understanding of the participants’
perspectives of using VFPs in visualizing construction facilities.
9. Procedures to be followed: If you are an industry professional, you will have to view
design and construction models in the Immersive Construction (ICon) Lab. If you are a
student, a learning module will be offered to you to aid you with completion of your
assignment. To evaluate the potential value of using VFPs, you will be observed,
photographed and videotaped while performing the exercise or review models in the ICon
Lab.
10. Risks/Discomforts: There are no risks in participating in this research beyond those
experienced in everyday life.
11. Benefits: The participants will have an opportunity to gain more knowledge related to the
value of visualization in the AEC Industry/Education.
12. Duration/Time: You will have about a range of one to four hours to complete the
exercise or review the models.
13. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The
data will be stored and secured at in a locked/password protected file. In the event of a
publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable
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information will be shared. If you are a student, agreement to participate in the study will
not affect your grade in any way. The instructor will not have access to the video
recordings produced during the study until the final grades for the course are assigned.
Penn State’s Office for Research Protections, the Social Science Institutional Review
Board, and the Office for Human Research Protections in the Department of Health and
Human Services may review records related to this project.
14. Right to Ask Questions: Please contact Dr. John Messner at (814) 865-4578 with
questions or concerns. You can also call this number if you feel you have been harmed by
this study. If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or you have
concerns or general questions about the research, contact Penn State University’s Office
for Research Protections at (814) 865-1775.
15. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop
at any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.
Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of
benefits you would receive otherwise.
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study. If you
agree to take part in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign your
name and indicate the date below.
You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records.
_____________________________________________
_____________________
Participant Signature

Date

_____________________________________________
_____________________
Person Obtaining Consent

Date

Please place your initials in front of the statement for which you agree:
_____ I do not give permission for the researchers to keep my data (including recordings)
indefinitely for use in conference presentations or publications. The data will be destroyed
within 10 years of the collection.
_____ I give permission for the researchers to keep my data (including recordings)
indefinitely for use in conference presentations or publications.
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Appendix G

Site Utilization Quasi-Experiment Task, Script, and Questionnaire

Long and Foster Site Utilization Planning Task

Task:
Your task for this meeting is to brainstorm the schematic layouts of the Long and Foster Headquarters
construction project. You will briefly be introduced to the resources you have available in the lab to
perform the site planning. You will then have 1 hour to brainstorm and work toward a layout for each
phase of the construction site. At the completion of the hour, your team should have a sketch of the 3 or 4
phases for which you need separate site plans.
Notes:
· Your task is not to develop the exact dimensions or develop detailed site plan during the brainstorming,
but to approximate where you have the necessary space and the list of items which need to be shown on
each plan during each phase.
· Premium space to premium (critical) activities
· Minimize impacts of dangerous activities
· Locate trailers/storage close by, but out of the way of activities
· Locate storage/loading for efficient receiving, storage, and delivery for use
· Use clear labels and symbols (be sure to incorporate legend into final document)
Suggested Process:
· Start with the most congested phase (Enclosure)
· Brainstorm list of necessary items
· Start with items which will be consistent during all phases
· Follow with items which are carried over from one phase to another to minimize moving of
materials/equipment
· Utilize the features of the site and the building to optimize your layout (example—take advantage of
building geometry to get maximum coverage for a crane)
Upon Completion:
When you leave the lab today you can save the electronic copies of your site plans to the Y drive so you
can use them to formalize your plans for your final submission. Be sure to follow the guidelines suggested
in class and include a thorough but concise description of the reasons for your decisions.
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Temporary Structures:
· Site Office Trailers
· 1 trailer per every 3 mgmt employees of GC
· 1 trailer for every major trade
· Storage Trailers - 2 trailers per trade on site
· Roads
· Road from main road to structure
· Loop around structure
· Access to storage/offices/loading areas
· Parking Lots
· 5 parking spots per crew
· 3 mgmt spots per trade
· Fence—perimeter of site, with clear indication of gates
· Sanitary—locations of porta-johns (minimum of 1 per floor of structure in place)
Equipment: (if relevant, not all are necessary)
· Crane(s) - assume the use of either one large or two smaller tower cranes
· Smaller crane boom(s) will reach 150’
· Larger crane - boom will reach 225’
· Tower crane - placed once and kept through duration of structure and shell work
· Hoist(s) - indicate path from loading dock, assume 12’ wide and 10’ deep
· Concrete Pump—indicate staging location(s) and assume boom can reach midpoint of floor horizontally
· Forklift—1 for storage area, 1 for loading dock, 1 for shakeout/preassembly area
· Scaffolding—indicate linear feet of perimeter to receive scaffolding at one time and direction of movement
Space:
Workspace
· Prefabrication - space to prepare/assemble materials (example—column forms or rebar cages should be near to
storage, have space to work, and near to crane/hoist for delivery to floors
· Layout areas - space to clean/organize materials or formwork
· Protected areas (limited access for safety reasons)
Material space
· Loading dock - try to utilize bldg loading dock area whenever possible, close to equipment for delivery to upper
floors
· Trash—(1) 20’ dumpster per trade on site, 3 for GC
· Storage Trailers—(2) 40’ storage trailer per trade on site
· Soil Stockpile - because of your large site, you are storing excavate material at least 4 months past the completion of
excavation
· Indicate small material stockpiles near to ongoing activities (ie stacks of brick near to mason’s scaffold)
Paths
· Worker access to upper floors
· Material distribution
· Trash/debris collection
· Flow of construction activities
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Long and Foster Site Utilization Planning Proctoring Procedure

Proctor procedure:
Have access grid loaded on SMARTboard computer (right screen so it doesn’t show up on
SMARTboard). Open the two video capture windows and use Camtasia to screen capture those
two video images.
Get room set up in advance with appropriate layout for the test sample group. Have the tablets
out and log into them.
If the model is to be loaded, open it in Revit on the extra machine.
· Have the screens turned on (as appropriate) with the images from the tablets already pushed to
the screens. Load the powerpoint site layout template, do SaveAs (making sure to save as a
macro-enabled file) and save it to the group’s folder on the CIC drive under “Rob’s Research /
Site Planning.”
· When the students enter—distribute the consent forms for the video-taping.
· Start taping the new group using Camtasia
· Hand out the task so the students can begin reading while any preparations are made.
· Introduce the set up (tablets/SMARTboard) and demonstrate how to use the Powerpoint slide
- emphasis on the need to select the mouse button when switching between functions.
- point out that the three suggested phases and that there are three slides prepared with those
titles, as well as a notes slide
· Ask if there are any questions, and let the group begin the task.
· Provide a 15 minute warning on time running out
· When time is up, have the students choose “Stop” from the slide, end the slide show and KEEP
THE INK. Then have them save their files to the CIC drive in the same folder, and to the Y drive
so they can access them at a later date.
· Distribute the Team Environment Survey and the ICon Lab Surveys and have them fill them out
(if time is tight have them fill them out at the table in the hall)
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Long and Foster Site Utilization Planning Posttest Questionnaire

Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I usually embrace and I am comfortable using new technology.

1

2

3

4

5

I enjoyed performing the Site Planning task in the ICon Lab.

1

2

3

4

5

The large display was helpful for completing the site planning
task

1

2

3

4

5

Our team collaborated better than we normally do when working
together

1

2

3

4

5

The display was larger than we needed for the task

1

2

3

4

5

Everyone in the group contributed ideas and suggestions during
the task

1

2

3

4

5

The ability to write and sketch on the screen was helpful

1

2

3

4

5

Our team was not as productive as we usually are on group tasks

1

2

3

4

5

A 3D representation of the building is not needed for the site
planning task

1

2

3

4

5

Team members contributed more than usual

1

2

3

4

5

The ability to meet in a separate space made us more productive

1

2

3

4

5

The ability for all members to contribute using the display was
valuable

1

2

3

4

5

We would have been equally productive with a mouse and
keyboard for drawing the site plan

1

2

3

4

5

The interface for drawing was intuitive and easy to use

1

2

3

4

5

Some team members were not involved in the site planning
process

1

2

3

4

5

This environment allowed us to communicate more effectively
than usual

1

2

3

4

5

The ability to sketch allowed members who are quieter to
contribute ideas more easily

1

2

3

4

5

I enjoyed using the sketching capabilities

1

2

3

4

5

We would use a space like this in the future if it is available for
similar tasks

1

2

3

4

5

Having multiple screens allowed us to better visualize the
information

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix H

4D Review Quasi-Experiment Task, Script, and Questionnaire

Long and Foster Site Utilization Planning Task

Task:
Your task for this meeting is to critically review the 4D model of the Long and Foster schedule. You will
briefly be introduced to simulation and display. You will then have 15 minutes to review and document
challenges you see individually, the remaining 30 minutes will be used for you to discuss, and finalize your
evaluation of the schedule as a group. At the completion of the period, you will submit your individual
reviews and the combined team summary of any inconsistencies or errors in the schedule.
Notes:
· Review the schedule for each of the following issues:
· Error in the sequence of work
· Lack of resources (space/materials/access)
· Inconsistent level of detail
· Safety concerns
· Clearly document all errors, omissions, or challenges you identify
· Identify the schedule item(s) using the printed schedule
Suggested Process:
· Review the simulation
· Each person drafts a list of the problems they’ve noted
· Come up with common list of issues and formally document them, review simulation as needed to explain
and verify
· Document each issue
Upon Completion:
You will hand in your formal documentation of the issues, along with submitting your individual notes.
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4D Critical Schedule Review Experiment Script:

1. Welcome to the ICon Lab
2. For today’s task you will be reviewing a 4D simulation of the Long and Foster
Headquarters project. Your task during this review will be to identify potential
conflicts, inconsistencies, or errors in the schedule.
3. The types of conflicts can range from errors in the sequence of trades being installed,
to differing levels of detail in how the different sequences are modeled, to potential
safety hazards and other opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
the schedule.
4. You will have approximately 45 minutes to review the simulation and identify your
own list of potential issues and as a team to come up with a combined list.
5. As with the Site Utilization planning activity, we will be video-taping this task. Please
review and sign the Consent Forms…
6. Here are:
• A printed copy of the Gantt Chart view of this schedule to help you identify
tasks
• A legend to assist in understanding the colors used in the simulation
• A summary of the task for you to perform, along with the sheet for identifying
conflicts
7. Collect consent forms
8. Introduce tablets or wireless mouse for the console
9. Start video recording
10. At 15 minutes remind them to work on group task (No more notes on your individual
sheets)
11. At 45 minutes STOP RECORDING, then hand out surveys
12. Reset for next group
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Legend of 4D Simulation Trade Colors
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Long and Foster 4D Simulation Review Posttest Questionnaire

Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I enjoyed performing the 4D schedule review task in
the ICon Lab.

1

2

3

4

5

This group worked productively during the 4D review
task

1

2

3

4

5

The large display was helpful for completing the 4D
schedule review

1

2

3

4

5

This team collaborated better than my project team
did

1

2

3

4

5

Having multiple screens was unnecessary for the
schedule review

1

2

3

4

5

Everyone in the group contributed ideas and
suggestions during the task

1

2

3

4

5

The 4D review task was well suited to be performed
in the ICon Lab

1

2

3

4

5

Some of the group members were not very involved
in the process

1

2

3

4

5

This environment allowed us to communicate
effectively

1

2

3

4

5

The ability for all members to contribute using the
display was valuable

1

2

3

4

5

We would use a space like this in the future if it is
available for similar tasks

1

2

3

4

5

We were able to view the necessary model
angles/viewpoints to conduct a critical review of the
4D simulation

1

2

3

4

5

We equally shared control of the model/display
during the task

1

2

3

4

5

It was challenging to reach a consensus on a schedule
issue

1

2

3

4

5

The model was very useful in communicating
information about the schedule issues

1

2

3

4

5

One person in the group was the primary user of the
model and display

1

2

3

4

5

Appendix I
Integrated Building Process Model Task Planning Table
Phase / Stage

Process

D

Design Facility

D1

Understand Functional Requirements

Output

D11

Assimilate and analyze information

Design planning information

D12

Establish project objectives

Project objectives and design parameters, and design execution plan

D13

Establish design parameters

Project objectives and design parameters, and design execution plan

D2

Explore concepts

D21

Perform preliminary studies

Design data (spatial relationships, site use, layout, circulation and
flow…)

D22

Prepare and develop concepts

concept information/design data, possible concepts

D23

Coordinate concepts

compatible concepts

D24

Evaluate and select concepts

feasible concepts

D3

Develop system schematics

D31

Develop standard system schemes

design data (schematic information), possible schemes

D32

Coordinate to find compatabilities

coordination information and coordinated schemes

D33

Develop integrated schematics

systems scheme information and integrated scheme package

D34

Evaluate and select schematics

feasible schemes

D4

Develop design

D41

Perform system development and layout

systems information

D42

Performa simulations, studies, reviews and checks

results/design data, systems information

D43

Develop preliminary specifications, drawings, and schedules

detailed design information, design development package

D44

Acquire design approval

detailed design

D5

Communicate design to others

D51

Develop drawings

design data, PD drawings

D52

Develop specifications

D53

Document review

PD specs, design data
post design documents package, design data, coordination
information

D54

Deliver and aquire approval

post design documents

D6

Maintain design information and models

D61

Collect Data

new data

D62

Store Data

stored data

D63

Retrieve Data

recalled data

D64

Update Information

prepared information

D65

Transmit Information

design information

C

Construct Facility

C1

Acquire Construction Services

C11

Identify qualified parties

Qualified parties

C12

Provide Work scope information

Work scope information

C13

Prepare and submit proposals

Proposals

C14

Review proposals and select constructor

Selected constructors

C15

Execute contracts and agreements

Project information, contracts, construction team

C2

Plan and control the work

C21

Develop construction plan

Facility cost knowledge, construction plan

C211

Determine scope of work / coordinate planning

Planning parameters

C212

Select work methods

Alternative work methods

C213

Estimate the work

Estimate information

C214

Schedule work activities

Schedule information

C215

Analyze and select the plan

Construction plan, proposed scope changes

C22

Implement the plan

Submittals and execution plan

C23

Monitor performance

Historical data and performance reports

C24

Analyze performance

Performance feedback

C3

Provide resources

C31

Mobilize

Mobilized site

C32

Acquire Resources

Resource acquisition information and delivery schedule

C33

Receive and inspect resources

Accepted resources

C34

Store resources and manage the inventory

Inventory information and repair needs

C35

Repair and maintain resources

Resources

C36

Allocate resources

Available resources and distribution priorities

C4

Build the facility

C41

Plan the daily work

Progress information and daily plan

C42

Distribute the resources

Progress information and distributed resources

C43

Do the physical work

Partially constructed resources, complete work

C44

Inspect and approve the work

Inspection records, approved work

C45

Turn over the completed work

Post-construction information, facility

Appendix J
Table of Unitary Task Outcomes and Prescribed Processes
Phase / Stage

Process

D

Design Facility

D1

Understand Functional Requirements

Unitary/Divisible

Objective

Information LoD

Outcome

Process

(Level of Detail)
Conceptual

D11

Assimilate and analyze information

Unitary

Focus

Conceptual

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D12

Establish project objectives

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D13

Establish design parameters

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D2

Explore concepts

Schematic

D21

Perform preliminary studies

Unitary

Create

Conceptual

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D22

Prepare and develop concepts

Unitary

Integrate

Schematic

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D23

Coordinate concepts

Unitary

Examine

Schematic

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D24

Evaluate and select concepts

Unitary

Focus

Schematic

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D3

Develop system schematics

System

D31

Develop standard system schemes

Unitary

Create

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D32

Coordinate to find compatabilities

Unitary

Examine

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D33

Develop integrated schematics

Unitary

Integrate

System

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D34

Evaluate and select schematics

Unitary

Examine

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D4

Develop design

System/Element

D41

Perform system development and layout

Unitary

Create

System/Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D42

Performa simulations, studies, reviews and checks

Unitary

Examine

System/Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D43

Develop preliminary specifications, drawings, and schedules

Unitary

Integrate

Element

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D44

Acquire design approval

Unitary

Focus

Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D5

Communicate design to others

Element

D51

Develop drawings

Unitary

Create

Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D52

Develop specifications

Unitary

Integrate

Element

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

D53

Document review

Unitary

Examine

Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D54

Deliver and aquire approval

Unitary

Focus

Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C

Construct Facility

C2
C21

Plan and control the work
Develop construction plan

Unitary

Create

Schematic

C211

Determine scope of work / coordinate planning

Unitary

Create

Schematic

Maximizing

Additive or Conjunctive

C212

Select work methods

Unitary

Examine

Schematic

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C213

Estimate the work

Unitary

Create

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C214

Schedule work activities

Unitary

Create

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

Analyze and select the plan

Unitary

Focus

System

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

Unitary

Create

Element

Optimizing

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C215
C4
C41

Build the facility
Plan the daily work
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Appendix K
Table for Identifying Strategy
Phase / Stage

Process

D1

Understand Functional Requirements

Unitary/Divisible

Objective

Optimizing Tasks

Maximizing Tasks

Use (1-3)

Use (1-3)

Process

D11

Assimilate and analyze information

Unitary

Focus

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D12

Establish project objectives

Unitary

Create

Additive or Conjunctive

D13

Establish design parameters

Unitary

Create

Additive or Conjunctive

Unitary

Create

Additive or Conjunctive

D2

Explore concepts

D21

Perform preliminary studies

D22

Prepare and develop concepts

Unitary

Integrate

Additive or Conjunctive

D23

Coordinate concepts

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D24

Evaluate and select concepts

Unitary

Focus

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D3

Develop system schematics

D31

Develop standard system schemes

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D32

Coordinate to find compatabilities

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D33

Develop integrated schematics

Unitary

Integrate

Additive or Conjunctive

D34

Evaluate and select schematics

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D4

Develop design

D41

Perform system development and layout

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D42

Performa simulations, studies, reviews and checks

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D43

Develop preliminary specifications, drawings, and schedules

Unitary

Integrate

Additive or Conjunctive

D44

Acquire design approval

Unitary

Focus

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D5

Communicate design to others

D51

Develop drawings

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D52

Develop specifications

Unitary

Integrate

Additive or Conjunctive

D53

Document review

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

D54

Deliver and aquire approval

Unitary

Focus

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C

Construct Facility

C2
C21

Plan and control the work
Develop construction plan

Unitary

Create

C211

Determine scope of work / coordinate planning

Unitary

Create

Additive or Conjunctive

C212

Select work methods

Unitary

Examine

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C213

Estimate the work

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C214

Schedule work activities

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

Analyze and select the plan

Unitary

Focus

Disjunctive or Discretionary

Unitary

Create

Disjunctive or Discretionary

C215
C4
C41

Build the facility
Plan the daily work

Sum:
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Robert M. Leicht
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Business Minor. Upon graduating he continued on to pursue his Ph.D. in the Architectural
Engineering Department where he received both research and teaching assistantships, as well as
serving as an instructor. While working as a graduate researcher Robert contributed to the Virtual
Facilities Prototyping project for the National Science Foundation, worked at VTT, the technical
research centre of Finland, as a visiting scholar, and held a joint appointment with the Leonhard
Center for Engineering Education looking at innovative use of multimedia technology in education.
Along with his academic career, Robert has had the opportunity to work with several firms
in the building community and been involved in the construction of multiple projects. His start in
the industry was through an internship with Centex Homes where he served as an Assistant Project
Manager in the Land Development group. Following his time with Centex, Robert had the
opportunity to serve as the Site Manager for the renovation and addition to an elementary school in
Muncy, PA. His next opportunity, which was used for his undergraduate capstone project, was as a
field and office engineer for Hensel Phelps Construction working on the historic Patent Office
Building for the Smithsonian Institution. Robert received the Sustainable Design and Hettema
Leadership awards for capstone project work. Following his undergraduate experiences he was able
to serve as a Project Engineer for Southland Industries on the Design-Build delivery of the Census
Bureau Headquarters project in Suitland, VA. His most recent experience was working with DPR
Construction to help develop and to further the implementation planning for BIM, focusing on the
American Institute of Architects (AIA) headquarters renewal project in Washington, DC.

